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INTRODUCTION 
Motivation 

The induction motor drive is by far the most widely used electromechanical 
system and well-known today as the workhorse of industry. Traditionally, 
induction motor has been used in constant and variable-speed applications that 
do not cater for fast dynamic processes. Because of the recent development, this 
situation is changing rapidly. The underlying reason for this is the fact that the 
cage induction machines are much cheaper and more rugged than their 
competitors, the synchronous and dc motors. Their sophisticated closed-loop 
systems are the result of extensive research and development. 

Over the last decades, computer aided design of induction motor drives fed by 
power inverters has become a major research topic. Although there has been 
much progress in this area and the novel control systems have been developed, 
they stay often restricted by design because of focus on those converters that 
concern particular applications. 

Almost from inception, power dissipation and its adverse impact on electronics 
and electromechanical equipment has been a point of concern for the industry. 
An integral part of the design cycle has always been the consideration of power 
dissipation and consumption issues. Although the level of attention paid to 
thermal matters has been inconsistent, the reality is that the role of thermal 
management of power converters in the ultimate success of motor drives has 
never diminished. Converter-level power dissipation remains a point of 
contention for equipment manufacturers and will impose larger challenges as 
the years pass. 

The main efforts to decrease power dissipation of inverters in the scope of 
motor drive performance are addressed for searching the best relation between 
the switching frequency, duration of transition intervals, and switched powers. 
Based on such standpoint, the following two approaches called hardware way 
and software way are distinguished: 

• optimization of power converter circuits (development of new power 
circuit topologies, search of effective electronic components, and 
enhancement of cooling methods); 

• improvement of control principles (design of new control system 
topologies and modulation techniques). 

The first group of approaches relates to the inverter build-up based on the 
various associations of semiconductor devices and reactive components. The 
typical drawbacks of the designs obtained in this direction are as follows: 

• they are often bulky in size, weight, and housing; 

• expensive in cost, maintenance, and special control needs; 
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• slow in operation due to the presence of the charge/discharge intervals, 
phase delays and amplitude distortions; 

• load/supply dependent (unstable under variable supply and load) and 
parametrically sensitive in rebuilding and tuning. 

The second group relates to control schemes that minimize the negative effect 
of the switching principle of inverter operation. This approach has such benefits 
as: 

• software based easy programming and tuning; 

• suitability for parametric and algorithmic rebuilding; 

• variety of ways for the switching frequency and switching pattern 
optimization; 

• flexibility in improving the switch on/off transitions; 

• availability of multiple open-ended and closed loop load-dependent 
solutions. 

This work follows the software approach. It aims to improve the control 
methods and techniques that provide power economical benefits across the 
broad design area.  

Previous research on IGBT-fed motor drives was carefully examined through 
the literature survey enveloped by the Reference list to compare this thesis with 
the recent studies. Because of the overwhelming breadth of published material, 
the review was limited by inverters for induction motor drives and their 
modulation techniques, as well as motor drive design and simulation, because 
these topics are closely related to the work. 

At the present time, the majority of research and development effort in the field 
of power converters for motor drives concentrates on the non-expensive power 
economical variable-speed open-loop drives and high-precision closed-loop 
torque and power adjustable drives. The most comprehensive review in these 
fields may be found in [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6]. Theoretical grounding of the drive 
supply systems is given in [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13]. These researches were 
used as the basis of this study. 

Multiple topologies of IGBT inverters are discussed in [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] 
[19] [20] [21]. Advanced solutions of power economical problems are proposed 
in [2] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27]. In contrast to the mentioned works, the 
major attention is paid here to inverters supplying the motor load having 
variable inductive character with counter-electromotive force. 

Modulation theory of power converters is strongly based in [28] [29]. The most 
effective space vector modulation algorithms are proposed by [30] [31]. They 
are developed and improved in this study. 
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Power converter design and simulation problems are observed in [32] [33] [34] 
[35] [36] [37] [38] [39]. Special attention concerning motor drive supply was 
paid in this work to the studies of [28] [40] [41] [42]. 

Thesis objectives and tasks 

The first objective of this study is to develop and explore the control methods 
for inverters that supply low-loss variable-speed induction motor drives. 
Importance of this problem is pointed by the fact that IGBT control governs the 
voltage and current harmonics, torque ripple, acoustic noise, and 
electromagnetic interference. A significant feature of the proposed technique is 
adaptation of the inverter control to the load parameters. 

The second objective of the thesis is to improve the computer aided design 
methodology for variable-speed induction motor drives aiming power 
economical combined inverter and motor performance. The proposed approach 
focuses on the converter composition that provides minimization of the drive 
power losses. 

The main research tasks to be solved are as follows: 

1. development of simulation and experimental tools to study the major 
techniques of inverter control in induction drive applications; 

2. exploration of the IGBT modulation methods from the viewpoint of loss 
reduction; 

3. proposition, examination, and implementation of the new switching 
patterns for the modulation systems of motor drive inverters; 

4. improvement in the methodology of computer aided motor drive design 
basing on the new IGBT switching patterns. 

Major results 

The scientific contribution of the thesis, which is considered as new, can be 
summarised as follows: 

1. classification criteria for the power converters design, study, and 
comparison, focused on the motor drives; 

2. comparative analysis of the main toolkits used in the world-wide power 
electronic practice from the viewpoint of motor drive characteristics; 

3. an original experimental setup for the verification of the developed 
models; 

4. methodology of experimentation on the steady-state and dynamical 
operation modes using the developed physical prototypes; 

5. library of the motor drive models developed in the Matlab/Simulink 
environment, which supports the six-step modulation, PWM, and 
multiple SVM techniques; 
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6. methodology of combined using both the traditional simulation 
packages and marketable toolkits in the motor drive design; 

7. concept of the load-dependent control of an inverter based on the built-
in motor model; 

8. method of current-dependent clamping of inverter legs which decreases 
the losses and temperature of inverter-fed drive components; 

9. principle of the elimination of short pulses from the switching pattern 
which opens a way to choose the optimal switching frequency in respect 
to the particular application performance; 

10. computer aided motor drive design methodology which includes an 
additional stage for IGBT switching patterns and frequency 
optimization; 

11. toolbox for analyzing and exploring switching patterns of three-phase 
inverter-fed induction motor drives; 

12. recommendations on applying a PWM front-end and adaptive control 
for both the power loss decrease and the THD level stabilization. 

Practical novelty of the thesis 

1. The work opens new possibilities in the analysis and comparison of 
multiple power electronics converters from the viewpoint of their power 
economical performance. 

2. Developed models are suitable for exploring different steady-state and 
dynamic modes of the power converter performance in motor drive 
applications. 

3. Proposed category of the simulation and experimental techniques can 
be effectively applied in drives working in open-ended 
voltage/frequency and close-loop control modes. 

4. Using the developed ware, the new modulation systems of low-loss 
motor drive inverters can be designed and described. 

Direct practical output of the thesis 

Two novel switching patterns were implemented in the experimental laboratory 
setup developed by the author. An improved computer aided motor drive design 
methodology and a toolbox for analyzing and exploring power inverter control 
systems were implemented in Tallinn University of Technology. 

Confirmation and dissemination of results 

The thesis involves both the theoretical and practical investigations. Novelty 
and profitability of the work have been confirmed by analytical and simulation 
based results, as well as experimental verification and result dissemination. 
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On the theoretical stage, mathematical description based on space vector 
notation, numerical spectral analysis, and digital computation was applied. 

All the results have been experimentally validated using the developed physical 
prototype of the IGBT converter-fed motor drive. 

The author has 19 international scientific publications, 8 of which are directly 
associated with the thesis. 11 author’s papers are included in the collections 
indexed by ISI-Thomson Reuters. 

Thesis outline 

The contents of the thesis are divided into four chapters, introduction, and 
conclusions. 

Chapter 1 provides an analysis of contemporary motor drive technology issues. 
It describes the progress in electrical motors, specific features of the drive 
implementation and packaging, advances in power electronics and in power 
semiconductor devices, and progress in power converters. Then, the figures-of-
merit of IGBT inverters are proposed in view of power losses in IGBTs and 
inverters, converter size, power consumption, power quality, and switching 
frequency. Next, the regimentation of the control systems for inverter-fed motor 
drives is presented based on the overview of control methods, general-purpose 
control arrangement of industrial motor drives, and common control and 
protection architecture. The chapter is completed by the analysis of switching 
patterns for IGBT inverters, such as six-step modulation, pulse-width 
modulation, and space vector modulation. 

Chapter 2 is devoted to the simulation study of IGBT inverters for induction 
motor drives. First, the comparative analysis and categorization of power 
converter simulators is performed including understanding of designed system 
via simulation, overview of toolboxes used in power converter design, and 
comparison of toolboxes in view of the drive application. Following the 
requirements to physical prototyping, the developed physical prototypes for 
model validation, such as ABB experimental setup and the new TUT 
experimental setup, are described. The core of this chapter is presented by the 
new models of inverter-fed induction motor drives implemented in 
Matlab/Simulimk. They provide the basic circuit topology and specification, 
simulation study of the inverter-fed drive with six-step control, pulse-width 
modulation, and space vector approach. Additionally, vendor’s software to 
explore IGBT with power loss analysis is involved. Among them, IGBT 
simulators of International Rectifier, IGBT loss simulator Melcosim from 
Mitsubishi Electric, and semiconductor selector SemiSel from Semicron are 
described. 

Chapter 3 relates to the implementation and performance evaluation of new 
switching patterns. First, the load-dependent control of motor drive inverters is 
explained. To show the benefits of the proposed approach, correlation between 
inverter and motor performances is analytically examined with focus on the loss 
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minimization. The current-dependent clamping modulation principle is provided 
including mathematical, simulation, and experimental study. Further, some 
algorithms of the short pulse elimination from the switching patterns are 
discussed. Again, they are grounded analytically, by simulation, and by 
experimentation. Both methods are compared with traditional ones and with 
each other. 

In the last chapter, the advanced methodology of computer aided design of low-
loss inverter-fed induction motor drives is described. Following the 
requirements to motor drive designs and review of contemporary design tools, 
the proposed technological flowchart is explained. The description of the new 
toolbox to explore modulation techniques envelops its properties and 
possibilities, the electromagnetic model of the induction motor, and the user 
interface. Next, the design example of inverter-fed motor drive for a vehicle 
application is provided, including the design aim and the load object 
description, the gear and motor selection process, and the actual inverter design 
procedure. Finally, the principles of active rectification and adaptive modulation 
are suggested to further decrease power losses. 

The conclusive list of references consists of 80 external published works and 19 
author’s papers. 
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SYMBOLS 
 

Ak amplitude of kth harmonic 
ak Fourier coefficient of kth harmonics 
bk Fourier coefficient of kth harmonics 
C complex constant 
Eon turn-on energy 
Eoff turn-off energy 
Esw common loss energy 
fc carrier frequency 
f* modulation frequency 
fsw switching frequency 
I(1) fundamental current amplitude 
Iav average current of IGBT 
Ic IGBT collector current 
Ifd freewheeling diode current 
IL phase current of the load 
Imax maximum value of the phase current of the inductive load 
Irms rms current of IGBT  
IrrD reverse recovery pick current 
J moment of inertia of motor shaft 
J’ moment of inertia of the driven wheels 
kcond1 manufacture correction factor 1 
kcond2 manufacture correction factor 2 
kmod modulation index 
L1 stator inductance 
L2 rotor inductance 
L12 mutual inductance 
m mass 
Ms static load torque 
Me electromagnetic torque 
Md dynamic torque of the load 
ΔM friction and windage losses 
p pole pair number 
PLOAD output power of the motor drive 
Ps supply power 
ΔP power losses in the motor components 
ΔPc power converter losses 
ΔPcond conduction losses 
ΔPcondD conduction losses of the feedback diode 
ΔPsw switching losses 
ΔPswD diode switching losses 
q duty cycle 
R1 stator resistance of the motor 
R2 rotor resistance of the motor 
t time 
Te electromagnetic time constant of the motor drive 
trrD reverse recovery time 
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Tm modulation period 
Ud dc link voltage 
UF mean IGBT voltage drop 
UfD diode voltage drop 
Us supply voltage 
yk spectrum characteristics of signals 
ηc efficiency of the converter 
ηMG efficiency of the motor-gear system 
φ phase shift between the current and voltage waves 
φk phase spectrum of signals 
ψ flux linkage 
ω angular frequency of motor shaft 
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1. STATE OF THE ART AND RECENT ADVANCES IN 
POWER ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY FOR 
INDUCTION MOTOR DRIVES 
This chapter examines the key development trends including the dominance of 
ac adjustable speed drives in new applications, with the squirrel-cage induction 
machine as the preferred motor in most cases. Particularly striking has been the 
rapid ascendance of the insulated-gate bipolar transistor (IGBT) as the 
preferable power switch in different driving applications ranging from fractional 
kilowatts to megawatts. Important current issues such as drive power loss as 
well as power quality and the effects of fast IGBT switching transients on the 
converters, machines, and electromagnetic interference production are studied. 
The last section of this chapter presents an analysis of the major discrete pulse 
modulation strategies. 

1.1 Analysis of Contemporary Motor Drive Technology 
Issues 

1.1.1 Progress in Electrical Motors 

The growth in industrial motor drives over the past 10 years has exceeded 25 %, 
a rate far exceeding the previous 30 years. Such an unprecedented expansion 
results from the increased demand for efficient reliable supervising, power 
flexibility, process improvement, and control complexity. This progress requires 
significant effort in mitigating numerous technical problems associated with 
new technologies [1]. 

An electrical machine, the workhorse of modern motor drive, has gone through 
slow but sustained evolution during the past century that has resulted in higher 
power density, higher efficiency, and many performance enhancements. 
Although, traditionally, ac machines have been used for constant-speed 
applications and dc machines for variable speed drives, the advent of power 
semiconductor devices, various converter topologies, advanced control 
techniques, and improved adaptive and estimation methods gradually brought 
high-performance ac drives of varied types in the market place, pushing the dc 
drives toward obsolescence. Both induction and synchronous ac machines are 
extensively used in contemporary motor drives [3]. 

The cage-type induction motors are universally popular [12]. Squirrel-cage 
machines dominate for both new and retrofit industrial drive applications 
around the world. Three-phase ac motor drives are employed now in different 
areas of wide power ranges starting from few watts to several megawatts. The 
majority of domains, about 80-90 % of the market, are satisfied with general-
purpose induction motor drives having simple voltage-frequency control [4]. 
According to the estimate of Electric Power Research Institute, around 60 to 
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65 % of grid energy in the USA is consumed by motor drives, and 75 % of 
these are pump-, fan-, and compressor-type asynchronous drives, majority of 
them being used in the industrial environment for the fluid flow control. It was 
reported that currently around 97 % of medium and high-power drives for such 
applications operate at fixed speed, where flow is controlled by mechanical 
methods, such as throttling control, dampers, or flow control valves, resulting in 
a substantial amount of energy loss. Only 3 % of these drives are operated at 
variable speed control, thus improving efficiency up to 30 % at light load. 
Power electronics-based load-proportional speed control in air-conditioning 
saves as much as 30 % energy compared to the traditional thermostatic control 
[6]. Along with that, more sophisticated adjustments are used for the drives that 
require high dynamic speed regulation or high torque accuracy. Therefore, 
vector methods including the direct torque control opened the door for the 
researchers aiming to enhance motor performance. 

Other types of brushless machines account for only a small fraction of new 
industrial drive applications. Among the constant-speed applications of 
induction motors, the variable-frequency starters have the advantages of full 
torque starting, sinusoidal line current, and reduced-flux efficiency-optimal 
control. Wound-rotor induction motor drives with slip power recovery are used 
in a limited speed range for large pumps, compressors, variable-speed hydro-
systems, flywheel energy storage, and modern wind generation systems. 
Although the machine cost is somewhat higher along with the disadvantages of 
slip rings and brushes, the converter cost is enough economical in such cases. In 
a very high-power range, wound-field synchronous motor drives are yet very 
popular, although the machine cost is somewhat higher. 

Permanent magnet synchronous machines, particularly brushless dc drives, are 
more popular in the lower end of power. Generally, they are more expensive 
than cage-type motors, but have the advantages of higher efficiency, lower life-
cycle cost, and rotor inertia. These machines are increasingly popular choices 
for high-performance servo applications because of their high power density. 
However, these represent only a small fraction of the total number of industrial 
drive applications. As a major hallmark of the unfolding drive development 
history has been an accelerating trend away from dc commutator machines 
toward various types of ac brushless machines, markets for adjustable-speed 
drives continue to expand steadily in response to the well-recognized 
opportunities for major efficiency and cost improvements. 

Though in today’s automation area the stand-alone drives dominate, at an 
increasing rate they are being replaced with intricately controlled drive systems 
using a computer based control platform with a multitude of drives, motors, 
sensors, and processing equipment. Automation has placed increasing demands 
on the industrial drive market regarding volume, functionality, configurability, 
and cost. The real estate requires to mount the drives that has forced suppliers to 
decrease the drive size, but with better functionality. 
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The underlying strategic tendency for electrical machines of all types is 
increasing high value-added functionality without adding cost. This benefit 
includes reliability in the presence of unknown loading, continuous energy loss 
minimization, integrated sensing suitable for application specific diagnostics, 
and permanently optimized thermal utilization of full drive capacity. 

1.1.2 Motor Drive Implementation and Packaging 

The common block circuit diagram of an electric drive is given in Fig. 1.1. 
Power supplies the circuit from the mains or from an on-board battery. The 
power converter transforms energy of power supply into energy feeding the 
motor. In turn, the motor converts electrical energy into mechanical work by 
transmitting energy induced in the motor gap onto the output shaft. Usually, the 
gear steps down the motor shaft angular speed and steps up the rotational torque 
at the same time. The required velocity or angle value and the motion law come 
to the controller inputs. Other inputs acquire the sensor information about the 
speed, current, etc. Using these data, the controller generates the references to 
the gate circuit which controls the power converter. 

 
Fig. 1.1 Block diagram of a motor drive 

Industrial drives generally fall into one of the three categories based on their 
power ratings. Although standard terminology is lacking, these three drive 
classes may be referred to as low-power package drives (<20 kW), medium-
power chassis drives (20 to 500 kW) and high-power cabinet drives (>500 kW). 
The power rating boundaries between these drive classes are only approximate 
and vary from a manufacturer to a manufacturer with considerable overlap [43]. 

Low-power package drives are manufactured in the largest numbers and have 
achieved the highest levels of design integration and automated manufacturing. 
Power and current levels are low enough for these drives to be designed onto a 
single printed-circuit board. All the components are packaged into few power 
modules that can be mounted directly on the board together with the necessary 
control circuitry. Manufacturing of this type of drive is highly automated using 
extensions of techniques developed for signal-level construction. As such, these 
drives are typically the catalog items with a defined set of options, unless they 
are being built to order for an original equipment manufacturer application. 
Most of these package drives use simple voltage-frequency control appropriate 
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for general-purpose adjustment of fans and pumps, though the available 
operating modes and user interface can be quite sophisticated. 

A major distinguishing factor of medium-power chassis drives is that the power 
levels are high enough that dedicated bus work is generally required to 
interconnect the power stage components. The switch modules, typically in 
dual-switch phase-leg configurations for this power range, are mounted on an 
aluminum heat sink and connected into bridge configurations using laminated 
bus-bar structures designed to minimize parasitic inductances. Power modules 
with six switches in the same package are becoming increasingly available for 
this power range, simplifying the external interconnection requirements. 
Cooling is usually accomplished by forced air over finned heat sinks, 
sometimes assisted by sink-mounted pipes to efficiently extract the heat from 
the compact power stage section where the losses are concentrated. The control 
functions of the chassis drives are typically partitioned into two or more cards 
and the drive components are then assembled manually into a steel enclosure. 
Much of the customization for these drives is typically accomplished during the 
final assembly stages by mounting the completed drive onto a flat panel that 
subsequently receives the desired auxiliary components including circuit 
breakers, contactors, and reactors. 

The basic drive partitioning and construction techniques used in high-power 
cabinet drives are similar to those used for the chassis drives, although the 
power stage is physically larger and the power switches are typically packaged 
as single-switch modules. As power ratings climb above 1 MW, competition 
between power transistors and thyristors intensifies. Thyristors are used in large 
current-source inverters with induction machines, and also in load-commutated 
inverters with overexcited synchronous machines. Forced air is the standard 
cooling technique for these drives, often in combination with heat pipes to 
efficiently extract the heat from the compact power stage. Water-cooled heat 
sinks are also available when required by the application. A major 
distinguishing feature of these large drives is that they are individually built to 
order in large steel cabinets that are often large enough for maintenance workers 
to step inside. All of the necessary drive components, including auxiliary 
transformers, circuit breakers, etc., are mounted inside the cabinet. 

1.1.3 Advances in Power Electronics 

Resulting from advances in the power technologies it is estimated that about 50 
to 60 % of electric power in industrialized countries is flowing through 
electronic systems and the percent is growing. 

Power semiconductors play a leading role in the progress of power electronics 
since they are essential to satisfy the constantly growing demands on cost, 
performance, and reliability. Silicon as a well-established starting material that 
has met these requirements already for 50 years. Solid-state power 
semiconductor devices constitute the heart of modern power electronic 
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apparatus, and today’s power electronics development has been possible 
primarily due to device evolution. 

The advances in power devices follow the growth of the manufacturing, 
particularly the technology of large-scale integrated circuits. Power 
semiconductor evolution has closely followed the evolution of microelectronics. 
The researchers in microelectronics have worked relentlessly to improve 
semiconductor processing, device fabrication and packaging, and these efforts 
have contributed to the successful development of so many advanced power 
devices available today. The most noticeable directions are as follows: 

• improvement of the ratings of the classical power semiconductor 
devices (diodes, thyristors, and transistors); 

• increase of the voltage that can be sustained by action on the thickness 
and the doping of the silicon wafer; 

• increase of the current that can be handled by increasing the chip size; 

• reduction of the switching time by using an appropriate device 
geometry; 

• reduction of the reverse recovery charge by controlling the carrier 
lifetime; 

• integration on the same chip both the power device and the control and 
protection circuitry in the frame of smart power devices. 

Large transistors of BJT type, once so popular device in the 1970s, have now 
become obsolete. For the lower end of power, they have been replaced by 
power MOSFETs that dominate in the low-voltage (< 300 V) sector. For the 
high end, the high-voltage semiconductor devices are now the critical 
components in a wide variety of power electronics applications [44]. Along with 
usual thyristors, the new high-power (6.5 kV, 4 kA) integrated gate-commutated 
thyristors have been introduced in recent years that are available with forward 
and reverse blocking capabilities. In the meantime, their scalability has 
increased up to 10 kV and several kiloamperes. The maximal turnoff current of 
a 4.5 kV device has increased towards 7 kA and blocking voltages at 10 kV 
have been achieved. A 100 MVA class thyristor inverter is also now in the 
market. This means that the thyristors will remain the switches with the highest 
power rating also in the future. 

An IGBT combines the advantages of MOSFETs and BJTs. During 25 years, 
the IGBTs have systematically pushed the application of bipolar devices 
towards the highest voltage classes and current ratings. The IGBT is becoming 
the power switch of choice for many motor drive applications because it offers a 
good compromise between on-state loss, switching loss, and ease of use. Today, 
the range 0.8 to 3.3 kV belongs to the IGBT, which has also penetrated into the 
4.5 and 6.5 kV classes, the traditional domain of thyristors. Typical example is 
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the medium-voltage drives, where the region below 10 MVA is covered rather 
by IGBTs while above this level - by the thyristors. 

IGBT voltage and current ratings increase along with the improvement of 
electrical characteristics and their application range is extending to high power 
applications. Fabrication of 3.3, 5.0, and 6.5 kV, 700 A devices has been 
reported and 10 kV, 1200 A IGBTs are also commercially available. Structure 
design improvements of medium power IGBTs enable operation at higher 
frequencies. 600 V, 50 A devices capable of hard-switching at 150 kHz are also 
available. New IGBT generations are characterized by short switching times 
lower than 100 ns. This fact has led to a progressive increase in the switching 
frequency and improvement in their switching laws. 

1.1.4 IGBT Inverters of Motor Drives 

Power converters are the major components of the contemporary industrial 
systems due to their universal application range. In many semiconductor-
controlled systems, especially electrical drives, the cost of power electronics 
and associated auxiliary and protection circuits exceeds the cost of mechanical 
parts. The influence of their design and functionality on the reliability of 
applications is increasing because they require less maintenance than other 
equipment that incorporates sliding and moving parts. In addition, power 
converters are acknowledged for the robustness that is derived from their fuzzy 
construction. 

The set of requirements that the converters can fit is very diverse due to a wide 
range of applications. In addition, the relative weighting of importance of 
different features should vary between particular applications. As power 
converters are used differently in different areas, the requirements to their static 
and dynamic precision, frequency and time responses, as well as surge 
withstand capability, and electrical parameters suitable for a consumer are often 
themselves the decisive properties. 

Industry has settled into several basic topologies for a majority of drive 
applications [14]. Figure 1.2 sketches the approximate range of usage for these 
topologies. The boundaries are determined primarily by the amount of stress the 
power switches must endure and still provide reliable performance. The flyback 
configuration is used predominantly in low to medium power drives because of 
its simplicity and low cost. This topology exhibits much higher peak currents 
than do the forward-mode supplies, so at the higher output powers it quickly 
becomes an unsuitable choice. For medium-power applications, the half-bridge 
topology becomes the predominant choice. As the half-bridge does not 
effectively utilize the full power capacity of the input source, above 0.5 kW the 
dominant topology is the full-bridge, which offers the most effective utilization 
of the input power source. It is the most expensive to build, but for those power 
levels the additional cost becomes a trivial matter. 
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Fig. 1.2 Favorite industrial converter configurations and their areas of usage in motor 
drives 

Today’s power conversion technology is mainly based on the two traditional 
converter topologies: voltage source and current source converters (or inverters, 
depending on power flow directions and source and load types, ac or dc) [11]. A 
voltage source converter is fed from a power grid with relatively constant 
voltage that is generally supported with capacitors. Among the converters that 
supply an ac drive, the three-phase voltage source inverters have become the 
overwhelming favorite for industrial drive applications less than 2 MW [5]. 
Commonly, they have the basic six-switch bridge topology shown in Fig. 1.3. 
For the voltage dc link, the mains coupling could be implemented by a diode 
bridge. 
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Fig. 1.3 Voltage source inverter-fed motor drive 
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This class of converters has been accepted almost universally for general power 
processing applications. An overview given in [45] shows that inverters realized 
with the three-phase architecture as compared to single-phase bridges yield the 
following benefits: 

• lower rms current through the inverter and rectifier switches (higher 
power transfer through the switch with the same level of switch current 
and voltage stress); 

• reduced transformer volume and weight due to lower overall volume, 
voltage, and magnetic stress; 

• generally smaller, for the same processed power, energy losses in three-
phase transformers and inductors; 

• reduced size of the output filter due to a dramatic increase of ripple 
frequency of the dominant harmonic. 

Each main switch used in a voltage source converter must carry bidirectional 
current and block unidirectional voltage, thus the anti-parallel combination of a 
transistor and diode is normally used. 

However, the voltage source converters have the following conceptual and 
theoretical limitations: 

• inductive load (or source) is required for proper operation; 

• output voltage is limited below the dc rail voltage or the dc rail voltage 
has to be greater than the input voltage; 

• dead time is required for the upper and lower devices of each phase leg; 

• electromagnetic noise can cause a shoot-through and destroy the 
devices. 

 
Fig. 1.4 Current source inverter-fed motor drive 

A current source converter (Fig. 1.4) is fed from a power source with relatively 
constant current that is generally smoothed through an inductor. For a current 
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source converter, the main switch has to block bidirectional voltage and only 
carry unidirectional current, thus a reverse blocking device or the series 
combination of a transistor and a diode is used. The traditional current source 
converter has the following conceptual and theoretical barriers: 

• capacitive load (or source) is required for proper operation; 

• output voltage has to be greater than the original dc voltage or the dc 
voltage is always smaller than the input voltage; 

• for variable-speed motor drive applications, a variable dc source is thus 
needed; 

• overlap time for at least one of the upper devices and one of the lower 
devices to be gated is needed, otherwise, an open circuit of the dc 
inductor would occur and destroy the devices. 

Due to these limitations, current source inverters have rare practical use in 
motor drives. 

Resume of 1.1 
Fast growth of motor drive applications results from the increased demand for 
efficient reliable process adjustment, power flexibility, technology 
improvement, and control complexity. The great part of the modern industry 
market is represented by induction drives with low dynamic and simple control 
laws. Power converters of ac motor drives are improved regularly, though their 
basic topology keeps stable on the basis of the dc link supplied three-phase 
bridge inverter. At the same time, their power economic requirements grow 
along with increasing consumption and diminishing resources of power energy. 
This is the reason why the new ways to build economic inverters are to be 
found. 
 

1.2 Power Losses of IGBT Inverters 

1.2.1 Figure-of-Merit for Economical Power Converter 

First ten years of the new millennium have acknowledged correctness of the 
forecasts that the most serious problem of the 21st century will be the lack of 
energy. Continuously growing consumption and diminishing resources of 
electric power increase its price and stimulate the market growth and technical 
development on the side of transmission and distribution of electric energy. The 
same is stimulated by the profit from huge energy savings when modern power 
electronics is being applied [27]. The fastest growing are the energy sources 
with the ultimate generation resource, such as solar and wind. The imperative 
need for their cost reduction represents further stimulus for technical 
development in power electronics. 
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There is an extra degree of freedom to fulfill the function of motor drive 
operation, namely the choice of the motor flux level that influences the 
generated losses. As the motor drive is an electromechanical system, its 
efficiency is derived as the product of power efficiencies of the converter (ηC) 
and the motor-gear system (ηMG): 

,MGC
s

LOAD

PP

P ηηη =
Δ+

=Σ           (1.1) 

where PLOAD is the output power of the motor drive usually counted on the gear 
shaft, Ps is the supply power, and ΔP represents the power losses in the motor 
drive components. 

The full spectre of motor drive losses ΔP includes both electrical and 
mechanical fractions. These loss components are interconnected with each 
other, therefore to build an economical system both parts should be considered 
together. A comprehensive discussion of the methods of loss minimization by 
motor flux adaptation may be found in [41]. However, the converter losses are 
not considered there. 

Vice versa, in this thesis the main attention is paid to the power converter 
losses, an influence of which on the motor-gear unit is also taking into account. 

Additional cost of power electronics can be recovered by saving energy. 
According to the estimation [6], 15 % of grid energy can be saved easily by 
widespread but economical applications of power electronics. Saving energy not 
only provides the direct economic benefit, but helps preserving the dwindling 
fossil and nuclear fuel reserves. Indirectly, it helps mitigation of environmental 
pollution, such as global warming problems. 

In the development of power electronics, power conversion efficiency has been 
steadily increasing in the last 30 years, corresponding to the progress in power 
devices. Efficiency of small power converters such as switching power supplies 
was at a level of 60 % at the beginning of 1970 and is now more than 90 %. 
Efficiency of high power converters including motor drive systems and thyristor 
transmissions exceeds the level of more than 98 %. Therefore, the progress 
seems to be saturated recently, approaching efficiency to 100 % along with the 
smallest converter inner power losses. This means that it is gradually becoming 
difficult to predict future development of power electronics from an efficiency 
point of view. The technical approaches to meeting these challenges fall into 
three broad categories of development [46]: 

• new power switching devices with reduced power losses; 

• effective power converter topologies; 

• progressive control strategies. 
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As power devices are still making substantial progress, by use of novel 
structures and wide bandwidth of semiconductor materials, all these directions 
relate to the implementation of economical low-loss power converters. 

Today, besides efficiency, power losses affect other converter parameters, like 
weight, size, cost, power quality, power consumption, transient responses, etc. 
Because of this, an output power density (OPD) was taken by electronics 
community as an effective figure of merit, instead of efficiency. The OPD is 
defined in [22] as output power per unit volume of a converter. Its level of 20  
to 30 W/cm3 is predicted to 2015. 

Increase of OPD to decrease power losses means: 

• reduction of converter size and power consumption; 

• improvement of power quality; 

• increase of the switching frequency. 

Commonly, the power converter losses are defined as a time integral of the 
power module current times the voltage: 

.=Δ dtIUP ccc            (1.2) 

They may be contingently divided between the conduction losses and the 
switching ones: 

.swcondc PPP Δ+Δ=Δ             (1.3) 

In the case of IGBT bridge inverters with freewheeling diodes, the conduction 
losses have as a minimum the following three components: 

,2
21 condDrmsfcondavfcondcond PIRkIUkP Δ++=Δ         (1.4) 

where Iav, Irms - average and rms currents of IGBT, Rf - forward IGBT 
impedance, Uf - forward IGBT voltage drop equals the saturation voltage, kcond1 
and kcond2 - manufacturer correction factors, ΔPcondD - conduction losses of the 
feedback diode. Because of non-linear properties of the semiconductor devices 
this formula is modulation- and load-dependent, and in the case of sine wave 
operation it is as follows [47]: 
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where kmod is the modulation index, φ is the phase shift between the current and 
voltage waves, I(1) is the fundamental current amplitude, U and R are the IGBT 
voltage drop and dynamic resistance. 

The switching losses are defined primarily by the switching frequency fsw as 
well as the switching on and off energies Eon, Eoff dissipated during the 
transition intervals: 
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).( offonswsw EEfP +=Δ           (1.6) 

As the time integral is a complex value of many parameters, the simplified 
formula is somewhere used: 

( ) .,1 swDgatecswswswsw PRIEfkP Δ+=Δ         (1.7) 

It is defined through the common loss energy Esw counted by the collector 
current Ic, an impedance of the gate circuit given by the manufacturer diagrams 
Esw(Rgate) and Esw(Ic), as well as the diode switching losses ΔPswD. Although an 
accurate description of the switching energy is a complex function, it is shown 
in [41] that the total inverter switching loss can approximately be considered as 
a linear function of the stator current and switching frequency: 

,swswswsw fICP ≅Δ           (1.8) 

where Csw is an empirically determined constant. 

The feedback diode dissipates additional powers, ΔPcondD and ΔPswD, that must 
be calculated separately because the IGBT and the diode pass the current in 
different time instants: 

,=Δ dtIUP fDfDD           (1.9) 

where UfD and IfD - diode voltage drop and current. In [47], the simplified 
formulae for the case of sine-wave operation are given: 
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where Us - supply voltage of the power cascade, IrrD - reverse recovery pick 
current, trrD - reverse recovery time. 

Commonly, [41] and other authors link both equations, thus showing that the 
inverter loss is a function of the stator current and voltage amplitudes, phase 
shift, switching frequency, and modulation index: 

.3 swcondc PPP Δ+Δ=Δ         (1.12) 

1.2.2 Reducing of Converter Size and Power Consumption 

A survey of three-phase industrial drives over the last 20 years indicates the 
volume of their packages has dramatically decreased, primarily due to faster 
rise-times leading to reduced power losses. Simultaneously, the cost of these 
drives has dropped over time. The major driving force in this field is the need 
for increased power density. This is explained by currently enlarging 
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requirements for higher power output along with simultaneous reducing of 
system size and maintaining of low system cost. 

There are two main factors, which determine the size of a power electronics 
apparatus, mainly the volume of heat sinks and passive components such as 
capacitors and inductors. Future emphasis on power electronic industry exerts 
integration of the converter building blocks, which is somewhat similar to the 
trends of very large scale integration. IGBT power modules are available now 
with built-in gate drivers, control, and protection for up to several hundred 
horsepower motor drives. It appears that in future these modules will continue 
to dominate in power electronic applications [21]. 

During the past decade, IGBTs packaged in compact plastic power modules 
have rapidly expanded their voltage and current ratings so that they now 
dominate nearly in all of the new industrial drive inverter designs. Power 
modules are supplied by several manufacturers with 1200 V IGBTs (appropriate 
for 460 V motors) that are packaged either as single-switches (400 A), dual-
switch phase legs (800 A), or complete six-switch bridges (2400 A) depending 
on the required current ratings [44]. 

In modules, the assemblies of power semiconductor switches and their 
associated drive circuits are presented. Upward into the multi-kilowatt range, 
mixed module constructions are used. They incorporate monolithic, hybrid, 
surface-mount, and wire-bond technologies. However, a close examination of 
the applications in motor drives and power supplies indicates that there has been 
no dramatic volume reduction of the subsystem. The power semiconductor 
modules have shrunk the power switching part of the converter, but the bulk of 
the subsystem volume still comprises the associated control, sensing, 
electromagnetic power passives (inductors, transformers, capacitors) and 
interconnects [23]. 

As power devices consume the most part of total power loss of converters, 
reduction of their dissipation represents a crucial problem to be solved. 
Traditionally, converters with self-controlled switches use simple hard-
switching principle. However, hard switching has the inherent disadvantages of 
high switching loss that decreases the converter efficiency and burdens the 
cooling system, stress on the devices, and electromagnetic interference 
problems. 

To overcome the loss problems, soft-switched converters have been proposed. 
As the literature on soft-switched converters is voluminous, a comprehensive 
review has been made in [48]. One popular application area of soft-switched 
converters is the resonant and quasi-resonant dc/dc converters [45]. Soft-
switching is justified in high-frequency link power conversion, where the load 
requires galvanic isolation from the source through a transformer. Commonly, a 
dc power supply fed by the mains consists in the cascade connection of a 
transformer ensuring voltage adaptation and the galvanic isolation, a rectifier 
and a filter. As a result, the main parts of the weight and the cost of the system 
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fall on these reactive components. By using an intermediary resonant inverter 
stage, it is possible to reduce drastically the size of the system, since the 
filtering and the galvanic isolation are now performed at medium frequency. 

However, soft-switched converters generally require additional bulky filters 
built on reactive components and extra devices with accompanying control 
complexity, which increase the converter cost, decrease reliability, and add 
losses adversely affecting the converter size. Dynamical losses in power 
passives lead to decreasing both efficiency and power density resulting in new 
cooling and EMI problems. Also, this would slow down the dynamic response 
of a motor drive. In [49] an obvious necessity to improve parameters of such 
converters, primarily their size, weight, and efficiency, is shown. 

As follows from a comprehensive overview [6], soft-switched converters 
generally could not receive acceptance for motor drives. 

1.2.3 Power Quality Improvement 

Power quality depends on such particular parameters as ripple in dc quantities, 
harmonic distortion in ac quantities, and reactive power consumption. The 
following reasons constitute the power quality problems: 

• motor drive equipment is very sensitive to power quality variations and 
power disturbances; 

• increasing emphasis on the overall power system efficiency has resulted 
in a continued growth of adjustable speed drives with power factor 
correction equipment for the loss reduction that worsen the harmonic 
content of the power systems; 

• many components are now interconnected in the grids, thus any failure 
of those may provoke important consequences. 

Ideally, ac motor drive systems are designed to operate at a pure sinusoidal 
voltage of a given frequency and magnitude with symmetrical phases. 
Unfortunately, power converters distort significantly the waveforms being the 
source of additional losses and the motor torque ripples. Semiconductor 
converter operation results in waveforms that are made of discrete steps, rather 
than continuous sine waves or dc. The reason of this phenomenon lies in the 
modulation principle of the switch performance which originally comes to the 
synthesis of stepped waveforms. This strategy can be interpreted as a 
quantization process in which the referenced sinusoidal voltage is approximated 
by some discrete voltage levels [14]. Whether single phase or three phase, the 
ac line side of equipment typically incorporates circuits followed by some forms 
of a switching power system that distort the line current. 

Diode and thyristor-based converters distort the ac line current and create the 
power quality problems in utility systems. Since these converters are very 
common and constantly growing, to restrict distortion influence various types of 
filters (active, passive, or hybrid) have been proposed. In IGBT converters, the 
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same problems are solved with the help of a front-end stage built on the 
controlled devices, primarily MOSFETs and IGBTs that shape the line current 
and bring the power factor to unity, leading, or lagging. 

Many indices have been applied to restrict design specifications from multiple 
distortions [40]. Historically, these indices and associated limits have been 
established a long time ago in specific areas. With time, the numbers have 
expanded in terms of their application areas and migrated into standard limits. 
Typically, the following voltage and current indices are used: 

• instantaneous waveform shapes; 

• amplitude and rms values; 

• harmonic spectrum; 

• total harmonic distortion (THD); 

• crest-factor. 

Along with the development of new power equipment and power electronic 
technologies, these indices have lost some of their meaning and usefulness. 
Particularly, individual harmonic components have limited applicability for 
determining the impact of harmonic distortion on electrical equipment. Another 
important parameter, the peak voltage, which depends on an infinite 
combination of phase and amplitude values of the fundamental component and 
harmonics, influences partial discharges, intrinsic degradation, and space charge 
accumulation. 

The diode rectifiers of motor drives draw current from the mains significantly 
distorted from the sinusoidal shape. One of the purposes of including either a dc 
link reactor or three-phase input line reactors in the drive power circuitry is to 
reduce the input current distortions in addition to limiting the peak dc link 
capacitor current and reducing the conducted interference. However, even when 
the ac line reactors are introduced with typical ratings of 3 % of the drive base 
impedance, the current distortions are still very substantial. In addition, the line 
voltage sag problem cannot easily be compensated in this circuit. Considering 
the present trend, it appears that in future phase-controlled converters and 
cycloconverters will be obsolete for operation on the drive systems. 

On the other hand, the motor drive as a non-linear system is a prominent source 
of distortions. Even if the power supplied is a purely sinusoidal voltage of 
constant magnitude and frequency, the current drawn by the drive is not 
sinusoidal. 

Harmonics have gained importance in the recent times due to their rapid 
increasing presence caused by growing percentage of non-linear loads, which 
draw currents that are not proportional to the applied voltage. They refer to all 
sinusoidal voltages and currents that are integral multiples of the fundamental 
power system frequency. The power distribution system characteristics 
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regarding harmonic distortion have been defined by several commercial 
standards. Among them, IEEE Standard 519 “IEEE Recommended Practices 
and Requirements for Harmonic Control in Electrical Power Systems”, as well 
as IEEE Standard 45 and MIL-STD-1399 Section 300 are the most popular 
[50]. Important standard specifications, IEC 60034-2-1 [51], of the harmonic 
currents which can be tolerated in motor drives are shown in Table 1.1. 

Table 1.1 Current distortion limits in the point of common coupling (Icc) in relation to 
the load current (IL), % 

Icc/IL <11 kV <17 kV <23 kV <35 kV 
<20 4 2 1.5 0.6 
<50 7 3.5 2.5 1 
<100 10 4.5 4 1.5 
>100 15 7 6 2.5 

It is important that unnecessarily strict limits often increase ownership cost and 
equipment weight and reduce system effectiveness. Thus, presence of 
harmonics in the stator excitation results in the pulsating torque components 
effecting on the ripple of the rotor speed. On the other hand, inductances of 
motors reduce the harmonic currents of high ordinal number. 

Today’s standards, however, limit contribution of individual customers who 
may connect loads on a shared distribution system [50]. In the case of an on-
board system this concept does no longer apply since only one "customer" 
exists and the type and characteristics of loads are well known at the design 
stage. It may be more beneficial from the overall on-board system perspective 
to allow higher and more flexible limits in the future. 

Another aspect is that the traditional harmonic limits were based primarily on 
thermal effects, whereas today the sensitivity of electronic equipment (e.g. 
controllers for power electronic converters) may actually be of more 
importance. Other considerations such as capacitor aging and short-term 
distortion need to be addressed as well. The time-dependence nature of the 
distortions and the type of equipment are to be taken into account in order to 
control damaging or disturbing effects of harmonic pollution. Particularly, in 
motor drive design under non-sinusoidal distortion conditions other indices such 
as crest factors and actual waveforms should be taken into account. 

1.2.4 Influence of Switching Frequency on the Drive Components 

Increase in the OPD basically comes from the volume reduction of a 
capacitance and an inductance as well as the size reduction of a heat sink, which 
are inversely proportional to the switching frequency. Therefore, the switching 
frequency is another important issue to realize the higher OPD. To reduce the 
negative impact of modulation and to enlarge the range of linear operation, the 
switching frequency of power converters is usually increased as high as the 
IGBT modules permit [22]. Continuing improvements in IGBT switching 
characteristics allow these devices to be used with switching frequencies that 
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range from 2 kHz in high power drives (1 MW and more) to more than 20 kHz 
in lower power ratings. 

At the same time, while electronic power processing has steadily moved toward 
achieving the necessary output waveforms, high frequency operation does not 
reduce the total harmonic content but only shifts the harmonics having 
significant amplitude to higher frequencies. In power converters, the frequency 
of the first significant harmonic is proportional to the number of pulses per 
alternation, therefore the higher the number of pulses, the easier the filtering. At 
present it appears that in some high frequency power processing technologies, 
fundamental limits are being reached that will not be overcome without a 
radical change in the design and implementation of power systems. Over the 
last decades, performance of power electronics has been driven by 
improvements in fast switching semiconductor components. This leads to the 
substantial reductions of structural capacitances and inductances associated with 
device and system-level packaging. Among other advantages of high operating 
frequencies are the lack of audible noise and system dynamic          
improvement [52]. 

Nevertheless, increase of the switching frequency means the growth of power 
losses. Additional drawbacks are as follows: 

• need in more expensive semiconductor devices; 

• heightened electromagnetic interference; 

• excess ware of moving parts of driven equipment; 

• failure of the cable and motor winding insulation. 

According to (1.6) - (1.12), high frequency commutations restrict converter 
performance by amplifying the peculiar inverter losses which grow along with 
the drive power and magnification of the load requirements. When the 
switching ripple is neglected, these losses are estimated based on the power and 
the number of switch commutations [25]. In the common-mode three-phase 
bridge inverters available at dc supply, the voltage across the switches may be 
considered to be constant. Therefore, all the converter losses depend on the 
magnitude of the current being switched. As the current is defined by the 
consumer requirements, the main efforts to improve an inverter performance are 
addressed for searching the best relation between the switching frequency, 
duration of transition intervals, and switched currents. 

Simultaneously, the high rate of voltage rise due to the small switching times 
excites distributed elements of the drive components. This fact increases the 
influence of the distributed elements on the system - overvoltages on the motor 

terminal blocks and bearing currents. Besides, in a motor drive, high 
dt

dU  

deteriorates the machine insulation and causes machine terminal voltage boost 
with a long cable between the inverter and the motor. 
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According to [5], the resulting switching rates at the output terminals of IGBT 
inverters designed without snubbers can sometimes exceed 1000 A and 10 kV 
with undesired and, in some cases, harmful consequences. It has been confirmed 
that the high switching rates can interact with the inverter output cables and the 
machine windings to cause large transient voltages to appear across the 
outermost turns of the stator windings. Field experience has demonstrated that 
this situation sometimes leads to catastrophic failure of the stator winding 
insulation. Such conditions are most likely to occur in installations with 
unusually long cables between the drive inverter and machine. Some machine 
manufacturers have responded by strengthening the stator winding insulation, at 
least for the outermost turns. 

It was also found that the high switching rates can induce unbalanced charge 
build-ups on the machine rotor by means of parasitic capacitances coupling the 
stator, rotor, inverter switches, and ground. This accumulated energy discharges 
through the bearings if no other galvanic current path is provided. Over time, it 
causes serious pitting of the bearing balls and races that eventually lead to 
bearing failures under some circumstances that have been experienced in many 
installations. Introduction of insulated bearings or grounded rotor shaft brushes 
is among the solutions adopted by machine manufacturers to prevent these 
breakups. 

An important problem caused by the high switching rates relates to elevated 
levels of conducted interference in the drive input lines and ground that can 
easily exceed acceptable levels. Some of these problems have been solved by 
installing bulky low-pass filters at the motor terminals and by adding common-
mode inductors in both the input and output lines, together with small capacitors 
between each dc link bus and earth ground to prevent these high-frequency 
currents from reaching the utility grid or machine. Alternately, much of the 
current research activity to decrease the switching losses is going on multilevel 
converters. 

Resume of 1.2 
Power losses affect efficiency, weight, size, cost, power quality, power 
consumption, transient responses, and other motor drive characteristics. To 
evaluate converter effectiveness, an output power density was taken as an 
effective figure of merit, instead of efficiency. Increase in OPD relates to 
converter size and power consumption reducing, power quality improvement, 
along with the switching frequency growth. As the motor drives are the 
complex non-linear systems, all these methods are to be used together and their 
quality indices need in regular upgrade, common correction, and load-
dependent application. Therefore, new modes of the power inverter operation in 
motor drive are required. 
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1.3 Regimentation of Control Systems for Inverter-Fed 
Induction Motor Drives 

1.3.1 Overview of Control Methods 

The control system of a motor drive shown in Fig. 1.1 generates the references 
using information from the input set-points, output sensors, and disturbance 
sensors [4] [15] [20]. 

As follows from the figures-of-merit given above for the IGBT-built power 
converters, most important value-added functionality of the motor drive is a 
power optimizing control that can be achieved both by static and dynamic 
minimization of energy needed for the application [3]. As energy becomes 
increasingly important in the world, this technology has the potential to rapidly 
accelerate the application of suitably controlled motor drives. Another 
reliability-oriented technology is an active thermal control as the highest 
priority control loop for converters required for the high ODP power conversion 
systems. Such control will necessarily deal with the power induced stresses and 
reliably prevent unwanted motor drive failures while maintaining highest 
possible power capability. 

Advanced control and signal estimation techniques emerge for ac motor    
drives [6]. These include vector and field-oriented control, sliding-mode or 
variable-structure control, optimal controls, sensorless control, and modern 
intelligent controls based on artificial intelligence techniques, such as expert 
system, fuzzy logic, artificial neural network, and genetic algorithms. Improved 
digital signal processors and specified integrated circuit chips, along with the 
modern software tools, permit implementation of complex control and 
estimation of power electronic systems. Advent of powerful computers also 
plays an important role in control development. 

Direct torque control gives fast response, and is somewhat simple to implement 
due to absence of the close loop current control, traditional modulation 
algorithms, and vector transformations. However, the inherent demerits of limit 
cycle operation, such as pulsating torque, pulsating flux, and additional 
harmonic loss accompany this control. 

In a drive, where the machine parameter variation and load torque disturbance 
can be problems, various intelligent control techniques, such as self-tuning 
regulators, model-referencing adaptive control, and sliding-mode control have 
been proposed. Recently, powerful intelligent control techniques, based on 
artificial intelligence, have emerged. Intelligent control is often defined as 
learning control, self-organizing control, self-adaptive control, or adaptive 
control that provide system performance dependent on the plant parameter 
variation and load disturbance. The systems under consideration are usually 
nonlinear and parameter-varying ones. 
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1.3.2 Control Arrangement of Induction Motor Drives 

The architecture for a typical induction motor drive of the 5 to 500 kW power 
range is illustrated in Fig. 1.5. The core of its power circuitry consists of the 
front end three-phase diode rectifier, preliminary charge circuit, dc link 
capacitor bank, and IGBT inverter stage. Other power components shown in 
this figure include the input line ac reactor, input filter, dc link reactor, dynamic 
brake, and output filter. They are all optional depending on the application 
requirements. 

 
Fig. 1.5 Typical industrial asynchronous motor drive configuration 

Usually, such converters have matured to a high state of electrical ruggedness 
that make it possible to design the inverter stages with a minimum of additional 

snubber circuitry to limit either the rate of current change 
dt

dI  or the rate of 

voltage change 
dt

dU  at the IGBT terminals. In fact, many new IGBT inverters 

are designed without any snubbers at all. This approach has the advantage of 
saving cost, space, and losses in the inverter. 

The illustrated architecture having a diode rectifier stage is typical of the large 
majority of today’s industrial drives (90 % according [5]) that do not permit 
braking power to be returned to the utility lines. Although the diode rectifier has 
the advantage of low cost, it also imposes several constraints and disadvantages 
on the drive system that are attracting more attention every year. An important 
constraint imposed by diode rectifiers is the need for preliminary charging of 
the dc link capacitors to avoid dangerous surge current when the drive is 
initially connected to the ac line. A variety of such circuits are used depending 
on the drive power rating, including the parallel combination of resistor R and 
bypass contactor S shown in Fig. 1.5. 

For industrial drives with ratings greater than 30 kW, the diodes in the input 
rectifier stage are now partially or completely replaced by phase-controlled 
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thyristors and IGBT-diode switches. Although more expensive than the diodes, 
this front end serves multiple purposes by providing the preliminary charge 
function and serving as a fast electronic circuit breaker to remove power from 
the dc link in the case of ground-fault or inverter failures. 

Many industrial drive applications that demand only limited and infrequent 
machine braking capability (e.g., conveyors) can be satisfied by means of a 
dynamic brake assembly that dissipates the excess electrical energy appearing 
on the dc link in external resistors. However, applications that involve frequent 
and extended periods of braking (e.g., cranes) can justify the introduction of a 
regenerative input converter bridge to provide the drive with bidirectional 
power conversion capabilities. Three-phase input line reactors are essential with 
the active input bridge configuration to provide the necessary input impedance 
characteristics. Electrolytic capacitors are the preferred choice for the dc link 
hoarder in almost all industrial drives. 

1.3.3 Common Control and Protection Architecture 

Control and protection technology is advancing rapidly. A basic partition of the 
control system for the general-purpose inverter-based drive application is shown 
in Fig. 1.6. It reflects the IEEE recommendations [26] which ease the technical 
and financial burden for the control system design and upgrade. 

 
Fig. 1.6 Basic partition of the control system for the general-purpose inverter-based 
application 
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Hierarchical control and protection architecture is defined along with various 
functions that need to be handled within each control layer, the parameters that 
need to be communicated between the layers, and their required speed range. 
When the control functions of many different power electronics systems are 
investigated and evaluated, a significant degree of common functionality 
emerges, irrespective of the target application. Using the concept of system 
layers, it is possible to define hierarchical subordination for particular systems 
including the motor drive. 

The system control layer involves all functions in the determination of the 
system mission and, thus, the duties of the power system or their mode of 
operation. This layer also includes all human-machine interfaces. From the 
viewpoint of the system controller, the lower control layers execute all motor 
drive system functions that are necessary to fulfill the system layer. 

The application control layer dictates the operation of the power converter in 
order to meet the needs determined by the system control. From the viewpoint 
of the application controller, the lower control layers enable the system to be 
viewed as one of the two possible equivalent devices: controlled current source 
or controlled voltage source. 

The primary characteristic of the converter control layer is the feedback control, 
while the other components support the input and output requirements of the 
closed-loop system. The converter control layer implements many of the 
functions common to all converters such as synchronous timing, current and 
voltage filtering, measurements, and feedback calculations. 

The switching control layer and all lower layers enable the power electronics to 
behave as a switch-mode adjustable source. It is of primary importance from the 
viewpoint of the current research, namely modulation control and pulse 
generation. Here the switch-mode controlled source is defined as having its 
terminals directly at the power terminals of the system hardware. Control 
systems built on microcontrollers allow a reliable adjustment and monitoring of 
a sufficient number of variables stimulating implementation of both the 
traditional and the new types of control algorithms. Their main benefits are as 
follows: 

• using the real-time tracking and sensor techniques, the load-dependent 
switching patterns can be generated; 

• using preliminary calculated modulation schemes, the optimized 
switching patterns predetermined offline according to given 
optimization criteria can be introduced; 

• using the ahead counted evolution of the current, the control signals can 
be searched and predicted in order to follow the power economical 
switching trajectories. 
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The hardware control layer manages everything specific to the power devices. It 
consists of multiple modules depending on the power requirements, such as 

gating, galvanic isolation, safe commutation, restriction of 
dt

dI  and 
dt

dU , and the 

first level protections. Functions of this layer are common for virtually any 
application. 

Resume of 1.3 
An overview of the contemporary control architecture exposes the new 
possibilities for effective load-dependent power control. Among them, the real-
time load tracking, the preliminary calculated control schemes, and the ahead 
counted evolution of the current should be mentioned as the most prospective 
approaches. In the basic partition of the control system, switching control layer 
that enables power electronics to behave as an adaptive system was found of 
primary importance from the viewpoint of power economical performance. 

1.4 Analysis of Switching Patterns for IGBT Inverters 

1.4.1 Six-Step Modulation 

Several techniques are known in the IGBT switching control practice: low 
commutation simple six-step modulation, high commutation pulse-width 
modulation (PWM) and progressive space vector modulation (SVM). The aim 
of this section is to compare their effectiveness from the viewpoint of drive 
applications. 

Modulation techniques were originally restricted by the synthesis of stepped 
waveforms. In the three-phase systems, this strategy is interpreted as a 
quantization process in which the reference sinusoidal voltage is approximated 
by the six discrete voltage levels available at dc supply. Implementation of this 
type of control known as a six-step modulation is relatively simple and does not 
require high switching speed, which seems suitable for power converters of the 
general-purpose motor drives. 

For the three-phase bridge inverter shown in Fig. 1.3, the states of the switches 
and the phase, neutral, line-to-neutral, and line-to-line voltages have the 
waveforms plotted in Fig. 1.7 [17]. Here, the on-states of the three half-bridges 
are phase-shifted by 120°. Each phase is under the current during half a 
modulating period and broken during another half a period. Therefore, a 
specific phase is switched from the positive pole to the negative one being 
alternately in series with the remaining two phases connected in parallel. When 
VT1 is switched on, the load phase L1 is connected to the positive terminal of 

dc supply Ud, resulting in the load phase voltage UL1 = 
2
dU in relation to the 

load neutral. When VT4 is switched on, the phase L1 is connected to the 
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negative terminal of dc supply, resulting in UL1 = -
2
dU . Waveforms of L2 and 

L3 are the same as those of L1, except that they are shifted by 120°. 

 
 

Fig. 1.7 Voltage and current traces for six-step modulation 

The rms value of the inverter leg phase voltage in relation to the supply neutral 
depends only on dc link voltage Ud and can be expressed as 
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The three-phase voltage system of the legs is unbalanced. The load neutral 
potential can be written as follows: 

.
3

321 LLL
N

UUU
U

++
=        (1.14) 

In each instant, this neutral potential of the triple frequency is either positive or 
negative as two upper or lower transistors are on in the inverter leg. From here, 
the inverter leg phase voltages may be obtained as follows: 

. , , 332211 NLNLNLNLNLNL UUUUUUUUU −=−=−=     (1.15) 

Therefore, each inverter leg phase voltage in relation to the supply neutral is 

±
3
dU  or ±

3

2 dU  with the polarity of the voltage drop across the phase being 

determined by whether it is connected to the positive or negative pole. Such 
voltage waveforms have a characteristic six-stepped shape the presence of 
which explains why this type of modulation is called a six-step modulation. 

The line-to-line voltages are related to the phase voltages as follows: 

. , , 131332322121 LLLLLLLLLLLL UUUUUUUUU −=−=−=    (1.16) 

These voltages form the square waves with 120° pulse widths and rms value 

.8165,0
3

2
ddLL UUU ==        (1.17) 

The line-to-line voltage contains a fundamental rms component 
π

6 dU , 

therefore a standard 400 V motor needs in 512 VDC to be fed by the six-step 
inverter. Fourier analysis of the line-to-line waveform indicates a square-wave 
type of geometric progression for the harmonics, i.e., it contains a fifth part of 
the fifth harmonic, seventh part of the seventh harmonic, and so on. Harmonics 
of order three and multiples of three are excluded from both the line-to-line and 
line-to-neutral voltages and consequently from the currents. 

The six-step algorithm provides the constant converter logical structure because 
the number of open and closed transistors is equal and does not change during 
the full modulating period. This is an advantage of the described modulation 
method inline with relatively simple implementation which does not require 
high switching speed. However, the six-step algorithm is the source of 
significant current harmonic distortion as its waveforms have low frequency [9] 
[30]. The output current depends on the load, but generally because of the high 
content of low-order harmonics in the output voltage, it strays substantially 
from a sine wave. 
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An important feature of this method is the impossibility of the voltage control. 
The need in a controlled rectifier to control the voltage of the inverter is an 
inherent weakness of the circuit. A line-commutated rectifier supplying the dc 
link is notorious here because it does not only produce the line currents with 
low orders of harmonics, but draws also substantial reactive currents of line 
frequency. Its large compensative capacitor slows the response time of the 
system. Therefore, the active front end seems the prospective decision. 

Although the six-step inverters have found occasional use in motor drives, this 
technique is important for open-loop voltage-frequency control [18]. It is 
normally used in low-power applications where the voltage range is fixed and 
dynamic performance is not important, particularly in the frequency changers. 

1.4.2 PWM Switching Pattern 

Far more popular, especially for the converters with faster switching devices, 
are the PWM techniques. PWM is valuable for drive performance in respect to 
voltage and current harmonics, torque ripple, acoustic noise emitted from an 
induction motor and also electromagnetic interference [15] [19] [21]. An output 
of the PWM circuit represents the chain of constant magnitude pulses, the 
duration of which is modulated to obtain the necessary specific waveform on 
the constant modulating period Tc. Performance of a PWM converter 
significantly depends on the control algorithm. Different modulators are now 
available in a variety of designs and integrated circuits. A large number of 
PWM techniques are available, each having different performance notably in 
respect to the stability and audible noise of the load. 

The objective of the most popular sinusoidal PWM is to synthesize voltages that 
produce currents as close to sinusoidal as possible. With the PWM control, the 
switching signals are generated by comprising a switching-frequency carrier 
triangular waveform uc with the modulation signal u*. One frequently used 
three-phase PWM algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 1.8 for the bridge circuit 
shown in Fig. 1.3. Here, the sinusoidal modulation signals u* specify the 
required output waveforms. To obtain balanced three-phase output voltages in a 
three-phase PWM inverter, three reference sinusoidal modulated voltages that 
are 120° out of phase are needed, one per each phase. The high-frequency 
triangle carrier signal uc is also applied. Its frequency is typically 2 to 200 kHz. 
The natural intersections of u* and uc determine both the offset and the duration 
of the gate control signals. When u* > uc, three transistors are turned on and 
another three are turned off. 

Changing the pulse width of each half-cycle alters the output phase voltages 
UL1, UL2, UL3 of the inverter (with respect to mid dc link point). They are 
switched between positive and negative buses at the intersections of the carrier 
wave and the modulating waves. Here, unlike the six-step block modulation 
scheme, the conduction angle ton of various transistors may be less than 60°. 

The switching duty cycle q can be obtained from the waveforms as follows: 
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.
c

on

T

t
q =          (1.18) 

The duty cycle can change between 0 and 1 depending on the magnitude and the 
polarity of u*. 

 
 

Fig. 1.8 Voltage and current traces for sinusoidal PWM 
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In the PWM, the carrier ratio (frequency ratio) determines the number of pulses 
in each cycle of the inverter output voltage: 

,
*f

f
k c

f =         (1.19) 

where fc is the carrier frequency and f* is the modulation frequency. 

PWM results in a sinusoidal current with high-frequency ripple. The higher the 
carrier ratio, the more sinusoidal is the output current. Typically, kf = 50 to 500. 

The waveform of pulse pattern depends on the modulation index (modulation 
ratio) which is the ratio of the peak u* to the peak uc and determines the height 
of the pulses and hence the rms value of the inverter output voltage as follows: 

.
*

max

max

c
mod U

u
k =         (1.20) 

The modulation index can be varied between 0 and 1 to give a linear relation 
between the reference and output wave. In the case of sinusoidal PWM, the 
ideal maximum modulation index is equal to unity. At kmod = 1, this line-to-line 

voltage contains a fundamental rms component
22

3 dU . 

Different PWM schemes allow kmod ≤ 1 that represents an important 
performance criterion, as the inverter maximum power depends on the 
maximum voltage at load terminals. In non-sinusoidal PWM schemes, kmod > 1 
known as an overmodulation is also possible. For sufficiently large values of 
kmod PWM degenerates into six-step modulation [20]. 

When VT1 switches on, the load phase L1 is connected to the positive terminal 

of dc supply making rms 
21

dmod
L

Uk
U = . When VT4 switches on, the phase L1 is 

connected to the negative terminal of dc supply resulting in rms 
21

dmod
L

Uk
U

−
= . 

Waveforms of L2 and L3 are the same as those of L1, except that they are 
shifted. 

Again, similarly to the six-step modulation, for the balanced three-phase 
operation the voltage of the load neutral can be expressed by (1.14). The load 
neutral voltage has three times the referred frequency and thus contains the 
triple harmonics, which does not appear in the inverter phase voltages that may 
be obtained from (1.15). Therefore, each phase obtains the voltage equal to 

±
3

dmodUk , ±
3

2 dmodUk , or zero. When kmod  = 1, the phase voltage is the same as 

in the case of the six-step modulation. The corresponding line-to-line voltages 
are given by (1.16). Fourier analysis of the inverter voltage waveforms reveals 
that they have sinusoidal fundamental components but still noticeable losses as 
well as objectionable noise emitted by the converter and the load [15] [19]. As 
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Fig. 1.9 shows, increase of kf and kmod results in more symmetrical output 
waveforms, less losses, and better harmonic contents. 

 

Fig. 1.9 Zoomed voltage traces for sinusoidal PWM 

For a long time PWM served as a basic energy processing technique applied in 
power converter systems. When the sinusoidal PWM is used, the low-order 
voltage harmonics are greatly attenuated although other significant harmonics 
are represented close to the carrier frequency. Hence, this is a good solution 
where an electronic system is to be used across a wide voltage and frequency 
range. Since voltage and frequency are both controlled with the PWM, a quick 
response to changes in the demand voltage and frequency can be achieved. 

Nevertheless, PWM inverters have several problems in terms of ac motors. Due 
to the highest switching frequency, they demand high-dynamic expensive 
IGBTs. As the modulating signals are generated by comparing a carrier signal 
separately with three sinusoidal reference signals, this is an obvious weakness 
of such technique which directly affects the efficiency of the overall system. 
Also, high frequency harmonics of output voltage increase the loss in the motor. 
PWM inverters generate high frequency voltage which increases the bearing 
currents of the motor and equipment connected by the shaft. They generate 

noises and destroy the bearings in severe cases. The spikes caused by high 
dt

dU  

have a serious effect on motor insulation. High speed of voltage change on the 
inverter output is reflected in the cable, which may cause the motor terminal 
voltage to increase up to double of the voltage step. This peak voltage depends 
on the power of the inverter output and the cable length. Therefore, different 
filters are attached to the inverter to reduce these spikes. 
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1.4.3 SVM Switching Patterns 

Among many studies devoted to the optimization of the pulse patterns of IGBT 
switches, SVM is of primary importance. Today SVM is the most sophisticated 
method for generating a fundamental sine wave providing a higher voltage to 
the motor and lower switching losses as compared to PWM. Several SVM 
algorithms have been reported in [28] [31] [53] [54] [55] [56]. 

SVM provides all the possible switching states made up of the six-step system. 
Referring to the three-phase bridge inverter shown in Fig. 1.3, the real IGBT 
switches is approximated by a simplified switching model given in Fig. 1.10, a. 
Eight different switching combinations are designated by the binary variables 
100, 110, 010, 011, 001, 101, 111, and 000, which indicate whether a switch is 
in the top (1) or bottom (0) position, thus defining all possible switching states 
shown in Fig. 1.10, b. During the modulating period, a phase voltage may be 

equal to ±
3
dU , ±

3

2 dU , or zero depending on which the transistors are in the on 

state. Clearly, to produce the output voltage, only one pair of the inverter 
switches needs to change its state: VT2 with VT5, VT1 with VT4, or VT3 
with VT6 [25]. 

 

Fig. 1.10 Ideal inverter model 

Important essence of SVM lies in the possibility to refuse the simultaneous 
commutation of all the inverter switches in favour of the commutation between 
some preliminarily selected states. To this end, each of the binary variables 100, 
110, 010, 011, 001, 101, 111, and 000, is associated with a particular space 
vector U0...U7 the states of which correspond to the definite space position of 
the resultant motor voltage vector. Figure 1.11 illustrates the switching states 
and corresponding voltage vectors of the three-phase inverter. The vector set 
includes six active voltage space vectors U1 to U6 corresponding to the 
switching states 100, 110, 010, 011, 001, 101, and two zero voltage space 
vectors U0, U7 keeping with 111 and 000. 
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Fig. 1.11 Voltage space vectors of a thee-phase inverter 

The desired three-phase voltages across the output of the inverter could be 
represented by an equivalent space vector u* rotating in the counterclockwise 
direction at a constant angular frequency for steady state operating conditions. 
The magnitude of the space vector is related to the magnitude of the output 
voltage and the modulating time this vector takes to complete one revolution is 
the same as the fundamental time period Tm of the output voltage. 

In SVM, the reference vector u* and its phase θ* are treated through adequate 
timing of adjacent non-zero and zero space vectors. It is composed by a 
switching sequence comprising the neighbor space vectors from U1 - U6, while 
filling up the rest of the time interval with zero vectors U0 or U7 during the 
voltage alternation. To travel between the neighbor vectors Ui and Ui+1, the 
switching sequence of pulses Ui, Ui+1 and U0 or U7 has to be generated in 
sampling intervals Tc, with the time durations ti, ti+1 and t0, respectively. The 
solution for ti, ti+1 and t0 results in the following equations: 
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where N is the number of the sampling periods counted from the sector starting 
point. While traveling between the adjacent sectors, the computations of (1.21) 
repeat. In fact, this technique produces an average of three voltage space vectors 
Ui, Ui+1, and U0 (U7) in a sampling interval Tc. 

In the linear operating region, the maximum line-to-line voltage amplitude can 
be achieved when u* is rotated along the largest inscribed circle of the space 
vector hexagon. The modulation index determines the value of the inverter 
output voltage as follows: 

.
*
max

d
mod U

u
k =          (1.22) 

It is possible to obtain fundamental line-to-line voltage as high as Ud that is an 
important advantage of the SVM technique. Thereby, as compared to the 
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sinusoidal PWM, the fundamental output phase voltage amplitude of which is 

2
dU , SVM allows 

3
dU  or 15.5 % higher voltage and thus a higher output power 

of a converter with possible minimization of switching frequency. At kmod = 1, 

the line-to-line voltage contains a fundamental rms component
2
dU , therefore, a 

standard 400 V motor requires 566 VDC. Due to the high fundamental line-to-
line voltage, the torque generated by the motor may reach high levels, resulting 
in better dynamic response of the motor as compared to the sinusoidal PWM 
method. 

There are many SVM schemes for the three-phase converters that produce the 
same switching time for the active vectors [54] [55] [56]. The only difference 
between them is the choice of the zero vectors U0 and U7 and the sequence in 
which the vectors are applied within the sampling cycle Tc. Therefore, each 
scheme is suitable for different operating conditions. Usually, continuous and 
discontinuous SVM are distinguished. 

In continuous space vector modes, both U0 and U7 are used in the same 
sampling cycle as shown in Fig. 1.11, a, for the first sector. In this strategy, the 
total zero voltage vector time t0 is allocated equally between U0 (111) and U7 

(000), being symmetrically distributed at the start and end of the sampling 
period. Here, the switching sequence of the upper legs of the IGBT inverter 
looks like U0→Ui→Ui+1→U7→U7→Ui+1→Ui→U0. The scheme has three on 
states and three off states within a switching cycle Tc. Table 1.2 regulates the 
vector in other sectors. The waveforms for the continuous SVM are shown in 
Fig. 1.12 and their gate signals in the first modulating sector are given in Fig. 
1.13, a. 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1.2 Switching sequences 

 
Sector 

I II III IV V VI 
1 t0/2 t0/2 + ti+1 Tc - t0/2 Tc - t0/2 t0/2 + ti t0/2 

2 t0/2 + ti t0/2 t0/2 t0/2 + ti+1 Tc - t0/2 Tc - t0/2 

3 Tc - t0/2 Tc - t0/2 t0/2 + ti t0/2 t0/2 t0/2 + ti+1 
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Fig. 1.12 Voltage traces for continuous SVM 

An idea of the discontinuous modulation is based on the assumption that one 
phase is clamped by 60° to the lower or upper level of the dc voltage [57]. 
When the reference vector is in sector 1 of Fig. 1.11, the voltage in phase L1 
reaches the maximum as compared to the other phases. Switch VT1 of the 
phase L1 keeps in conduction all the time and phases L2 and L3 modulate, as 
shown in Fig. 1.13, b. This means that only one state vector can be used in this 
60° period of time. Extending this conclusion to a complete sampling period, a 
distribution of zero vectors in the hexagon can be obtained where 111 and 000 
vectors are used alternatively in the sectors (Fig. 1.13, c). As opposed to the 
continuous modulation, it gives only one zero state per sampling period, hence 
only one vector, U0 or U7, is used in the switching cycle. Thus, one of the main 
advantages of the method is the reduction of the number of switching processes 
of VT1 - VT6 in a period Tc from 6 to 4, providing a 33% decrease in the 
switching losses. Referring to Fig. 1.13 it can be noted that the centre pulses in 
the SVM waveform are broader than the pulses where the fundamental voltage 
passes through zero. 
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Fig. 1.13 SVM gate signals in sector 1 

 
Resume of 1.4 
The major techniques used in the IGBT switching control practice were studied 
carefully in this section - low commutation simple six-step modulation, high 
commutation PWM, and computer-based SVM. Total results of this study are 
summarized in Table. 1.3. 

Six-step modulation is the simplest and the least expensive method resulted in 
the highest output and fundamental voltages. Its drawback is an impossibility of 
voltage control required by adjustable motor drives and the highest current 
harmonic distortion. It is recommended for the simplest open-loop motor drives 
with low static and dynamic requirements. 

PWM provides the best smoothing of the output current being the most suitable 
technique for high precision quasi-linear operation of the motor drive. 
Unfortunately, its high frequency switching causes significant power losses and 
many other malfunctions. 

SVM technique as a very robust signal processing method with quick and 
precise control response is well suited for the high-performance applications. 
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The essence of SVM lies in the possible denial of the simultaneous 
commutation of all the inverter switches in favour of the commutation between 
some preliminary selected states. Therefore, SVM was recognized as possibly 
the best among all the power converter control techniques in the field of 
variable drive applications and the most prospective method which, being 
implemented on microprocessors, produces highest performance because it 
requires direct online computation of the reference voltages. 

 

Table 1.3 Comparative data of modulation techniques 
Quantity Six-step PWM, 

1mod =k  
SVM, 

1mod =k  
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U
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1.5 Conclusions 
1. Analysis of the contemporary motor drive technology issues exhibits a fast 
growth of motor drive applications. As a substantial part of the modern industry 
market is represented by induction drives, it confirms topicality of the research 
in this field. Especially, it concerns power converters of induction motor drives 
in the frame of their basic topology. As power economic requirements are 
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growing along with increasing consumption and diminishing resources of power 
energy, search for new ways in the development of economic power converters 
is considered a prospective scientific direction. 

2. To evaluate an influence of power losses on efficiency, size, cost, power 
consumption, and other motor drive characteristics, an output power density 
(OPD) has been taken as an effective figure of merit, instead of efficiency. It 
was shown that the realization of the higher OPD relates to reducing a converter 
size and power consumption, improvement of power quality, along with an 
increase of the switching frequency. In this connection, focus was on the design 
of the motor drive performance modes with regular upgrade and correction of 
load-dependent quality indices. 

3. As a result of regimentation of the control systems, new possibilities for 
effective load-dependent control of power converters were exposed. Among 
them, the real-time load tracking, the preliminary calculated modulation 
schemes, and the ahead-counted evolution of the current were selected as the 
most prospective approaches. In the basic partition of the control system, 
switching control layer that enables power electronics to behave as an adaptive 
system was found of primary importance from the viewpoint of power 
economical performance. 

4. Careful analysis of switching patterns for IGBT inverters has revealed the 
progressive role of SVM as a very robust signal processing method where quick 
and precise response can be achieved in variable-speed drive applications. An 
important benefit of SVM lies in the possible denial of excess commutations of 
IGBT switches in favour of the commutation between some preliminary 
selected states. However, this is often achieved through abandoning the 
sinusoidal output that results in additional losses caused by higher harmonic 
components. Therefore, the problem of synthesis of the new switching patterns 
was formulated which should provide power economical performance for IGBT 
inverters of induction motor drives. 
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2. SIMULATION STUDY OF INDUCTION MOTOR 
DRIVES WITH IGBT INVERTERS 
In this chapter the new models and simulation techniques are proposed to 
explore the power converters feeding induction motors. For the first time, a 
comprehensive comparative analysis of different simulation toolkits is done 
from the viewpoint of their suitability for the simultaneous simulation of 
mechanical, electrical, and electronic processes. As voltage disturbance caused 
by modulation has an undesirable effect on the speed controlled drive, it is 
important to study the converter performance in disturbed voltage conditions. 
For this purpose different modulation methods were implemented in 
Matlab/Simulink environment and multiple model components have been 
developed. To validate simulated results, experimental tests and marketable 
tools were used. 

2.1 Comparative Analysis of Power Converter and Motor 
Drive Simulators 

2.1.1 Role of Simulation in Motor Drive Design and Study 

Simultaneously with increasing of the complexity of the motor drive circuits 
and systems, the role of simulation as an analyzing, verifying, and project tool 
has expanded significantly. As the list of power converter properties is 
extremely rich, their simulation meets many problems in the contemporary 
design and maintenance technologies. Advanced control and estimation 
normally require extensive computer simulation study, prior to breadboard or 
prototype development. In this way, simulation has become a cost-efficient way 
to begin the design process. Starting with original diode and thyristor phase-
controlled converters, as novel devices emerged, many progressive simulation 
methods were born along with the new converter topologies. Therefore, both the 
large- and the small-signal simulators of motors, power converters, and control 
circuits are performed now to better predict and verify projects [7]. 

Computer models help specialists in solving their problems. A model is the 
main component of the development, study, and maintenance procedures, as 
well as the heart of software. It is of major importance that an effective model 
should involve some structural and information redundancy to be taken into 
account in the future progress of the simulating object [58] [59]. Simulation is 
an important step in understanding the nature and performance of a system. The 
act of simulating generally entails representing certain key characteristics or 
behaviors of a system, device, or studying process. An effective library of 
models serves as a suitable tool of the system design and exploring. The models 
help to examine and predict various situations occurring in an exploring system. 
Moreover, the models may be useful to plan the processes and to carry out 
different performance steps. 
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Effectiveness of a power converter depends on how well its characteristics fit 
into an application. Quality of the steady-state mode of the converter operation 
is evaluated by the static curves, such as the input curves, output curves, and 
control curves. To find the system dynamic index and to obtain the required 
speed of operation, the transfer functions, frequency responses, and timing 
diagrams are to be studied by the simulators. As a properly designed converter 
should have acceptable performance with regard to both the steady-state 
operation and the transient response, the simulation arrangement should support 
the system maintenance in both types of processes [13]. 

In view of the absence of the ready-to-use models that meet the thesis problems 
and tasks, the new models and simulation techniques are developed and 
described in this thesis to explore the power converters feeding the induction 
motors. 

2.1.2 Overview of Toolboxes Used in Power Electronics and Motor 
Drives 

The state-of-the-art of information technologies opens up the broad possibilities 
in the development of power converter models. The most popular kinds of 
software are the toolboxes that operate in the uniform simulation environment 
[60] [61]. Among them such widespread tools as Matlab/Simulink from 
MathWorks, PSIM of PowerSys, LabVIEW, Electronics Workbench and 
Multisim of National Instruments, Spice from OrCad, and Vissim of Visual 
Solution are used. Other tools are Saber, EMTP, ACSL, MatrixX, C++, etc. 
Most of them suit for the design and research of automation systems or their 
components. The main advantages of the listed systems are their powerful 
mathematical backgrounds, high quality of sheets, graphics, and computing data 
presentations, as well as an interconnection with hardware and operation 
systems with comfortable adaptation to computers of different styles and 
productivity. 

Multisim [62] is known as the powerful simulation tool for electronic design 
purposes. Its main modules anticipate the types of converters and only simulate 
these. Each of the components - an R-, L-, C-element, diode, transistor, 
thyristor, etc. - is inserted into the object and then the behaviors of the system 
are simulated and the overall system performance is presented. Modelling in 
Multisim enables a clear analysis of all electronic circuits, parameter variation 
within a broad range, and result evaluation with virtual measurements. The 
libraries of Miltisim are well suited for electronic needs, providing the levels of 
passive components, amplifiers, and switches, from ideal to precision dynamic 
models. Its built-in tools enable data processing, frequency analysis, and 
interfacing with other simulation instruments, such as Spice, Simulink, and 
LabView. The toolkit has: 

• a comprehensive database of more than 17500 devices and simulation 
models; 
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• integration with real measurement data for custom design verification; 

• advanced management including project packing, version control, and 
the sheet view; 

• supporting of Ultiboard layout for complete and streamlined 
prototyping. 

Unlike Multisim, PSIM [63] is modern simulation software for power 
electronics, motor drive, and dynamic systems. This rapidly growing 
technology joins the automation and reasoning capabilities of computing.  A 
complete PSIM system provides all the necessary tools for electromechanical 
system simulation including data collection, verification, analysis, resolution, 
and tracking. The PSIM Basic package consists of three programs: circuit 
schematics, PSIM simulator, and waveform display program Simview. PSIM 
Basic can be used for the analysis and design of power converter and control 
systems for a wide variety of applications, including: 

• rectifiers, inverters and cycloconverters; 

• active filters; 

• battery charges; 

• grid-link operations; 

• power factor correctors and reactive power compensators; 

• power components and adjustable speed drive systems; 

• UPS systems and switch-mode power supplies. 

Its comprehensive library contains numerous electrical engineering items to 
design power structures, system components and control loops within the scope 
of electrical engineering items: 

• power circuits, such as RLC branches, switches and transformers; 

• control circuits, including filters, function blocks, logical and 
commonly used elements; 

• voltage, current, and time sources; 

• others components, such as switch controllers, sensors, probes, and 
non-linear elements; 

• PWM circuit components; 

• zero-voltage-switching and zero-current-switching converters. 

Simulation of motor drive systems is a non-trivial problem, from motor 
modelling to control. These tasks become much easier and simpler with PSIM 
because the motor drive module MDM is an add-on of PSIM software. It 
provides all the necessary elements for motor drive system studies. Different 
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machine and mechanical load models are available, and various control schemes 
can be implemented using the PSIM control library. MDM contains the 
following elements: 

• 3-phase squirrel-cage and wound-rotor induction motors (linear and 
with saturation); 

• dc machine; 

• speed controlled brushless dc motor; 

• permanent magnet brushless dc machine with trapezoidal electromotive 
force; 

• permanent magnet and externally-excited synchronous machines; 

• switched reluctance motor; 

• general-type mechanical load with constant torque, constant power, or 
constant speed; 

• gear boxes; 

• torque and speed sensors. 

The third toolbox is Spice [32] [33] [39] - the general-purpose open-source 
analog electronic circuit simulator. This powerful program is used in integral 
circuit and board-level design to check the integrity and to predict circuit 
behavior. Spice combines operating point solutions, transient analysis, and 
various small-signal analyses with the circuit elements and device models 
needed to simulate many systems. The software includes tools for the noise and 
transient analysis and parametric sweeps to analyze circuit performance with 
changing manufacturing tolerances or operating conditions. Loop gain and 
stability calculations, harmonic balance, and time-domain steady-state analyses 
improve the circuit design. 

Spice 2 includes many compact models of semiconductor device - three levels 
of the MOSFET model, a combined Ebers-Moll and Gummel-Poon bipolar 
model, and a model for a junction diode. In addition, it has many other 
elements, such as resistors, capacitors, inductors, independent voltage and 
current sources, ideal transmission lines, and voltage and current controlled 
sources. Into Spice 3 sophisticated MOSFET models are accrued, which follow 
the advances in semiconductor technology. Commercial and industrial Spice 
simulators have added many other device models as technology enhanced and 
earlier models became inaccurate. 

Today, Matlab is in high demand in the motor drive research [36]. It is a high-
level 4th generation programming language and interactive environment that 
enables users to perform fast calculation-based tasks. The toolbox allows matrix 
manipulation, functions and data plotting, algorithm implementation, creation of 
the user interfaces, and interfacing with programs in other languages. Matlab 
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has been widely adopted for over 25 years in the academic community, industry 
and research centers. This software provides the users with a large collection of 
toolboxes and modules for a variety of applications in many fields of interest. 

Simulink as an interactive graphical tool was added to Matlab to make the 
modeling and simulation of various systems as easy as connecting predefined 
and designed building blocks. Simulink contains many block sets that are used 
in almost all applications, such as the communication block set, signal-
processing block, etc. [37] [38]. One advantage of Simulink-based simulation is 
that part of the modelling program can be translated to C++ language, and the 
corresponding object code can be used for the real-time controller 
implementation. It is remarkable that Simulink/SimPowerSystems [64] is gaining 
almost universal acceptance in power electronics. 

Numerical simulators, including the Silvaco package, Medici, etc. are also 
available for circuit simulations. Among them, Saber is a comprehensive multi-
technology circuit simulator which has strong program capability. Although 
giving accurate results, they are not suitable for normal users because they 
require device manufacturing parameters and are costly and time consuming. 
However, these numerical simulation packages are useful for device 
manufacturers since they offer a reduced design cost and period. 

2.1.3 Comparison of Toolboxes in View of the Drive Application 

Comprehensive comparative data of the toolboxes are presented in Table 2.1. 
For the comparison, the classification criteria suitable from the motor drive 
viewpoint were suggested. Based on these criteria, all the compared quantities 
were distributed between six layers. Currently, the term “virtual” is used here to 
designate the common-mode models the data of which are specified by the user. 
The “ready-to-service modules” are the virtual model blocks comprising the 
elementary electronic components, the data of which are specified by the user. 
The “manufacturer’s databases” are the models of the ready-to-service products 
applied for simulation without their change by the user. 

As the table shows, the most suitable tools for the power converter development 
and study are Matlab and PSIM. To design the low-signal electronic circuits, 
Multisim (and Spice as well) has the best set of simulation quantities. On the 
other hand, they do not fit the requirements of studying the drive. They provide 
almost no possibilities to study electrical motors in different modes of driving 
operation and to design an electrical drive using the ready-to-service 
components from the industrial databases. Therefore, PSIM and Simulink serve 
as the main candidates to solve the creation and exploring problems of the 
power converters for the driving applications. 
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Table 2.1 Simulation quantities of toolboxes 

Quantity 
PSIM 
ver. 6 

Matlab 
ver. 7 

Multisim 
ver. 9 

Simulation of IGBT power switches 
Overall number of parameters of virtual IGBT  4 8 0 
Number of manufacturer’s databases of IGBTs 0 0 1 

Simulation of electronic components, besides IGBTs 
Overall number of types of virtual component 
simulators, including 

83 90 >400 

     the number of virtual transistor simulators 4 2 20 
     the number of virtual diode simulators 3 1 5 
     the number of virtual passive circuit simulators 7 28 >70 
     the number of virtual analogue and digital circuit 
simulators 

80 29 >100 

     the number of virtual source simulators 33 7 32 
Number of manufacturer’s databases of electronic 
components  besides IGBTs 

0 0 >100 

Simulation of the ready-to-service modules of power converters  
Overall number of types of virtual converter 
simulators, including 

8 2 5 

     the number of virtual ac/dc converter simulators 6 3 1 
     the number of virtual dc/ac converter simulators 2 3 0 
     the number of virtual ac/ac converter simulators 0 0 1 
     the number of virtual dc/dc converter simulators 2 0 3 
Number of manufacturer’s databases of power 
converters with the ready-to-service modules 

0 0 0 

Simulation of induction squirrel-cage motors 
Number of winding parameters 5 5 6 
Number of other electrical parameters 3 3 0 
Number of mechanical parameters 2 2 0 
Number of manufacturer’s databases of induction 
squirrel-cage motors 

0 0 0 

Simulation of electrical drives besides induction squirrel-cage motors 
Overall number of types of virtual motor simulators 5 4 5 
Number of manufacturer’s databases of motors, 
besides induction squirrel-cage motors 

0 0 0 

Overall number of types of virtual gearbox simulators 1 8 0 
Number of manufacturer’s databases of gearboxes 0 0 0 
Overall number of types of virtual loop controllers 0 3 0 
Overall number of types of virtual sensors 6 1 >20 
Overall number of types of virtual filters 4 24 1 

Exploring and analyses 
Overall number of types of virtual measuring devices 12 12 >30 
Overall number of types of virtual signal generators 6 16 >10 
Steady-state analysis 0 1 3 
Transient analysis 4 4 >5 
Frequency analysis 0 1 1 
Spectral analysis 0 1 1 
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Resume of 2.1 
As the model is an inherent part of any design system, the simulation toolboxes 
were thoroughly studied in this section. With that end in view, the classification 
criteria suitable for the motor drive study were suggested. The comparison of 
the main toolkits resulted in the conclusion that the toolbox which should fully 
satisfy the motor drive design conditions is absent in the software market. 
Nevertheless, some toolkits are beneficial for the power converter design and 
exploring, such as PSIM and Matlab/Simulink. To resolve this contradiction, the 
search of the suitable interaction of different toolboxes and marketable software 
should be performed. 

2.2 Physical Prototypes for Validation of Motor Drive 
Models 

2.2.1 Requirements to Physical Prototyping 

It is a well-known fact that even modern simulation programs cannot perfectly 
represent all parameters and aspects of real equipment. The accuracy of the 
simulation results depends on the accuracy of the component models and the 
proper identification and inclusion of auxiliary circuit elements such as parasitic 
inductance, capacitance and mutual coupling. Accuracy of component models 
in this context shall not mean that the model is actually faulty but rather that the 
limitations of the model are exceeded. In particular, the precise prediction of 
voltage and current traces during the fast switching transitions in power 
electronics circuits has been proven to be difficult. In addition, numerical 
convergence is often a problem, if the gate driver signals, with rise and fall 
times as steep as in real circuits, are applied. 

As exact prediction of waveforms and parameters during switching transitions 
and steady-state operations is impossible, verification of the simulated 
characteristics generated by different models is an important stage of the 
comparative analysis. 

To prepare a model, to test it, and to identify the results of a particular drive 
application, two types of physical prototypes are required. 

First, an extraction sequence is needed to determine the values of all of the 
model parameters by measurements [35]. Therefore, as the first experimental 
setup, the marketable high-quality motor drive intended for identification 
should be applied. The identification procedure is divided into a sequence of 
steps where only a few unknown parameters are obtained at each step. This can 
be done by selecting electrical and mechanical characteristics that isolate a few 
unknown parameters at a time and fitting the measured data to the 
corresponding model. The parameters obtained at each step are then used as 
known values in subsequent steps. Parametric acquisition requires the ability to 
make precision calculations on waveforms obtained from computer-controlled 
instruments. The basic measurement system used to do this normally consists of 
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a computer that controls power supplies, a waveform digitizer, and a curve 
tracer. A typical extraction procedure sets parameters of the electronic 
instruments, initiates the measurement, and transfers the data to the computer 
where it is analyzed using model equations. Data acquisition software requires 
the features and options for parameter extraction in a wide range of device types 
and needs in a user interface with controls and displays for user interaction. 
Therefore, this setup must provide the capability to control instruments, retrieve 
data from the instruments, perform curve fitting and interpolation, calculate 
model equations, and support a user-friendly graphical interface. 

The second experimental setup is to be designed to provide all the experiments 
needed for exploring the developed models and to verify the proposed control 
techniques. 

2.2.2 ABB Setup for Motor Drive Identification 

To compare simulation results obtained in different toolboxes with the 
prototype, a workplace was organized intended for identification procedures 
(Figs. 2.1 and 2.2) [65]. It includes two ABB ACS800 series motor drives, the 
testing drive and the loading one. Each drive has the same topology, consisting 
of an induction motor, power converter, remote console, as well as the cabinet, 
housing, measuring, and cabling equipment. The motor shafts of the drives have 
been mechanically coupled to provide their joint rotation. Both power 
converters are wall-mountable low-harmonic units supplying the motors. Each 
includes the line-side active rectifier and the motor-side inverter connected via 
the dc link. 

 
Fig. 2.1 View of the ABB ACS800 experimental setup 
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Fig. 2.2 Functional diagram of the ABB ACS800 setup 

A typical drive cabinet contains: 

• a power converter; 

• a cooling fan under the top cover; 

• a control drive panel mounted on the front cover; 

• heat sink on the back side; 

• a connection box under the bottom cover. 

The main circuit diagram of a single motor drive is shown in Fig. 2.3. Each 
converter involves two modules coupled via a dc link. Both the line-side 
rectifier and the motor-side inverter have six IGBTs (SKM 145 GB 124 DN) 
with freewheeling diodes. In the motoring mode, the line-side rectifier passes 
the three-phase ac voltage into the intermediate dc link, which further supplies 
the motor-side inverter running the motor. Instead, in the braking mode, the 
motor-side inverter passes energy back from the motor to the supply lines 
through the dc link and the line-side rectifier. The line filter suppresses voltage 
and current harmonics. Electrolytic capacitors in the dc link serve for energy 
buffering. By default, the converter dc link voltage reaches the peak value of the 
line-to-line voltage and if necessary can be set also higher. The IGBT gating is 
based on the SVM modulation principle. To calculate the switch turn on/off 
instants and fault protection, the line currents and the dc link voltage are 
measured automatically by the converter sensors. 
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Fig. 2.3 Main circuit diagram of a single motor drive ABB ACS800 

Power converters ACS800 enable two modes of operation - voltage / frequency 
control and direct torque control with direct and indirect measuring of the motor 
speed, torque, and current. Their technical data are as follows: input voltage 
400 V, output voltage 0 to 415 V, output frequency from 8 to 300 Hz, and 
output power 15 kW with the speed and torque scalar and vector control, flux 
and mechanical braking, acceleration and deceleration ramps. 

To control electric drives, the DriveWindow software has been installed. 
DriveWindow of ABB is integrated laboratory instrumentation software that 
includes libraries, analysis routines, and user-interface tools. It incorporates a 
large body of instrument drivers that simplify communication with electronics. 
A wide array of controls such as knobs, meters, gauges, dials, and graphs are 
provided. This facilitates the user control of the program operation, features 
selection, and visualization of the acquisition process. 

The tested motor M3AA 132S has the following characteristics: rated power 
5.5 kW, voltage 400 V, current 11 A, speed 1460 r/min, torque 36 Nm, moment 
of inertia 0.038 kgm2. The loading motor M3AA 160L has the following 
characteristics: rated power 15 kW, voltage 400 V, current 29 A, speed 
1460 r/min, torque 98 Nm, moment of inertia 0.102 kgm2. 
 
In experimentation the DC link voltage was kept at 564 V and sampling 
frequency 6 kHz. Table 2.2 summarizes the THD analysis obtained from this 
setup, which was carried out with Tektronix Digital Storage Oscilloscope TPS 
2024. 

Table 2.2 THD analysis of experimental study for ACS800 

Frequency, Hz Load, Nm 
THD, % 

Voltage Current 

50 
0.1 54.3 2.7 
36 53.9 2.4 

40 
0.1 79.5 3.5 
36 81.4 2.3 

 

Figure 2.4 shows the timing diagrams of the steady-state and starting modes of 
ACS800 operation. 
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a. b. 

 
c. d. 

 
e. f. 

Fig. 2.4 Timing diagrams of ACS800 operation: (a) unload, f=50 Hz, line-to-line 
voltage and phase current; (b) load, f=50 Hz, line-to-line voltage and phase current; (c) 
unload, f=40 Hz, line-to-line voltage and phase current; (d) load, f=40 Hz, line-to-line 
voltage and phase current; (e) phase current at start-up; (f) motor speed at start-up 
obtained from ABB DriveWindow 

2.2.3 TUT Experimental Setup 

To validate the new modulation patterns and to test their effectiveness, a new 
experimental setup was manufactured at the Department of Electrical Drives 
and Power Electronics of TUT. It also consists of two motor drives, the testing 
drive and the loading one. The motor shafts of the drives are mechanically 
coupled. Data for the tested induction motor are given in Table 2.3. 
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Table 2.3 Datasheet of the tested induction motor from TUT experimental setup 
Type designation AE80A4 
Output power, kW 0.55 
Rated current, A 1.60 
Starting current, A 5.30 
Rated torque, Nm 3.80 
Maximum torque, Nm 6.46 
Stall torque, Nm 1.52 
Phase voltage, V 220 
Speed, r/min 1350 
Moment of inertia, kg*cm2 29 

The loading dc machine has the characteristics presented in Table 2.4. 

Table 2.4 Datasheet of the loading machine from TUT experimental setup 
Type designation П-11М 
Output power, kW 0.29 
Rated current, In, A 2.04 
Operating voltage, V 220 
Speed, r/min 1500 
Moment of inertia, kg*cm2 31 

To supply it, the three-phase inverter was packed using six IGBTs 
IRG4PH40KD with ultrafast soft-recovery diodes, 1200 V, 15 A. To feed 
IGBTs and the loading motor, two programmable dc voltage sources 2TDK 
Lambda were applied. Gating was provided by 2SD106AI dual-scale driver 
core from Concept. The diagram of hardware configuration is shown in Fig. 2.5. 

 
Fig. 2.5 Diagram of hardware configuration of TUT experimental setup 
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A converter drive board was produced on a TMS320F2812 controller from 
Texas Instruments at the working frequency 150 MHz, 64 KB on-board RAM 
and 128 KB on-chip flash memory, which has programmable switching dead 
time. It generates and converts three switching logic signals to six gating signals 
and supplies them to the converter bridge for IGBT adjustment. Figure 2.6 shows 
the photo of the experimental setup and the IGBT drive board. 

 
Fig. 2.6 Power and control modules of TUT experimental setup 

 

Table 2.5 presents the THD and ripple analyses obtained from this setup, where a 
Tektronix Digital Storage Oscilloscope TPS 2024 was used. 

 

Table 2.5 THD and ripple analyses for the experimental study of the six-step technique 
from the TUT setup 

Frequency, 
Hz 

Load, Nm
THD, % Ripple, % 

Voltage Current Speed Torque 

50 
0.1 29.5 36.1 4.7 2.7 
2.1 29.6 34.2 2.2 1.5 

40 
0.1 29.3 36.9 6.6 4.9 
2.1 29.5 32.7 3.9 1.9 

Tested induction motor Loading DC motor 

Motor-side inverter TMS320F2812 controller 
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Figure 2.7 shows the control signals and timing diagrams of the steady-state 
mode six-step operation upon Ud = 500 V and 400 V correspondingly. 

 

 
a.

 
b. c.

  
d. e.

Fig. 2.7 Timing diagrams of the six-step operation from the TUT experimental setup: 
(a) control signals; (b) unload, f=50 Hz, line-to-line voltage and phase current; (c) 
load, f=50 Hz, line-to-line voltage and phase current; (d) unload, f=40 Hz, line-to-line 
voltage and phase current; (e) load, f=40 Hz, line-to-line voltage and phase current 
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Figures 2.8, 2.9 show the control signals and timing diagrams of the steady-state 
and running modes of PWM operation upon Ud = 550 V, kmod = 0.866 and 0.693 
correspondingly. 

 

a. 

 
b. c. 

 
d. e. 

Fig. 2.8 Timing diagrams of PWM operation from the TUT experimental setup: (a) 
control signals; (b) unload, f=50 Hz, line-to-line voltage and phase current; (c) load, 
f=50 Hz, line-to-line voltage and phase current; (d) unload, f=40 Hz, line-to-line 
voltage and phase current; (e) load, f=40 Hz, line-to-line voltage and phase current 
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a. b. 

Fig. 2.9 Timing diagrams of PWM operation from the TUT experimental setup: (a) 
unload, f=50 Hz, starting current and speed; (b) load, f=50 Hz, starting current and 
speed 

Table 2.6 gives the THD and ripple analyses obtained from the TUT 
experimental setup, the Tektronix Digital Storage Oscilloscope TPS 2024 was 
used. 

Table 2.6 THD and ripple analyses for the experimental study of the PWM technique 
from the TUT setup 

Frequency, 
Hz 

Load, Nm 
THD, % Ripple, % 

Voltage Current Speed Torque 

50 
0.1 50.9 4.5 1.4 2.4 
2.1 48.0 3.0 1.2 0.7 

40 
0.1 65.0 3.6 1.4 3.2 
2.1 62.9 2.9 1.4 0.9 

 

Figures 2.10, 2.11 show the control signals and timing diagrams of the steady-
state and starting modes of continuous SVM operation upon Ud = 512 V,        
kmod = 0.866 and 0.693 correspondingly. 

a. 
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b. c. 

 
d. e. 

Fig. 2.10 Timing diagrams of continuous SVM operation from the TUT experimental 
setup: (a) control signals; (b) unload, f=50 Hz, line-to-line voltage and phase current; 
(c) load, f=50 Hz, line-to-line voltage and phase current; (d) unload, f=40 Hz, line-to-
line voltage and phase current; (e) load, f=40 Hz, line-to-line voltage and phase current 

 

 
a. b. 

Fig. 2.11 Timing diagrams of continuous SVM operation from the TUT experimental 
setup: (a) unload, f=50 Hz, starting current and speed; (b) load, f=50 Hz, starting 
current and speed 
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In Table 2.7 the THD and ripple analyses are proposed obtained from TUT 
experimental setup. 

 

Table 2.7 THD and ripple analyses for the experimental study of the continuous SVM 
technique on the TUT setup 

Frequency, 
Hz 

Load, 
Nm 

THD, % Ripple, % 
Voltage Current Speed Torque 

50 
0.1 38.4 3.9 3.1 2.9 
2.1 38.2 2.4 1.4 0.6 

40 
0.1 42.8 2.9 3.3 3.5 
2.1 46.1 2.3 1.5 0.8 

 

Figures 2.12, 2.13 show the control signals and timing diagrams of the steady-
state and starting modes of discontinuous SVM operation upon Ud = 512 V,  
kmod = 1 and 0.693 correspondingly. 

 

a. 

 
b. c. 
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d. e. 

Fig. 2.12 Timing diagrams of discontinuous SVM operation from the TUT experimental 
setup: (a) control signals; (b) unload, f=50 Hz, line-to-line voltage and phase current; 
(c) load, f=50 Hz, line-to-line voltage and phase current; (d) unload, f=40 Hz, line-to-
line voltage and phase current; (e) load, f=40 Hz, line-to-line voltage and phase current 

 

  
a. b. 

Fig. 2.13 Timing diagrams of discontinuous SVM operation from the TUT experimental 
setup: (a) unload, f=50 Hz, starting current and speed; (b) load, f=50 Hz, starting 
current and speed 

 

Table 2.8 presents the THD and ripple analyses obtained from the TUT 
experimental setup, the Tektronix Digital Storage Oscilloscope TPS 2024 was 
used. 

Table 2.8 THD and ripple analyses for the experimental study of the discontinuous SVM 
technique from TUT setup 

Frequency, Hz Load, Nm 
THD, % Ripple, % 

Voltage Current Speed Torque 

50 
0.1 36.2 5.0 3.0 2.7 
2.1 36.5 4.1 1.1 0.6 

40 
0.1 55.1 4.6 3.1 5.3 
2.1 56.0 6.8 1.6 0.9 
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Resume of 2.2 
Even modern simulation programs cannot perfectly present all parameters and 
aspects of real equipment. This is the reason why verification of the simulated 
characteristics generated by different models is an important stage of the 
comparative analysis. In this section, two experimental setups developed in 
TUT are described. To build the former one, ABB motor drives were used with 
ACS800 converters equipped with DriveWindow toolkit suitable for 
identification targets. The latter setup built on IR IGBT modules uses the 
programmable controller suitable for validation of the new control algorithms 
proposed in the next sections. Experimentation on the steady-state and 
dynamical operation modes show that different switching patterns can be 
studied and compared using these physical prototypes. 

2.3 Modelling of Inverter-Fed Induction Motor Drives in 
Matlab/Simulink 

2.3.1 Basic Circuit Topology and Specification 

To perform computer simulation, a library of models was developed to 
investigate the adjustable induction motor drives in Matlab/Simulimk. The 
models designed in the simulation environment were equipped with an 
induction motor, loading device, and independent bridge-connected IGBT 
simulators (Fig. 2.14). The controller circuit in the study is enveloped in Fig. 
1.1 above. Simulation was performed for the voltage/frequency control mode of 
an induction motor drive using the six-step, PWM and continuous and 
discontinuous SVM techniques. 

The goal of modelling and simulation was to find an adequate description of the 
processes in power converters and in electromechanical equipment of a motor 
drive. In turn, the aim of the verification stage was to study the differences of the 
transient and steady-state characteristics between the tested drive and the 
simulated ones. The steady-state operation and two motor running modes were 
compared - direct start-up from the industrial mains and inverter-fed motor 
running. Both the idle running and the nominal loading operations were 
examined. 

The power converter model was equipped with an independent bridge-connected 
IGBT simulator where the three-phase bridge inverter shown in Fig. 1.3 consists 
of three legs with IGBTs and freewheeling diodes. The switches were examined 
in eight different combinations designated by the binary variables 100, 110, 010, 
011, 001, 101, 111, and 000, which indicate whether the switch is under the 
positive (1) or negative (0) supply, thus defining all possible switching states. 
With the modulating frequency fm, a phase voltage sequentially changed its 
values depending on which the switches were on-state. 
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Fig. 2.14 Simulink model of the power section of the induction motor drive 

To obtain sufficient resolution, the modulating period is presented by six sectors 
each divided into 20 sampling periods Tc. Therefore, the sampling frequency was 
120 fm (max 20 kHz). All the schemes assume digital implementation, therefore 
calculations were performed at the beginning of each sampling period, based on 
the value of the reference voltage and speed at that instant. In this way, the 
reference was updated at every sampling interval Tc. 

To simulate a dc link, Simulink DC Voltage Source was used. For voltage and 
current measuring and tracing, Simulink Voltage and Current Measurement 
Blocks and Scopes were linked. Simulink Series RLC Branches were used to 
reach the dc link and load neutral points. 

2.3.2 Simulation Study of Inverter-Fed Drive with Six-Step Modulation 

To generate the six-step control signals, six Simulink Pulse Generators were 
connected directly to the IGBT gate simulators (Fig. 2.15). 

 

Fig. 2.15 Simulink model of the six-step modulator 

Here, switching of the three inverter legs supplied by the dc voltage is phase-
shifted by 120° and each of the phases, L1, L2, and L3, is kept under the current 
during half a modulating period and open in another half-period. In this way, a 
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specific phase is alternately switched from the positive pole to the negative one 
being sequentially in series with the remaining two parallel-connected phases. 
The neutral, load phase (line-to-neutral) and line-to-line voltages were obtained 
in accordance with (3.3)-(3.6). For the reversing switches, six switching 
combinations were designated by the binary variables 100, 110, 010, 011, 001, 
101. During the modulating period, a phase voltage sequentially becomes equal 
to ±

3
dU , ±

3
2 dU , depending on which the transistors are in the on- and off-states. 

The traces of the gate signals, line-to-line voltages, and the phase current for the 
six-step-driven ACS800 are shown in Fig. 2.16 for the idle and loaded drive 
running at rated and reduced speeds. In simulation the dc link voltage was kept 
at 500 V and 400 V correspondingly. 

a. 

 
b. c. 

 
d. e. 

Fig. 2.16 Timing diagrams for six-step-driven ACS800 obtained from Simulink: (a) 
control signals; (b) unload, f=50 Hz, line-to-line voltage and phase current; (c) load, 
f=50 Hz, line-to-line voltage and phase current; (d) unload, f=40 Hz, line-to-line 
voltage and phase current; (e) load, f=40 Hz, line-to-line voltage and phase current 
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The THD analysis of the timing diagrams is represented in Table 2.9. 

Table 2.9 THD analysis of the six-step simulation for ACS800 in Simulink 

Frequency, Hz Load, Nm 
THD, % 

Voltage Current 

50 
0.1 30.6 51.6 
36 30.5 21.1 

40 
0.1 31.0 64.8 
36 31.3 23.3 

 

Another group of results was obtained by the simulation of the TUT 
experimental setup in the six-step mode of operation. They are given in Fig. 2.17 
and Table 2.10. 

 
a. b. 

 
c. d. 

Fig. 2.17 Timing diagrams for the six-step-driven TUT experimental setup obtained 
from Simulink: (a) unload, f=50 Hz, line-to-line voltage and phase current; (b) load, 
f=50 Hz, line-to-line voltage and phase current; (c) unload, f=40 Hz, line-to-line 
voltage and phase current; (d) load, f=40 Hz, line-to-line voltage and phase current 

Table 2.10 THD analysis of the six-step simulation for the TUT experimental setup in 
Simulink 

Frequency, Hz Load, Nm 
THD, % 

Voltage Current 

50 
0.1 30.2 28.4 
2.1 30.6 26.1 

40 
0.1 30.2 29.2 
2.1 30.2 26.5 
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A simple form of the modulation pattern results in a minimum switching duty of 
the semiconductor switches. This low switching frequency scheme guarantees 
fast response along with the significant steady-state tracking error. 

2.3.3 Simulation Study of PWM Patterns 

A model developed to simulate the PWM controller in Simulink is presented in 
Fig. 2.18. It includes three sine-wave generators accompanied by speed-
amplitude and modulating index reference blocks, a carrier generator, three 
comparators. In this way, the symmetrical triangle double-sided wave of the 
carrier frequency is currently compared with the modulating wave thereby 
generating the control pulses. The control output represents the chain of 
constant magnitude pulses the duration of which is modulated to obtain the 
sinusoidal waveform. 

 
Fig. 2.18 Simulink model of a PWM modulator 

The traces of the gate signals, line-to-line voltages, and the phase current for the 
PWM-driven ACS800 are shown in Fig. 2.19 for the idle and loaded drive 
running at rated and reduced speeds with a commutation frequency of 6 kHz. In 
the simulation dc link voltage kept at 630 V. 

THD analysis of the simulated timing diagrams is represented in Table 2.11. 

 

Table 2.11 THD analysis of the PWM simulation of ACS800 in Simulink  

Frequency, Hz Load, Nm 
THD, % 

Voltage Current 

50 
0.1 30.1 3.7 
36 29.9 1.3 

40 
0.1 44.3 5.3 
36 44.5 1.1 
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a. b. 

 
c. d. 

 
e. f. 

Fig. 2.19 Timing diagrams for the PWM-driven ACS800 obtained from Simulink: (a) 
control signals; (b) control signals in sector 1; (c) unload, f=50 Hz, line-to-line voltage 
and phase current; (d) load, f=50 Hz, line-to-line voltage and phase current; (e) unload, 
f=40 Hz, line-to-line voltage and phase current; (f) load, f=40 Hz, line-to-line voltage 
and phase current. 

 

The traces of the line-to-line voltages and phase currents for the PWM-driven 
TUT experimental setup obtained from Simulink are shown in Fig. 2.20 for the 
idle and full-loaded drive running at the rated and reduced speeds upon the 
commutation frequency 6 kHz. 
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a. b. 

 
c. d. 

Fig. 2.20 Timing diagrams for the PWM-driven TUT experimental setup obtained from 
Simulink: (a) unload, f=50 Hz, line-to-line voltage and phase current; (b) load, f=50 Hz, 
line-to-line voltage and phase current; (c) unload, f=40 Hz, line-to-line voltage and 
phase current; (d) load, f=40 Hz, line-to-line voltage and phase current. 

THD analysis of the PWM simulation for the TUT experimental setup is 
presented in Table 2.12. 
 
Table 2.12 THD analysis of the PWM simulation of the TUT experimental setup in 
Simulink 

Frequency, Hz Load, Nm 
THD, % 

Voltage Current 

50 
0.1 29.6 2.5 
2.1 30.1 1.7 

40 
0.1 44.1 2.4 
2.1 44.6 1.5 

 

Simulation opens several problems of PWM inverters in terms of motor drives. 
They cannot produce as high voltage magnitudes as the six-step inverters can, 
therefore the supply dc voltage cannot be utilized to the maximum. As the sine 
PWM inverter prevents the full fundamental voltage from reaching its maximum 
value, operation at a reduced voltage becomes costly, implying higher currents 
for a given horsepower requirement. This increased current duty impacts on the 
choice of switching devices used in the inverters. 
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2.3.4 Simulation Study of SVM Patterns 

An SVM controller simulator was designed on the basis of Simulink embedded 
Matlab function block where both continuous and discontinuous SVM 
algorithms were composed and studied (Fig. 2.21). Here, the switching sequence 
of pulses was searched in each sampling interval, the time durations of which 
were computed in real time based on the value of the reference voltage and speed 
at the beginning of each sampling period. Three inputs of the function block 
carry the reference amplitude, speed and clock signals. 

 

Fig. 2.21 Simulink model of the SVM modulator 

 

The traces of the gate signals, line-to-line voltages, and phase currents obtained 
from Simulink for the continuous SVM-driven ACS800 are shown in Fig. 2.22 
for the idle and full-loaded drive running at nominal and reduced speeds with the 
commutation frequency 6 kHz. In the simulation, the dc link voltage was kept at 
564 V and modulation indexes reached 0.866 and 0.693 correspondingly. 

 
THD analysis of the continuous SVM simulation for ACS800 obtained from 
Simulink is presented in Table 2.13. 
 

Table 2.13 THD analysis of continuous SVM simulation of ACS800 in Simulink  

Frequency, Hz Load, Nm 
THD, % 

Voltage Current 

50 
0.1 67.0 8.3 
36 67.8 2.9 

40 
0.1 91.0 4.7 
36 90.7 1.5 
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a. b. 

 
c. d. 

 
e. f. 

Fig. 2.22 Timing diagrams for the continuous SVM-driven ACS800 obtained from 
Simulink: (a) control signals; (b) control signals in sector 1; (c) unload, f=50 Hz, line-to-
line voltage and phase current; (d) load, f=50 Hz, line-to-line voltage and phase current; 
(e) unload, f=40 Hz, line-to-line voltage and phase current; (f) load, f=40 Hz, line-to-
line voltage and phase current. 

 

The traces of the line-to-line voltages and the phase currents for the continuous 
SVM-driven TUT experimental setup obtained from Simulink are shown in Fig. 
2.23 for the idle and full-loaded drive running on the rated and reduced speeds 
upon the commutation frequency 6 kHz. In the simulation, the dc link voltage 
was kept at 512 V and modulation indexes reached 0.866 and 0.693 
correspondingly. 
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a. b. 

 
c. d. 

Fig. 2.23 Timing diagrams for the continuous SVM-driven TUT experimental setup 
obtained from Simulink: (a) unload, f=50 Hz, line-to-line voltage and phase current; (b) 
load, f=50 Hz, line-to-line voltage and phase current; (c) unload, f=40 Hz, line-to-line 
voltage and phase current; (d) load, f=40 Hz, line-to-line voltage and phase current. 

 

THD analysis of the continuous SVM simulation of the TUT experimental setup 
is presented in Table 2.14. 

Table 2.14 THD analysis of the continuous SVM simulation of the TUT experimental 
setup obtained from Simulink  

Frequency, Hz Load, Nm 
THD, % 

Voltage Current 

50 
0.1 68.5 3.4 
2.1 67.4 2.6 

40 
0.1 89.9 2.5 
2.1 91.2 2.1 

 

For the discontinuous SVM-driven ACS800, the traces of the gate signals, line-
to-line voltages, and phase currents are shown in Fig. 2.24 for the idle and loaded 
drive running at the rated and reduced speeds upon the commutation frequency 
6 kHz. In the simulation, the dc link voltage was kept at 564 V and modulation 
indexes reached 1 and 0.693 correspondingly. 
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a. b. 

 
c. d. 

 
e. f. 

Fig. 2.24 Timing diagrams for the discontinuous SVM-driven ACS800 obtained from 
Simulink: (a) control signals; (b) control signals in sector 1; (c) unload, f=50 Hz, line-
to-line voltage and phase current; (d) load, f=50 Hz, line-to-line voltage and phase 
current; (e) unload, f=40 Hz, line-to-line voltage and phase current; (f) load, f=40 Hz, 
line-to-line voltage and phase current. 

THD analysis of the discontinuous SVM simulation of ACS800 in Simulink is 
presented in Table 2.15. 

Table 2.15 THD analysis of the discontinuous SVM simulation of ACS800 in Simulink  

Frequency, Hz Load, Nm 
THD, % 

Voltage Current 

50 
0.1 52.0 5.6 
36 51.8 2.5 

40 
0.1 91.2 5.8 
36 91.5 2.4 

For the discontinuous SVM driven TUT experimental setup, the traces of the 
line-to-line voltages and the phase currents are shown in Fig. 2.25 for the idle 
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and loaded drive running at the rated and reduced speeds with the switching 
frequency 6 kHz. 

 
a. b. 

  
c. d. 

Fig. 2.25 Timing diagrams for the discontinuous SVM-driven TUT experimental setup 
obtained from Simulink: (a) unload, f=50 Hz, line-to-line voltage and phase current; (b) 
load, f=50 Hz, line-to-line voltage and phase current; (c) unload, f=40 Hz, line-to-line 
voltage and phase current; (d) load, f=40 Hz, line-to-line voltage and phase current. 

THD analysis of the discontinuous SVM simulation of the TUT experimental 
setup obtained from Simulink is provided in Table 2.16. 

Table 2.16 THD analysis of the discontinuous SVM simulation of the TUT experimental 
setup obtained from Simulink 

Frequency, Hz Load, Nm 
THD, % 

Voltage Current 

50 
0.1 52.3 5.5 
2.1 52.1 4.5 

40 
0.1 90.7 6.7 
2.1 91.2 4.8 

Resume of 2.3 
The library of the motor drive models was developed in the Matlab/Simulink 
environment - low-frequency simple six-step modulation, high-frequency 
PWM, and progressive space vector modulation. The control systems were 
studied using the proposed models. Good agreement between simulation and 
experimental results was obtained. An impact of the modulation method on the 
voltage and current harmonics was demonstrated. Benefits and drawbacks of 
different control methods were illustrated in the steady-state and dynamic 
modes of the converter performance in ac drive applications. Simulation 
revealed that the accuracy of the reproduction depends on the accuracy of the 
built-in electronic and electromechanical models. Therefore, torque ripple, 
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acoustic noise emitted from the motor, and electromagnetic interference could 
not be studied by this software. The same concerns the auxiliary circuit 
elements such as parasitic inductance, capacitance and mutual coupling. 

2.4 Vendor’s Software to Explore IGBT with Power Loss 
and Heating 

2.4.1 Problems of IGBT Modelling 

To evaluate and select power equipment, the leading electronic companies have 
developed specific toolkits. Among them, the guides and software of 
International Rectifier (IR), Siemens, Semikron, Eupec, ABB, Mitsubishi 
Electric, etc. are presented. Using the marketable tools, a designer has an 
opportunity to choose a converter type, to impose restrictions, to estimate 
results, and to repeat an inquiry on other conditions. Later, one can restructure a 
list of power modules and circuits and conduct a search in appropriate databases 
to compose the optimum power system. Then, the control system is developed 
and the final tuning is executed [18] [66]. 

Equipment designers have to insure that the power stage operates reliably 
within the thermal constraints of the application. The fact that they have a 
handful of IGBT candidates is a step in the right direction, but much work 
remains to be done to calculate power losses and heat sink size. A number of 
design tools are commonly available to perform various design functions, 
including thermal simulation. Some are capable of simulating almost any 
circuit. Some are very narrow in scope, targeted to a specific topology and 
operated with a specific control strategy. 

IGBT simulation is a major function of the toolboxes, therefore it attracts 
special attention. IGBT models are required by circuit designers and device 
manufacturers to predict circuit behavior, to understand device internal 
mechanisms and to improve structures. Typically, the IGBT model is used in a 
circuit simulator by selecting a pre-characterized component from the software 
vendor's library or by extracting the necessary model parameters from terminal 
electrical measurements. Since the invention of the IGBT in 1982, more than 
fifty papers have been published on IGBT models [29]. In IGBT modelling, the 
authors apply different methods and aim diverse objectives, aspects, and 
performance. Today, various circuit simulators including the Saber, Spice 
family discussed above, and some others are commercially available to support 
the modelling process. Many of such models are used in several simulators. 

 

Table 2.17, built on the basis of research reported in [47] includes the main 
possibilities and comparative characteristics of the most popular marketable 
design tools. 
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Table 2.17. Characteristics of the toolboxes for IGBT module calculation with loss 
analysis  

Toolbox Semisel (Semikron) 
Iposim 
(Eupec) 

Melcosim 
(Mitsubishi) 

Circuit types 

3-phase inverter, 
bridge rectifiers, 
choppers, ac/ac 

converters 

3-phase 
inverter 

3-phase inverter 

Pick temperatures 
counting 

Yes Yes No 

Overload counting Yes No No 
Counting of motor 
running and frequency 
control 

Yes Yes No 

Dynamic analysis of 
overloading 

Yes No No 

Counting of the customer 
duty cycle 

Yes Yes No 

Possibilities to correct 
power losses by designer 

Yes No No 

Selection of the cooling 
method and mode 

Yes No No 

Possibility to describe 
the cooling parameters 

Yes No No 

Accounting of the 
number of modules on 
the heat sink 

Yes No No 

Accounting of additional 
heat sources 

Yes No No 

Driver calculation Yes No No 
 
The group of mathematical models refers to an analytical description based on 
semiconductor physics. They solve physics equations with definite 
simplifications. These expressions can be implemented into different simulators 
to emulate IGBT behavior for multiple applications. The second IGBT 
modeling category is the so-called semi-mathematical group. Such models are 
partly based on physics while combining existing models (in Spice family, 
Saber, etc.) for other components. The third model category, known as 
behavioral or empirical, simulates an IGBT without considering its physical 
mechanism. The measured IGBT characteristics are fitted by different methods 
and the resultant expressions, databases, or components are then used in a 
simulator to describe the IGBT behavior. The last IGBT model category is 
referred to as a numerical one. In these models, unlike the models discussed in 
previous paragraphs, the finite element methods are used to describe the 
devices. Because of the complexity and difficulty in IGBT modelling, multiple 
numerical methods are often employed which increase simulation accuracy. In 
some of them, diffusion equations are solved numerically in the discrete base. 
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Although the models in this category have been implemented into Saber, they 
are often inconvenient for implementation into normal circuit simulators. 
One important problem of IGBT simulation concerns the power loss and heat 
calculation. To perform these analyses, knowledge of the dependences between 
saturation voltages and currents is required. Appropriate diagrams are usually 
presented in the manufacturer datasheets along with the transistor resistances. 
IGBT conduction intervals, transients, and voltage drops are defined there by 
the circuit topology and temperature. Due to these obstacles, the power loss and 
heat usually cannot be calculated without the vendors’ databases and their 
specialized software. 

2.4.2 IGBT Simulators of International Rectifier 

IR company has deployed several tools. Of particular interest to IGBT users is a 
tool that calculates the operating condition of a power module in an induction 
motor drive, known as The IGBT IPM Evaluation Tool. It compares 
performance and efficiency of three different modules and provides a wealth of 
information, in graphic form and in tabular form, including transient 
temperature rise during overloads of short duration. One limitation of this tool is 
that it assumes the backside of the module at a constant temperature. The next 
generation of tools overcomes this limitation by suggesting a heat sink suitable 
for the application and calculates the current capability of the inverter as a 
function of the heat sink size. It provided valuable information at a time when 
the equipment designer had a limited number of choices and available IGBTs 
shared similar technologies. 

Recently, IR has introduced the software called The IGBT Selector Tool. The 
purpose of the tool is to trim the list of candidates to a handful, sorted out by 
price or power dissipation. Some key data need to be entered, like voltage, 
current and frequency, as well as the package type and short circuit rating. The 
toolkit uses these data to calculate power losses in the specified application 
conditions and only those devices that would operate at a junction temperature 
at least 25 ºC below maximum rating are returned as potential candidates. 
Enough heat sinking is assumed to keep the case temperature at 100 ºC. 

In this toolbox, conduction and switching losses are calculated with the help of 
statistical IGBT models obtained with a large number of measurements at 
different currents and temperatures. These models can be profitably used to 
cross a competitive part to an IGBT from IR. The IGBT Cross-Reference Tool, 
available in the IR website, matches key datasheet parameters from a large 
number of commonly available IGBTs to one or more part numbers. In the end, 
despite the availability of tools, the switching waveform in the form of an 
oscilloscope trace remains as the only device characteristic. This result of the 
interaction between device features, board layout, and stray parameters has 
significant implications for one of the most difficult design challenges - 
electromagnetic conformance to regulations. 
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2.4.3 IGBT Loss Simulator Melcosim from Mitsubishi Electric 

This loss simulation program provides a comprehensive means of evaluating 
many Powerex IGBTs in inverter and chopper type applications [67]. For a 
given set of operating conditions the loss simulator calculates power module 
losses and module junction temperatures that aid the design engineer to select 
the products properly. Three modes of operation are available here, two 
modulation schemes based on a three-leg inverter topology and one based on a 
chopper topology. Loss Simulation Program is compatible with Microsoft 
newer Windows versions. 

The main functions of the program are selected from the main menu bar, the 
tool bar, and the analysis window organized into four sections: 

• Target Device - user-defined power module selected for simulation. 

• Application Conditions - the section to setup the terms that will be used 
during the simulation under the user-defined operating conditions. 

• Device Data Profile - the section to display pertinent thermal data for 
the target device. 

• Calculation Results - the section that displays different power losses, 
temperature rises and junction temperatures calculated by the 
simulation as a function of the application conditions. 

A device for the analysis may be chosen in two ways - by selecting the module 
within the series or by selecting the module from an inclusive list of all the 
modules in the simulator. In either case, the selected module part number will 
appear in the main window along with device data profile information being 
shown and initial application conditions. Having selected the module, the 
application conditions should be reviewed and changed to meet the application 
conditions that consist of several parameters that designers may change to fit the 
simulator to their application: 

• modulation scheme used in the analysis (a three-phase sine wave or a 
single-phase inverter or a chopper circuit typically used in dc/dc 
converters); 

• circuit output peak or rms current; 

• circuit dc bus voltage; 

• switching frequency; 

• gate resistance value; 

• output power factor; 

• modulation ratio as the ratio of the modulation signal to the carrier 
signal; 

• duty ratio of on time to cycle time in the chopper mode; 

• heat sink temperature under the IGBT module. 
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A separate section displays the results of the simulation (Fig. 2.26). 

 

Fig. 2.26 Melcosim section of simulated data 

Results are saved in text format that can be pasted into the text editors or word 
processors for viewing and printing. The same text output can be printed 
directly. 

Ripple is not included in the inverter simulation. The program assumes a sine 
wave current shape. For the chopper, the program assumes a constant current 
output (i.e. perfect filtering). As the calculations may be performed beyond the 
intended ranges of various operating conditions, some calculated results are 
impossible to achieve in the real world. IGBT calculations are based on 125°C 
for both conduction and switching. Diode calculations are based on 125°C for 
switching and 25°C for conduction resulting in losses and temperatures slightly 
higher than the real world results. 

2.4.4 Semiconductor Selector SemiSel from Semikron 

The SemiSel program (Semikron’s Online Simulation Tool) [68] is focused on 
technicians and developers to provide support during the planning of power 
electronics projects. It calculates the losses and temperatures of semiconductors 
in typical circuits and helps users to select the correct Semikron products for 
different applications and operating conditions. The tool has been in use since 
2001 and has proven to be very successful. Its database is continually updated 
as new silicon generations in existing housings are introduced. 

 SemiSel always calculates losses and temperatures as an average value of 
periodical functions. The results are average losses and, consequently, average 
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device temperatures. For inverters with high output frequencies (fout ≥ 50Hz) 
this is acceptable. If the frequencies are low in relation to the device time 
constants, a substantial temperature ripple around the average value has to be 
taken into account. This ripple increases as the inverter output frequency 
decreases. 

There are four design ways available in SemiSel: 

• Step by Step Design - straightforward calculation. 

• StackSel - a program part where temperatures and losses of ready 
assembled power electronic circuits (stacks) from the Semikron 
Solution Centres can be calculated with various operating conditions. 

• Device Proposal - a toolkit to provide a selection of suitable devices for 
given nominal operating conditions and heat sink temperature. 

• DriverSel - a tool for selection a suitable IGBT driver circuits 
considering switching frequency, gate charge, peak and average current 
as well as operating voltage of the IGBT. 

For the first three design versions the users should first select the corresponding 
type of circuit of their application. These are sorted into four basic types of 
circuits, rectifier (ac/dc), inverter (dc/ac), dc controller (dc/dc), and ac controller 
(ac/ac). Circuit diagrams support this selection. 

A rectifier circuit is used for a single or three-phase rectification. A designer can 
select one from six rectifier circuits in a bridge configuration: 

• B2U - uncontrolled single-phase rectifier with 4 diodes; 

• B2H - half-controlled single-phase rectifier with 2 thyristors and 2 
diodes; 

• B2C - controlled single-phase rectifier with 4 thyristors; 

• B6U - uncontrolled three-phase rectifier with 6 diodes; 

• B6H - half-controlled three-phase rectifier with 3 thyristors and 3 
diodes; 

• B6C - controlled three-phase rectifier with 6 thyristors. 

An ac/ac converter circuit is used to control the ac voltage with thyristors at a 
single or three-phase line. It is called W1C or W3C: 

• W1C - single-phase ac controller with 2 anti-parallel connected 
thyristors; 

• W3C - three-phase ac controller with 3 x 2 anti-parallel connected 
thyristors. 

An inverter circuit is used to change dc voltage into ac one. A designer can 
calculate losses and temperatures for a single-phase or a three-phase output: 
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• single-phase PWM-fed inverter with 4 transistors and 4 freewheeling 
diodes with sinusoidal output current; 

• three-phase PWM-fed inverter with 6 transistors and 6 freewheeling 
diodes with sinusoidal output current; 

• direct single-phase inverter with 4 transistors and 4 freewheeling diodes 
with alternating output current. 

The dc/dc circuit is used to change the dc voltage level. The toolkit manages 
two common circuit topologies, buck and boost converters. The buck converter 
can be also used for dc current operation of single and three-phase inverters: 

• buck converter (chopper) sets the voltage down to a lower level using a 
transistor and a freewheeling diode; 

• boost converter pushes the voltage up to a higher level using a transistor 
and a freewheeling diode; 

• asymmetrical H-bridge supplies a switch reluctance motor. 

With the StackSel of SemiSel it is possible to check the performance of ready 
assembled stacks, which are designed, manufactured and tested from the 
Semikron Solution Centres worldwide. A stack consists at least of one power 
semiconductor device, cooling system, and some interconnections or terminals. 
It can be the complete power part of an inverter including driver and protection 
functions. The selection is divided into four basic types of power electronic 
circuit topologies, ac/dc, ac/ac, dc/ac, and dc/dc. Available circuit 
configurations are displayed in the corresponding menu and in the circuit 
diagrams. Furthermore, the blocking voltage of the semiconductor and the 
nominal current of the stack can be used for more detailed pre-selection. 

For the selected stack, the power dissipation and the junction and heat sink 
temperatures at the nominal current are calculated. It is possible to change the 
circuit parameter of the selected stack to investigate the system behavior under 
overload conditions or with load cycles. 

The section Device Proposal calculates a first selection of suitable devices for 
one of the available circuits at a specified operating condition. It starts with the 
selection of one of the four basic types of circuit topologies. One set of 
parameters can be given for the steady-state operation without an overload 
condition. The thermal conditions are specified with a fixed heat sink 
temperature and the junction temperature, which is regarded as the design limit. 
The number of displayed devices per product family can be changed. It is 
recommended to have at least 3 devices, because often it is impossible to give a 
100% clear recommendation. 

There is a run through the database, calculating power dissipation for each 
particular device at the given operating point. All the user inputs are verified for 
feasibility. All the catalogue types of the Semikron product portfolio are 
included in the built-in database. Filters and preset values support the user in 
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making the correct selection of a suitable component. Calculations are carried 
out both for static and, if applicable, also for dynamic load conditions. The user 
gets the results in the form of a report with the input parameters used for the 
calculation, details on static losses and temperatures as well as a graphic display 
of the calculation for dynamic processes. SemiSel improves the degree of 
certainty that the right power semiconductor is selected. Comparisons between 
various components and operating points can be done quickly. The parameter 
input can be saved. SemiSel makes the expertise of Semikron engineers 
available on-line. 

Resume of 2.4 
As neither Matlab/Simulink nor PSIM can be used effectively for the heating 
and power loss analysis of IGBT switches, additional toolkits of IGBT vendors 
must be involved. Their accuracy is higher because of the more accurate 
component and auxiliary circuit models that take into consideration parasitic 
inductance, capacitance, mutual coupling, and many other manufacturers’ 
parameters. At the same time, this software cannot predict such motor drive 
characteristics as torque and speed ripple, acoustic noise emitted from the 
motor, electromagnetic interference, etc. 

2.5 Conclusions 
1. Using the developed classification criteria focused on the motor drive design, 
the main toolkits used in the worldwide power electronic practice have been 
compared. As a result of the analysis, a conclusion was drown that a toolbox 
which should fully satisfy the motor drive design conditions is absent in the 
software market. Nevertheless, some toolkits have been found that are 
beneficial for the power converter design and exploring, such as PSIM and 
Matlab/Simulink. Their restrictions are to be taken into account in modelling. 

2. Two original experimental setups have been developed in the frame of the 
thesis to provide identification and verification of the developed models. 
Experimentation on the steady-state and dynamical operation modes show that 
different switching patterns can be studied and compared using these physical 
prototypes. 

3. A powerful library of the motor drive models has been developed in the 
Matlab/Simulink environment - low-frequency simple six-step modulation, 
high-frequency PWM, and progressive SVM. The control systems of power 
converters have been studied using the proposed models. Good agreement 
between the simulation and experimental results were obtained. An impact of 
the modulation method on the voltage and current harmonics was demonstrated. 
Benefits and drawbacks of different control methods were illustrated in the 
steady-state and dynamic modes of the converter performance in asynchronous 
drive applications. Simulation revealed that the accuracy of the results depends 
on the accuracy of the built-in electronic and electromechanical models. 
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4. As neither Matlab/Simulink nor PSIM can be used effectively for the heating 
and power loss analysis of IGBT switches, a technology of combined use of 
both the traditional simulation packages and marketable toolkits in motor drive 
design has been proposed. Nevertheless, it was shown that torque ripple, 
acoustic noise emitted from the motor, and electromagnetic interference could 
not be studied by this software. The same concerns the auxiliary circuit 
elements such as parasitic inductance, capacitance and mutual coupling. 
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3. IMPLEMENTATION AND PERFORMANCE 
EVALUATION OF LOAD-DEPENDENT SWITCHING 
PATTERNS 
Power losses of the motor drive depend to a large extent on the switching 
frequency, currents, and supply voltage of the power converter. As these three 
parameters affect the motor torque and speed, they must be considered in the 
synthesis of the inverter adjustment algorithms. A successful control system 
improves the motor drive economic indicators being a core of effective drive 
design. In this chapter, first an analytical solution of the problem is proposed. 
Next, some new methods of the load-dependent control of motor drive inverters 
are discussed and examined by simulation and experimentation. 

3.1 Load-Dependent Control of Motor Drive Inverters 

3.1.1 A Problem of Current, Voltage, and Frequency Restrictions 

As follows from the foregoing analyses, power losses affect efficiency, weight, 
size, cost, power quality, power consumption, transient responses, and other 
motor drive characteristics. As the motor drive is a complex non-linear system, 
consideration of the motor parameters along with the power converter 
development or choice inevitably leads to the power economic design and 
reduction of loss. In this section, focus is on the inverter characteristics related 
to the properties of the induction motor. 

Due to the influence of electromagnetic processes occurring in the inverter-
motor system, the character of the load voltage transients has no direct 
equivalence with the reference signals. The degree of such discrepancy depends 
on both the motor parameters and the mode of inverter operation. Often, it 
results in additional voltage distortion and reduced use of supply power. 
Therefore, the load parameters should be considered in the synthesis of the 
switching patterns, mainly by setting the commutation law and duration of the 
switching intervals. 

To take into account the motor current and voltage, two ways may be selected: 

• using voltage and current predefined values in the switching pattern 
generation procedure; 

• correction of the switching patterns using the current/voltage feedback 
signals of the motor drive. 

Both methods lead to an enhancement of the motor drive performance [69]. The 
former is less expensive through less accurate. The latter requires additional 
equipment but can result in a higher effect. 

In the majority of contemporary inverters, the switching frequency is selected as 
high as the IGBT rating permits. In this way, the chosen IGBT switches define 
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the commutation frequency. Such approach leads to high losses of the motor 
drive therefore the problem of the maximum switching frequency restriction 
must be solved. There are two factors that define the frequency top and bottom 
bounds in the motor drive. 

On the one hand, there is no point in making the switching period less than a 
decile of an electromagnetic time constant of the motor. While the frequency is 
very high, the conduction delays of IGBT inverters are too short to change the 
motor current, speed, or torque. It results in unnecessary inverter losses. 

At the same time, the switching frequency must be sufficiently high to keep the 
required motor torque and speed ripples. As shown in 1.2, for the voltage-
frequency adjustable motor drives both the ripple and the current THD values 
should fall into 3 to 5 % intervals. As there is no direct relation between the 
mentioned motor and converter parameters, their correlation is examined in the 
following section. 

3.1.2 Relationship Between the Inverter and Electromagnetic Motor 
Models 

An important parameter that defines the load action is an electromagnetic time 
constant of the motor drive 
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Te =             (3.1) 

To calculate it on the basis of the motor data, the methodology [13] oriented on 
the induction motor drive having the stabilized rotor flux linkage is used. In the 
motors inductances are defined by the magnetic conductivity and the number of 
turns. Introduction of electromagnetic link factors and a leakage factor 
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yields the following formulae for motor resistance and inductances calculations: 
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Here index 1 designates the stator parameters, index 2 indicates the rotor 
parameters, and index 12 marks the mutual inductance. R1 and R2 are phase 
winding resistances, L1 and L2 are the stator and rotor inductances, and L12 is 
their mutual inductance. X1, X2, and X12 are the rated reactances obtained from 
the motor data sheet or online identification procedures. 

Many factors determine the impact of electromagnetic parameters on the 
combined inverter-motor performance. Using the above described models, the 
averaged dependence between the current THD, modulation index, and 
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electromagnetic time constant obtained was found on the switching frequency 
6 kHz. Fig. 3.1 presents the diagram of this relation. 
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Fig. 3.1 Current THD vs the modulation index and the electromagnetic time constant 

This diagram indicates that a small Te has low influence on the inverter-motor 
system behavior. Also, at high Te, THD increases because of stepping change of 
the control signals. The best effect is displayed in the middle range of Te (3-      
6 ms) upon the high modulation indexes (kmod > 0.7) where the minimal values 
of THD are expected. 

3.1.3 Correlation Between the Inverter and Electromechanical Motor 
Models 

A motoring torque of the drive is derived using the torques equilibrium  
equation [10]: 

.
ω

dt

d
JMMMM sds +=+=          (3.4) 

Here, Ms is a static load torque (counter-torque), Md is the dynamic torque of the 
load, J is the moment of inertia, ω is an angular frequency of the motor shaft, t 
is the time. 
Solution of this differential equation relative to the speed depends on the nature 
of the torque. The mechanical torque on the motor shaft is defined by the 
electromagnetic torque Me and the friction losses ΔM as follows: 

.MMM e Δ−=           (3.5) 

An electromagnetic torque of the induction motor may be found on the basis of 
the vector equation 

,IM e ψ=            (3.6) 

where ψ determines the flux linkage, and I is a vector of stator and rotor 
currents. 
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As the inverter serves as a source of current and voltage, its outputs directly 
affect the motor performance. In this way, the stator and rotor currents I1, I2, 
flux linkages ψ1, ψ2, and inductances L12, L1, L2 are the important factors that 
define the inverter-motor operation. 
To calculate the converter and motor currents and to link them with the inverter 
outputs, a nonlinear time-variant detailed motor model [10] is applied in 
orthogonal reference frame x,y which interprets a three-phase multi-pole system 
as an equivalent two-phase bipolar machine [8]. An electrical equilibrium of the 
stator and rotor windings rotated with angular frequency ωk in x,y coordinates is 
depicted by Kirhchoff’s equations: 
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In the orthogonal coordinate frame, 
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where U1, I1 are the stator voltage and current, U2, I2 - rotor voltage and current, 

and 
dt

d
s = . Possible torque expressions via current and flux linkage amplitudes 

are as follows: 
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where p is the pole pair number. Considering the phase winding resistances to 
be symmetrically shared along the rotor circle, the following equations unify the 
motor flux linkages, inductances, and currents: 
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Thanks to the orthogonal orientation of the axes, the flux linkages are available 
from their projections: 
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Now, the relation between the motor speed, torque, and electromagnetic time 
constant on the one hand and the inverter current and voltage on the other hand 
is found. In this way, all the factors that influence the inverter-motor system 
performance are known. 

3.1.4 Loss Analysis 

Next, we proceed to the converter loss analysis taking into account that the loss 
depends on the current and switching frequency values. The character of such 
dependence is defined by the particular IGBT parameters. Using the Semikron 
online package Semisel, ver. 3.1.1.3 [70], the group of 18 IGBT modules was 
explored and compared, such as Skiip, MiniSkiip, Semitrans, Skim, Semitop, 
and Semix. Figure 3.2 presents an averaged relationship between IGBT junction 
temperature, switching frequency, and phase currents in regard to the 
operational conditions of the discovered products. 
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Fig. 3.2 Temperature-frequency-current correlation of Semikron modules 
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A similar study was conducted by applying the Power Module Loss Simulator 
Melcosim, ver. 4.04 of Mitsubishi Electric [71]. In this package, a group of 
CM900DU-24NF modules was explored (Fig. 3.3, 3.4). 
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Fig. 3.3 Conduction losses of Mitsubishi Electric modules 
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Fig. 3.4 Switching losses of Mitsubishi Electric modules 

Figures 3.2 - 3.4 show that temperature and switching losses increase 
proportionally to both the current and the switching frequency, reaching a 
maximum at 50 A and 10 kHz. Conduction losses depend on the current only, 
reaching their maximum at 50 A. 

Resume of 3.1 
The switching patterns of IGBT inverters are often the source of additional 
voltage and current distortion and reduced use of supply power. To overcome 
this drawback, the concept of load-dependent control for the supply inverter is 
proposed. In compliance with such proposition, the motor parameters, such as 
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inductances, resistances, and flux linkages, are to be taken into account while an 
inverter is designed and tuned. A suitable induction motor model was developed 
to implement this approach. To ground the new concept, simulators Semisel 
from Semikron and Melcosim from Mitsubishi were used. 

3.2 Current-Dependent Clamping of Inverter Legs 

3.2.1 Principle of Current-Dependent Clamping of Inverter Legs 

As it follows from the analyses presented in 1.2.1 and 3.1.4, the power losses of 
the inverter-fed motor drive are proportional to the magnitude of the switching 
current. Therefore it would be advantageous to avoid switching of inverter legs 
carrying the highest currents. This is possible in most cases because all adjacent 
vectors given in 1.4.3 differ in the state of switches in only one leg. Using this 
idea, effective current-dependent discontinuous SVM methods were proposed  
in [11] [30]. 

In SVM, the optimized switching patterns predetermined offline according to 
the optimization criteria are stored in a memory and used in real time in the 
procedures of a microprocessor controller. Particularly, thanks to preliminary 
current calculation, the switching patterns may be determined by counting 
ahead of the real current. The effect of the prediction of the current evolution 
can be estimated before it occurs therefore the required control signal is selected 
in order to follow the referenced trajectory. 

Figure 3.6 presents the output six-step modulated phase voltages on the 
modulation period Tm. Each state of the output SVM voltage system presents a 
particular switching vector in the complex plane drawn in 1.4.3. Thus, six active 
switching vectors U1 to U6 and two vectors corresponding to the zero states are 

obtained. Active vectors having the magnitude of dU
3

2 are at 
3

π2 out of phase 

each other. 

To find the current state vectors [24] [28], the phase current by the time integral 
of the phase voltage is derived: 

.
1
= dtU

L
I LL          (3.12) 

The variation slope of the phase current is doubled when the phase voltage is 
doubled. The maximum value of the phase current is herein denoted with Imax. 
Within the time interval [t3, t4], the output voltage vector is U3. Choosing the 
time origin in t3, the load currents and voltages are expressed from Fig. 3.5 as 
follows: 
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Fig. 3.5 Output phase voltage and current waveforms 
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The space vectors associated with the current and voltage waveforms are given 
by: 
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The maximum value of the current yields from the current vector equation 
within the time interval [t3, t4], considering the linear variation of the phase 
current of the inductive load: 
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Voltage space vector U(t) coincides with the switching vector that has generated 
it. With regards to the current space vector I(t), its resulting trajectory is a 
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hexagon oriented along the voltage-switching vectors, as presented in Figs. 1.11 
and 3.6. 

 
Fig. 3.6 Current space vector diagram 

In the general case of a three-phase inductive load, the current space vector can 
be defined by analyzing the effect of each voltage switching vector. While the 
voltage space vector is time-constant, the load is characterized by the following 
function of time: 
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The solution of the differential equation yields: 
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where C is the complex constant and Te denotes the electromagnetic time 
constant of the load. Decomposing the current space vector expression on Re 
and Im axes demonstrates that the current vector trajectory is a continuous 
function during each time interval for which the voltage is constant. In the six-
step modulation mode, since the voltage space vector changes its discrete 
positions at each 60 degrees, the current space vector trajectory results close to 
hexagonal for large inductances, as presented in Fig. 3.6. In PWM and SVM 
modulation modes the current space vector moves smoothly. 

Now, the current vector position may be identified off-line and stored in a 
lookup table before modulation. At the beginning of each modulation sector, the 
control system calculates and selects from the lookup table the voltage phase, 
which is expected to pass the highest current, and clamps an IGBT switch of 
this phase by 60° alternately to the lower and upper levels of the dc voltage, 
thus preventing the high current commutation. An example of the prohibited 
switches counted in respect to Fig. 3.6 is presented in Table 3.2. 

Table 3.2 IGBT switches with the highest current destined for clamping 

 I 
sector 

II 
sector 

III 
sector 

IV 
sector 

V 
sector 

VI 
sector 

Clamped switches VT1 VT3 VT2 VT1 VT3 VT2 

I1 

L1 

I*

L2 

L3 

I4 I3

I2

I6 

I5 

Sector I 

Sector II 

Sector III 

Sector IV 
Sector V 

Sector VI 
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In favourable conditions, when the modulation is clamped in phase conducting 
maximum current, switching losses should decrease up to 50 % [30]. 

Using an alternate way, an online current calculation can be executed in every 
sector to implement the same algorithm. This approach may be effectively 
implemented by sensing the maximum phase currents before each sector 
processing rather than its calculation and storing in a lookup table. To this end, 
the current sensors of the power switches should be used. By comparison three 
phase current values, the control circuit selects the highest one for exclusion 
from the commutation process. 

3.2.2 Simulation 

The voltage and current waveforms obtained by the simulation of the proposed 
current-dependent SVM method are presented in Fig. 3.7. Here, the states of the 
top switches VT1, VT2 and VT3 of the inverter shown in Fig. 1.3 as well as the 
line-to-line voltages and currents of an unloaded and loaded motor drive are 
given. Switch VT1 is clamped at sectors I and IV, when the corresponding 
current obtains its maximum. Similarly, VT2 is clamped at sectors III and VI, 
and VT3 is clamped at sectors II and V, when the corresponding currents reach 
their maximum. Simulation was executed for the maximum shaft rotation 
frequency 50 Hz, modulation index 0.866, dc link voltage 512 V, and 
electromagnetic time constant 4 ms. 

 

a. 

 
b. c. 

Fig. 3.7 Waveforms of the SVM-driven TUT experimental setup with current-dependent 
clamping obtained from Simulink: (a) control signals; (b) unload, line-to-line voltage 
and phase current; (c) load, line-to-line voltage and phase current 
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THD analysis of the timing diagrams is presented in Table 3.3. 

Table 3.3 THD analysis of the simulation of the SVM-driven TUT experimental setup 
with current-dependent clamping obtained from Simulink 

Frequency, Hz Load, Nm 
THD, % 

Voltage Current 

50 
0.1 67.7 4.4 
2.1 68.6 2.5 

40 
0.1 91.4 5.1 
2.1 92.4 2.9 

3.2.3 Experimentation 

Figures 3.8, 3.9 show the timing diagrams of the steady-state and starting modes 
of current-dependent clamping operation at the rated speed. Here, the states of 
the top switches of the inverter as well as the line-to-line voltages, currents, and 
motor shaft speed are presented by Tektronix Digital Storage Oscilloscope TPS 
2024. 

Table 3.4 summarizes the THD and ripple analyses of current-dependent 
clamping obtained from a Tektronix Digital Storage Oscilloscope TPS 2024 for 
the TUT experimental setup. 

Table 3.4 THD and ripple analyses of current-dependent clamping obtained from the 
TUT experimental setup 

Frequency, Hz Load, Nm 
THD, % Ripple, % 

Voltage Current Speed Torque 

50 
0.1 42.2 4.5 3.6 3.9 
2.1 43.0 3.6 1.8 0.7 

40 
0.1 58.0 5.1 3.1 7.1 
2.1 57.5 2.4 6.5 0.8 

 

Further loss analysis of the converter IGBT switches was conducted in 
Semikron online package Semisel. In the course of the simulation it was found 
that the proposed current-dependent modulation method decreases the switch 
temperature on an average by 12 % thanks to the commutation frequency 
mitigation and additionally by 10 % due to the current reduction. 

A similar study was performed by applying Power Module Loss Simulator 
Melcosim. Unlike the Semikron products, in a group of CM900DU-24NF 
modules the temperature was changed only by 5 % though the conduction and 
switching power losses were diminished significantly, thus increasing 
application efficiency. 
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a.

 
b. c.

 
d. e.

Fig. 3.8 Timing diagrams of current-dependent clamping from the TUT experimental 
setup: (a) control signals; (b) unload, line-to-line voltage and phase current; (c) 
unload, phase voltage and current; (d) load, line-to-line voltage and phase current; (e) 
load, phase voltage and current 
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a. b.

Fig. 3.9 Timing diagrams of current-dependent clamping from the TUT experimental 
setup: (a) unload, starting current and speed; (b) load, starting current and speed 

Resume of 3.2 
A space vector based approach, current-dependent clamping of inverter legs, 
has been grounded in this section to decrease the losses and temperature of 
IGBT inverters. This technique is destined for industrial applications with open 
ended and close-loop induction motor drives. Advantages of the method are 
illustrated by the performance simulation and experimental study of a three-
phase IGBT inverter-fed induction motor drive. Transition to the current-
dependent clamping reduces the number of commutations without any 
noticeable current and motor torque distortion. At the same time, additional 
elimination of high current commutations is obtained. Temperature diminishing 
along with the reduction of power losses demonstrates the effectiveness of the 
proposed technology. 

3.3 Elimination of Short Pulses from Switching Patterns 

3.3.1 Principle of Elimination of Short Pulses 

When the conduction delays of IGBT inverters become very short IL, there is 
insufficient time to reverse bias the off-going IGBT or to change the motor 
current which defines the speed and torque of the drive. This is the reason why 
the protective intervals and the inherent delays of the switching devices should 
be taken into account. At the same time, it concerns the differences between the 
turn-on and turn-off times, which can cause a considerable distortion of the 
converter characteristics at low output voltage and frequency. Hence, if the 
voltage across this device increases in a positive sense too soon, the device will 
again conduct and high losses will occur without change in the motor torque 
and speed. Therefore, if the modulation scheme calls for a delay width below 
the minimum time, then this delay should be omitted. 

Taking this consideration into account, both the continuous and discontinuous 
SVM algorithms can be accomplished in two different ways. In both cases, the 
control system is entrusted to an online or offline comparison of each calculated 
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time interval ti, ti+1 and t0 with the decile of an electromagnetic time constant Te 
of the motor. 

Using the first way (Fig. 3.10), while an interval is less than 0.1Te, its value is 
omitted from the gate driver sequence and memorized in the controller before 
the next sampling. Within the next sampling, this value is added to the 
calculated time interval and the sum is compared with Te again. When the total 
time overcomes 0.1Te, it is used in the commutation process. 

In the second case (Fig. 3.11), while an interval is less than 0.1Te, the sampling 
period Tc is increased and ti, ti+1 and t0 calculations repeat. Since all the time 
intervals overcome 0.1Te, they are ready to be used in the commutation process. 

 
Fig. 3.10 First way to eliminate the short pulses 
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Counting ti, ti+1, t0

tc + 0.1 Te

ti < 0.1Te ?

ti+1 < 0.1Te ?

No

No

t0 < 0.1Te ?

End

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

 
Fig. 3.11 Second way to eliminate the short pulses 

3.3.2 Simulation 

To verify the proposed algorithm, numerical simulations were performed. As a 
prototype, an experimental IGBT-fed induction motor drive setup was used. To 
obtain sufficient resolution, each of the six sectors of the modulating period Tm 
was divided into sampling periods Tc with a starting sampling frequency of       
6 kHz. The number of samples per a motor shaft turn was defined by the 
reference motor speed. All the discovered schemes were calculated at the 
beginning of the sampling periods based on the value of the reference voltage 
vector and the electromagnetic time constant. Therefore, u* and Tc were 
updated at every sampling interval until the reduced sampling frequency 
became 3 kHz. The inverter maximum dc link voltage and modulation index 
were changed according to the simulation requirements. 

The waveforms for the continuous SVM and discontinuous SVM with the 
elimination of narrow pulses are given in Fig. 3.12. Here, the states of the top 
switches of a converter shown in Fig. 1.3, VT1, VT2 and VT3, as well as the 
line-to-line voltages and currents are presented. Zoomed sector 1 is shown to 
demonstrate the control peculiarity. Simulation was executed for the idle and 
loaded running upon the maximum shaft rotation frequencies 50 and 40 Hz, dc 
link voltage 512 V, and electromagnetic time constant 4 ms. 
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a. b. 

 
c. d. 

 
e. f. 

Fig. 3.12 Waveforms of SVM-driven TUT experimental setup with the elimination of 
short pulses obtained from Simulink: (a) control signals; (b) zoomed control signals in 
sector 1; (c) unload, 50 Hz, line-to-line voltage and phase current; (d) load, 50 Hz, line-
to-line voltage and phase current; (e) unload, 40 Hz, line-to-line voltage and phase 
current; (f) load, 50 Hz, line-to-line voltage and phase current 

THD analysis of the timing diagrams is represented in Table 3.5. 

Table 3.5 THD analysis of the simulation of the SVM-driven TUT experimental setup 
with the elimination of narrow pulses obtained from Simulink 

Frequency, Hz Load, Nm 
THD, % 

Voltage Current 

50 
0.1 69.0 4.7 
2.1 70.1 3.6 

40 
0.1 92.8 4.3 
2.1 93.3 3.4 

 
As it follows from the analysis presented in Fig. 3.1, three important areas of the 
effectiveness of this method may be underlined. While the time constant Te is 
low (1 to 2 ms), the method seems ineffective. In the middle range of Te (3 to 
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6 ms) the minimal values of THD are obtained. At high Te, THD increases again 
because of the stepping change of the control signals. 

3.3.3 Experimentation 

Figures 3.13, 3.14 show the timing diagrams of the steady-state mode for the 
continuous SVM with the elimination of narrow pulses obtained from the TUT 
experimental setup at different speeds and loads. 

 

 
a. b.

 
c. d.

Fig. 3.13 Timing diagrams of the continuous SVM with the elimination of short pulses 
acquired from the TUT experimental setup: (a) unload, 50 Hz, line-to-line voltage and 
phase current; (b) unload, 50 Hz, phase voltage and current; (c) load, 50 Hz, line-to-
line voltage and phase current; (d) load, 50 Hz, phase voltage and current 
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a. b.

 
c. d.

Fig. 3.14 Timing diagrams of the continuous SVM with the elimination of short pulses 
acquired from the TUT experimental setup: (a) unload, 40 Hz, line-to-line voltage and 
phase current; (b) unload, 40 Hz, phase voltage and current; (c) load, 40 Hz, line-to-
line voltage and phase current; (d) load, 40 Hz, phase voltage and current 

Figures 3.15, 3.16 show the diagrams of the starting mode for the continuous 
SVM with the elimination of short pulses obtained from the TUT experimental 
setup at different speeds and loads. 

  
a. b.

Fig. 3.15 Starting diagrams of the continuous SVM with the elimination of short pulses 
acquired from the TUT experimental setup: (a) unload, 50 Hz, speed and current;  
(b) load, 50 Hz, speed and current 
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a. b.

Fig. 3.16 Starting diagrams of the continuous SVM with the elimination of short pulses 
acquired from the TUT experimental setup: (a) unload, 40 Hz, speed and current;  
(b) load, 40 Hz, speed and current 

Table 3.6 summarizes the THD and ripple analyses of the continuous SVM with 
the elimination of short pulses obtained from a Tektronix Digital Storage 
Oscilloscope TPS 2024 for the TUT experimental setup. 

Table 3.6 THD and ripple analyses of the continuous SVM with the elimination of short 
pulses obtained from the TUT experimental setup 

Frequency, Hz Load, Nm 
THD, % Ripple, % 

Voltage Current Speed Torque 

50 
0.1 47.4 6.3 3.0 3.9 
2.1 47.0 3.2 1.8 1.3 

40 
0.1 60.3 4.7 4.6 6.7 
2.1 58.9 4.1 5.5 0.9 

Resume of 3.3 
A space vector based approach that decreases switching losses was explored in 
this section. The principle of elimination of short pulses from the switching 
pattern reduces the number of commutations within the modulating interval. 
This method demonstrates how to choose the optimal switching frequency in 
respect to the particular application performance. Advantages of this method are 
illustrated by the simulation and experimentation in the scope of an inverter-fed 
motor drive. 

3.4 Concluding Remarks on Load-Dependent Control 
3.4.1 Comparison of THD 

As shown in the previous chapters, the most important performance index for a 
power converter refers to the harmonic content in the output current. Therefore, 
the current THD was studied thoroughly using the TUT experimental setup. 
THD measurements were taken by a digital oscilloscope TPS2000 upon the 
rated speed motor running on the load 2.1 Nm. Table 3.7 summarizes the 
measurement results obtained from the TUT experimental setup. 
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Table 3.7 THD data of different modulation methods obtained from the TUT 
experimental setup 

Modulation 
THD, % 

Voltage Current 

Six-step 29.6 34.2 

PWM 48.0 3.0 

Continuous SVM  38.2 2.4 

Continuous SVM with elimination of narrow pulses  47.0 3.2 

Discontinuous SVM  36.5 4.1 

Discontinuous SVM with current-dependent clamping 43.0 3.6 

Comparative data of experimental study are presented in Fig. 3.17. 
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Fig. 3.17 Comparative THD data of modulation techniques examined on the TUT 
experimental setup 

The best harmonic content is achieved for the conventional continuous SVM 
with a high modulation index (kmod = 0.866). The continuous SVM with the 
elimination of short pulses (3 kHz sampling frequency) results in almost the 
same THD as high-frequency PWM (6 kHz sampling frequency), thus it may be 
effectively used instead of PWM. The discontinuous SVM with a current-
dependent clamping gives a better current THD value than the conventional 
discontinuous SVM. In view of the reduced commutation current, this method is 
recommended instead of the conventional one. 
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3.4.2 Comparison of Heat 

To evaluate and compare different methods directed to the improvement of the 
power economical motor drive performance, an experimental analysis 
concerning heat was performed. The portable infrared thermometer from Raytek 
with 13 mm spot was used for IGBT and motor temperature measurements. The 
TUT experimental setup was studied upon the rated speed motor running on the 
load 2.1 Nm. The temperature measurements were taken in 0.5 hours after the 
motor running. Table 3.8 summarizes the measurement results obtained as the 
differences Δt between the room and on-chip temperatures as well as the room 
and motor cover temperatures. 

Table 3.8 Temperature data of different modulation methods 

Modulation IGBT Δt °C Motor Δt °C 

Six-step 10.4 24.2 

PWM 7.6 16.2 

Continuous SVM  6.8 14.8 

Continuous SVM with elimination of short 
pulses  

5.6 15.4 

Discontinuous SVM  5.6 17.2 

Discontinuous SVM with current-dependent 
clamping 

5.2 14.8 

The temperature traces in Fig. 3.18 display the graphical representation            
of Table 3.8. 

 
Fig. 3.18 IGBT and motor temperatures of different modulation methods 
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As it follows from these data, the six-step method causes the highest heating 
because of the significant current THD level and torque ripple. The IGBT losses 
of the continuous SVM without short pulses are less than those of the PWM and 
continuous SVM. At the same time, the discontinuous SVM causes higher 
motor heating than those of the PWM and continuous SVM, resulting in higher 
losses. The discontinuous current-dependent clamping SVM provides minimal 
losses. 

3.4.3 Comparison of Motor Speed and Torque Ripples 

To evaluate and compare new methods of power economical motor control, 
motor speed and torque ripples were analyzed experimentally. As a criterion, 
the ripple factor has been chosen i.e. the ratio of the peak-to-peak value of 
superimposed ac value to the ideal dc value. The ripple factors ΔA were 
calculated using an oscilloscope TDS 2000 as follows: 

%,100⋅=Δ
d

pp

A

A
A         (3.22) 

where App is an ac peak-to-peak speed or torque value and Ad is a dc portion of 
the same signals. Speed information was acquired from a tacho mounted on the 
motor shaft. Beforehand, the tacho’s own ripples were measured under the 
motor supply from the net. In the calculation, this noise was excluded from the 
speed wave. To derive the torque, the current of the loading motor was 
measured using the current probe Model PR30 from LEM. Again, its own noise 
was taken into account. The torque was counted as the product of the measured 
current and the dc motor constant. 

The summary of the speed and torque ripples is collected in Table 3.9. 

Table 3.9 Speed and torque ripples of different modulation methods 
Modulation Speed, % Torque, % 

Six-step 2.2 1.5 

PWM 1.2 0.7 

Continuous SVM  1.4 0.6 

Continuous SVM with elimination of short 
pulses  

1.8 1.3 

Discontinuous SVM  1.1 0.6 

Discontinuous SVM with current-dependent 
clamping 

1.8 0.7 

The ripple diagram in Fig. 3.19 displays the graphical representation of      
Table 3.9. 
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Fig. 3.19 Speed and torque ripples of different modulation methods 

An analysis confirms that all the examined methods keep the ripples within the 
permissible 3 % range. 
 
Resume of 3.4 
From the viewpoint of the current THD, all the techniques result in almost equal 
characteristics. At the same time, the discussed continuous SVM method with 
the elimination of short pulses results in less IGBT and motor losses than those 
of the PWM and continuous SVM, whereas the totally minimal losses within 
the allowed ripple range are provided by the discontinuous current-dependent 
clamping SVM designed in this chapter. 

3.5 Conclusions 
1. The concept of load-dependent control for the supply inverter is grounded in 
this chapter. In compliance with this proposition, the motor parameters, such as 
inductances, resistances, and flux linkages, are to be taken into account in the 
design and tuning of an inverter. Mathematical and computer models for an 
induction motor were developed to implement this approach. 
 
2. Current-dependent clamping of inverter legs decreases the losses and 
temperature of IGBT inverters. Performance simulation and experimental study 
of this technique demonstrates its benefits for open ended and close-loop ac 
motor drives fed by both the continuous and discontinuous SVM inverters. 
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3. The principle of the elimination of short pulses from the switching pattern is 
intended to reduce the number of IGBT commutations. This method opens a 
way to choose the optimal switching frequency in respect to the particular 
application performance. Both the developed algorithm and the implementation 
technique were confirmed by simulation and experimentation in the scope of an 
inverter-fed motor drive. 
 
4. The comparative analysis of different modulation methods shows their 
particular benefits and drawbacks. From the viewpoint of the current THD, all 
the techniques result in almost equal characteristics. At the same time, the IGBT 
losses of the continuous SVM without short pulses are less than those of the 
PWM and the continuous SVM, whereas the totally minimal losses and heating 
within the allowable speed and torque ripples is provided by the discontinuous 
current-dependent clamping SVM. 
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4. COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN OF LOW-LOSS 
INVERTER-FED INDUCTION MOTOR DRIVES 
This chapter is devoted to the improvement of the computer aided design 
(CAD) technology for low-loss induction motor drives. As distinct from the 
known systems of such kind, in the enhanced CAD much attention is paid to the 
inverter as a significant part of a motor drive. Using the Matlab/Simulink 
models proposed in the foregoing chapters, a new toolbox was developed. In 
this software all the modulation methods were incorporated into a uniform 
computational environment and user interface. This improvement has resulted 
in the designed systems having high power economical performance. On the 
basis of the new toolkit, a future research scenario has been proposed. 

4.1 Advancement in Motor Drive Design 

4.1.1 Requirements to Motor Drive Designs 

Computer aided design (CAD) of motor drive, including selection of the right 
components for the application, is a complex task. Through a set of tasks meant 
for CAD systems related to motor drives, a designer practices the following: 

• motor drive development, commissioning, and tuning; 

• selection of electromechanical and electronic components; 

• schematic elaboration and correctness verification; 

• accounting of powers, voltages and currents; 

• time and frequency response and waveform analysis; 

• explanation, reporting, and documentation of results obtained. 

The designer’s foremost concern is to find which device composition is the 
most cost-effective in his application. To this aim, the designer has to deal with 
part numbers and technology curves from several suppliers. For a given voltage, 
package and application capability, there will be many possible candidates. 
Some are more efficient than others and, possibly, more expensive. 

Design instruments are expected to be suitable to compare the calculated and 
experimental data and to generate documentation [72] which typically includes: 

• component specifications and circuit diagrams; 

• resulting, comparative, and dependency data tables; 

• torque, speed, power, voltage and current traces; 

• maintenance rules and requirements. 

To provide an effective design, development tools should involve the following 
databases: 
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• electrical motors, loading mechanisms and sensors; 

• different kinds of power converters; 

• certain electronic modules built on the transistors, passive components 
and integral circuits; 

• power sources of dc, ac, voltage-controlled, current-controlled, pulse, 
and clocking operation principles; 

• measuring devices, oscilloscopes, and function generators. 

In the light of the abovementioned features, the success of the selected CAD 
system increases proportionally to the number of the included features and 
possibilities. Also, other properties can be listed as follows: 

• different input and output formats; 

• computer tools for content development and management; 

• database and XML support; 

• compatibility with industrial and company standards; 

• multiple language support; 

• backup support; 

• group work and debate forums; 

• ease of system installation and minimum system requirements. 

The flowchart of the discussed design algorithm is depicted in Fig. 4.1. 

First, the mechanism travel diagram is developed and the drive load-carrying 
capacity is estimated, resulting in the mechanical torque, power, moment of 
inertia, and angular speed counting. If acceleration is restricted, the system 
dynamics is defined right away. Finally, a torque and power diagrams of the 
load are drawn. 

After acquainting with the data sheets of gears and motors that correspond to 
the required drive type, the gear types with different output speeds are selected. 
Through these gears, the mechanical forces and speed found previously are 
converted to the equivalent values on the motor shaft. 

For each gear, the particular motor is to be selected, meant for the converted 
forces and speed. Once the equipment framework is found, the optimum motor-
gear combinations are searched. To find a solution, a designer should create 
appropriate criteria and sort them. It may be a criterion of minimum power, 
weight, or inertia, highest efficiency, rigidity, etc. Thus, the overall scale of the 
electromechanical and electronic properties is gathered, from which the choice 
is done on the basis of judgments about preferences of that or another criterion. 
Then, it is required to examine the dynamic overloading of the optimum motor-
gear set. For cycling systems the equivalent load heating is estimated. For 
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induction motors, the periodic operation of which includes a standstill pause, 
the cyclic duration factor is calculated. 

 
Fig. 4.1 Flowchart of motor drive design algorithm 
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A power converter which meets all the above mentioned requirements is 
selected to the motor-gear set. The design algorithm takes into account whether 
the marketable converter will be used or the original one is developed. The 
former way is more conventional due to the simplicity of the project. The latter 
one leads to higher power economical level but often results in a more 
expensive application. 

Usually, a grid-connected motor is designed as small as possible to ensure that 
it is fully loaded and thereby operates with high efficiency. But the same is not 
the case for adjustable motors operated in the low-loss mode [41]. This is the 
reason why the choice of another motor-gear set may be needed to fulfil the 
power economical requirements. Thus, the discussed technology includes an 
additional loop in the design algorithm 4.1. 

On the last stage, the controllers are designed, including the required regulators 
and sensors. Their transfer functions, gains, factors, and time constants are 
calculated to meet the standard settings. Then, the closed-loop system is tested 
and its optimization is conducted, if necessary. 

4.1.2 Review of Contemporary Motor Drive CAD Systems 

Looking back to earlier years of the drive, as technology advances and increases 
in complexity, the product offerings become more numerous and more tailored 
to one application or the other. Today, the choices are many, characteristics are 
different, materials costs have become critical and time-to-market factor has 
shortened. This boils down to a massive headache for the designer who has to 
select the right components for the application through a laborious iterative 
process. This process cannot be short-circuited but can be streamlined and 
rationalized with some helpful tools [29]. This, in turn, requires either a closer 
relationship between the manufacturer and the design engineer or specialized 
tools to support the designer. Fortunately, the new design tools become more 
and more available from manufacturers, thus supporting engineers in specifying 
the motor drive components. 

To derive, choose, and tune driving equipment, many well-known companies 
have developed their own technologies. Examples are the guides and software 
of ABB, Siemens, Omron, Sew Eurodrive, Maxon Motors, Mitsubishi [73] [74] 
[75]. The cores of these toolboxes are composed on the preliminary worked-out 
corporative databases, the management systems of which help to find and 
optimize multiple electric drive combinations. Also, the designed systems are 
tuned in accordance with the corporative methods. Such approaches are 
conventional for the majority of firms that carry out project designs and have 
rich experience in decision making based on extensive computer databases, 
constituting numerous catalogue archives and "absorbing" their contents and 
structures [40] [76]. 

However, their main drawback is the technological restriction and data 
limitation within the particular corporative scope that deprive a designer of an 
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optimum way in the project. It is especially important at the beginning of a 
project work, when the most responsible decisions are taken. 

Another problem lies in the restrictions of the design possibilities of the 
corporate toolboxes. Usually, they include the bounded volume of components 
(motors, gears, converters, sensors, controllers) having the limited number of 
regulated parameters. As a rule, an incorporation of extern components is 
prohibited or strictly protected. 

The same concerns the input and output signals, references, and disturbances. 
Their number and configuration is restricted and is not subjected to changing. 
Particularly, no methods have been found to study new switching patterns and 
their influence on the motor torque and speed. 

Finally, the design procedure itself is bounded by the technological 
requirements and company rules. Development methods and algorithms of a 
particular expert may not be implemented into the design due to these borders. 

4.1.3 eDrive Toolkit as the Core of CAD 

As the core of the proposed design technology, the toolkit eDrive from 
St. Petersburg Electrotechnical University has been chosen [77]. An object-
oriented environment of this system offers solutions of the following project 
management motor drive problems: 

• informational support in the automatic selection of electrical, 
mechanical, and electronic equipment; 

• mathematical and computer simulation and computation in the standard 
database environment; 

• testing and result verification in accordance with different criteria; 

• control system development, tuning and optimization. 

The software involves the following components: 

• powerful database; 

• models of motors, converters, sensors and mechanical actuators; 

• kit of adjustable controller schemes; 

• signal generator to produce the test reference and load signals as well as 
the nonlinear curves, noses, and filters; 

• report generator and system analyzer; 

• graphic package for the representation of the steady-state and dynamic 
simulated processes with automatic and manual scaling and preview 
facilities. 
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Compactness, high efficiency, and convenience are the significant features of 
eDrive program modules independent of additional simulation software. The 
main characteristics of eDrive are presented in Table 4.1. 

Table 4.1 Simulation quantities of eDrive 
Quantity Number 

Simulation of the ready-to-service modules of power converters  
Overall number of types of virtual converter simulators 3 
     incl. the number of virtual ac/dc converter simulators 1 
     incl. the number of virtual dc/ac converter simulators 1 
     incl. the number of virtual ac/ac converter simulators 1 
     incl. the number of virtual dc/dc converter simulators 1 
Number of manufacturer’s databases of power converters with the 
ready-to-service modules 

17 

Simulation of induction squirrel-cage motors 
Number of winding parameters 5 
Number of other electrical parameters 4 
Number of mechanical parameters 5 
Number of manufacturer’s databases of induction squirrel-cage 
motors 

5 

Simulation of electrical drives besides induction squirrel-cage motors 
Overall number of types of virtual motor simulators 3 
Number of manufacturer’s databases of motors besides induction 
squirrel-cage motors 

10 

Overall number of types of virtual gearbox simulators 4 
Number of manufacturer’s databases of gearboxes 5 
Overall number of types of virtual loop controllers 3 
Overall number of types of virtual sensors 3 
Overall number of types of virtual filters 11 

Exploring and analyses 
Overall number of types of virtual measuring devices 6 
Overall number of types of virtual signal generators 9 
Steady-state analysis 2 
Transient analysis 3 
Frequency analysis 0 
Spectral analysis 0 

This toolkit does not suit the problem of low-signal electronic design. On the 
other hand, eDrive proposes many possibilities to study electrical motors in 
different modes of driving operation and to design an electrical drive using the 
ready-to-service components from the industrial databases. The Multisim and 
Spice discussed above do not fit these requirements, whereas PSIM and 
Simulink are not so suitable for comparison and exploration of the driving 
applications of different vendors. As distinct from the companies, which 
process and propagate their production, an eDrive approach is addressed to the 
overall equipment selection, tuning, and optimization independent of the firm 
interests (Fig. 4.2). It transfers multiple data from the variety of databases into 
the uniform eDrive database with the specific data management system, which 
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provides the search and updating of the data using the open-access corporative 
databases. 

 
Fig. 4.2 Project mastering in eDrive 

Here, designers have an opportunity to conduct their own step-by-step 
decomposition of a “decision tree”. The software provides automatic component 
optimization according to the taste and professional skills of a designer as 
shown in Fig. 4.1. Informational search of motors is carried out in a number of 
eDrive data tables: alternating current machines with a phase rotor, multi-speed 
and commonly used motors; dc high torque machines, low-inertia and 
commonly used ones; synchronous and step motors. To each of the machine 
found, a set of mechanical gears of six types (toothed, worm, ball screw, 
planetary) and power converters of three types (thyristor, transistor, stepping) 
can be brought to conformity. The database is open for external correction and 
updating. If necessary, the industrial catalogues, possessed by the designers 
earlier, can be transformed into the electronic directories and sorted on any 
field. 

To find the best motor-converter-gear combinations, a designer creates 
appropriate criteria by use of which the system sorts the selected components. 
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Using the ready-to-service components from the industrial databases, the toolkit 
is suitable for the component selection and system tuning. It has the reach 
library of electromechanical models and proposes many possibilities to study 
electrical motors and gears in different modes of the driving operation. The 
signal generator of eDrive is destined for the required speed and path setting, 
reference and disturbance generating for the explored electric drives, examining 
the influence of distortions and disturbances on the behaviour of the drive 
components. To improve the system performance, the signal time and level 
offsets, and the filters and correctors are intended. 

The main drawback is that eDrive does not meet the requirements of the 
electronic component design. 

An example of ACS800 simulation executed by eDrive is given in Fig. 4.3. The 
results of simulations are in agreement with the experimental preconditions 
shown earlier in Fig. 2.4, thus allowing quantitative evaluation of the starting 
and steady-state situations. 

 
Fig. 4.3 Speed-current and speed-torque traces of eDrive simulation of the direct start-
up for the loading ACS800 drive 

An example of the TUT experimental setup simulation conducted by eDrive is 
presented in Fig. 4.4. The results of simulations are in agreement with the 
experimental preconditions shown earlier in Fig. 2.9, thus allowing quantitative 
evaluation of the starting and steady-state situations. 
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Fig. 4.4 Speed-current and speed-torque traces of eDrive simulation of the direct start-
up for the TUT experimental setup 

 

4.1.4 Advanced Design Technology 

In view of the above drawbacks of the contemporary motor drive CAD systems, 
an improved design technology is proposed in this work aiming to help a 
designer in the development of power economical motor drives. The improved 
technology flowchart is presented in Fig. 4.5. The process has a non-linear, 
multi-loop character because each step of the algorithm is completed by the 
validation of the obtained result. While the result does not satisfy the 
requirements specification, another choice was made and the corresponding 
branch of the flowchart is repeated. 

Following the objective setting, problem statement, and requirements 
specification, the designer develops the mechanism travel diagram and 
estimates the load-carrying capacity, which results in the load torque, power, 
moment of inertia, and angular speed defining. 
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Fig. 4.5 Technological diagram of motor drive design 

Next, the required motor drive components and the topology are selected and 
explored using eDrive. This toolkit provides the search of motors, gears, and 
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power converters as well as automatic component optimization. Each possible 
variant is explored within the library of the built-in models. Using the signal 
generator of eDrive, the required speeds and trajectories, references and 
disturbances for the electric drive are generated. The designer examines the 
influence of distortions and disturbances on the drive behavior and improves the 
system performance by the signal offsets, filters, and correctors. Then, the 
control system is designed. The library of eDrive includes all the required 
regulators and sensors. Their transfer functions, gains, factors, and time 
constants are calculated automatically to meet the standard settings. A designer 
tests the open-loop and closed-loop systems and conducts its optimization, if 
necessary. 

An important stage of the described technology is to select and explore the 
switching patterns for power converters that supply a motor. An original toolkit 
called eModule has been developed to execute this operation. Its objective is to 
find the switching law, switching frequency, and switching pulse distribution to 
obtain the most power effective converter performance. The new software 
supplements such traditional toolkits as PSIM or Matlab/Simulink on the first 
design stage. Its organization and structure helps the designer to select, explore, 
and compare IGBT converters with different switching topologies along with 
the choice of the preferred vender. In motor drive systems, the switching 
patterns govern the voltage and current harmonics, torque ripple, acoustic noise 
emitted from the motor as well as electromagnetic interference, therefore 
eModule serves as a helpful development stage for power electronic 
applications. 

As neither eDrive, nor eModule provide the heating and power loss analysis of 
IGBT switches, the marketable toolkits of different IGBT vendors must be 
involved on the next design stage. They help a designer in choosing an IGBT 
and converter type, imposing restrictions, and estimating the results obtained. 
Using them, a designer can restructure a list of power modules and circuits and 
compose the optimum power system. One of the toolboxes from the 
semiconductor vendors is applied finally to select the particular IGBT and 
power converters along with the loss and temperature analysis. 

At the same time, the three described design stages do not provide for 
exploration of such drive characteristics as torque and speed ripple, acoustic 
noise emitted from the motor, electromagnetic interference, etc. This is the 
reason why the next stage of the design must be inevitably supervised by the 
particular marketable motor drive toolboxes. ABB, Siemens, Omron, Sew 
Eurodrive, Maxon Motors, Mitsubishi Electric, etc. listed above are the typical 
candidates. Their methodologies are applied to check and recalculate the 
electrical and mechanical parameters of the drive, to select proper equipment, 
and to provide correct maintenance. On this stage, the standard drive is finally 
selected and explored. Also, the system designed is tuned in accordance with 
the corporative recommendations. 
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Resume of 4.1 
As it follows from the overview, there are no standard requirements to the CAD 
systems of the motor drive. Many companies have built their own design 
technology and provide a consumer with specific recommendations and design 
rules. The main drawback of this approach is the technological restriction and 
data limiting within the particular corporative scope that deprive a designer of 
an optimum way in the project. The technology proposed in this section 
involves five steps: preliminary calculation, search of a motor drive vendor 
using eDrive toolkit, selection of IGBT switching patterns and switching 
frequency using eModule toolbox, choice of IGBT and converter topology using 
IGBT marketable toolboxes, and a final drive selection, tuning, and exploring 
the use of drive marketable toolboxes. All the procedures are repetitive, being 
currently supervised by a designer. 

4.2 New Toolbox for Switching Patterns Optimization 

4.2.1 Description of the Developed Toolbox 

Relying on the Matlab/Simulink models proposed in the previous chapters, a 
new toolbox has been developed. The aim of the eModule toolbox is to help in 
finding the switching patterns, including the switching law, switching 
frequency, and switching pulse distribution, which provide the most power 
effective converter performance in the scope of the required voltage and current 
THD values. 

The package is enveloped into the modules, each performing different types of 
operations. For the best coherence, all the programs are united by the common 
computational environment written in C++ and user interface, which provides a 
uniform layout and functionality. Using the front panel, a design engineer can 
interact with the software to choose the required mode of performance and to 
set up new ranges and parameter values in algorithms. 

The main features of the described soft tool that discern it from the models 
meant for the known toolboxes are: 

• descriptiveness and compatibility of switching patterns; 

• clearness of physical essence; 

• suitability of report generation and format conversion; 

• independence of particular vendors’ interests; 

• matching of the standards and design rules. 

The toolbox opens broad possibilities to analyze and study three-phase bridge 
inverters offering the solution of the next project management problems: 

• informational support in the selection of optimal switching patterns; 

• mathematical and computer simulation along with overall computation; 
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• testing and result verifying in accordance with different criteria; 

• comparison, tuning and optimization of control systems. 

The technological diagram of eModule is shown in Fig. 4.6. 

 
Fig. 4.6 Technological diagram of eModule 
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• model of an electromagnetic chain of the induction motor; 

• signal generator to produce the test references; 

• result analyzer to calculate voltage and current rms, average, extreme, 
and THD values; 

• graphics package for the representation of the steady-state and dynamic 
simulated processes with automatic and manual scaling and preview 
facilities. 

Three main modulation techniques are subjected to investigation by the toolbox 
- six-step modulation, PWM, and SVM. In the package described, the generic 
control method is based on the SVM approach. The list of SVM variants 
includes two continuous and four discontinuous patterns: 

• continuous SVM; 

• continuous SVM with the elimination of short pulses; 

• discontinuous SVM with on-clamping; 

• discontinuous SVM with off-clamping; 

• discontinuous SVM with current-dependent clamping; 

• discontinuous SVM with the elimination of short pulses. 

PWM and six-step methods are considered here as the descendants of the 
generic SVM method. Such approach simplifies an analysis and comparison of 
different modulation techniques from the viewpoint of voltage and current 
profiles, ripples, and distortion. In the SVM mode of operation without short 
pulses the system provides an automatic search of optimal switching frequency. 
For each control method, an average IGBT switching frequency is counted. 
 
Initial data for the switching patterns generation are as follows: 
F = 5 to 55 Hz - user-defined referenced output frequency to specify the motor 
shaft speed of rotation; 
fc = 1 to 15 kHz - user-defined sampling frequency; 
kmod  - user-defined modulation index for PWM and SVM; 
Te = 0 to 9 ms - user-defined electromagnetic time constant of the motor; 
Ud - user-defined dc bus voltage; 
U/F - user-defined voltage-frequency control option for PWM and SVM; 
Nc = 32 - number of timer clocks in a sample (timer frequencies 32 to 480 kHz, 
timer intervals 2 to 31 μs); 
Ns max = 200 - minimum number of samples in a sector; 
Nmax = 36000 - maximum number of timer clocks in a period; 
Tmin = 18 ms - shortest period of supply voltage obtainable at highest motor 
speed; 
Tmax = 200 ms - longest period of supply voltage at the lowest motor speed. 
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4.2.2 Built-in Models of Inverter and Induction Motor 

All the inverter models that accomplish eModule are considered as ideal 
components without losses and voltage drop in the power supply and in the 
load. To account for the real IGBT parameters, the vendors’ software must be 
drawn after the switching pattern generation. Such approach allows gaining of 
analysis power along with the design development being suitable to explore the 
parameter influence on the system characteristics [17]. 

The voltage source inverter simulator makes it possible to connect each of the 
three motor phase coils to a positive or negative voltage of the ideal dc link 
source. To calculate the instant values of the phase-to-supply neutral, phase-to-
load neutral and inner phase motor voltages, the model of an inverter proposed 
in 1.4 is applied in the toolbox. 

The rms value of the phase voltage for the described operation depends on the 

dc link voltage Ud reaching 
2
dU  in the case of six-step modulation and 

2
dmodUk in the case of PWM and SVM control. The inverter leg phase voltages 

are obtained from 1.14 and 1.15. The line-to-line voltages are related to the 
phase voltages as given in 1.16. 

To calculate the current values in the machine windings, an electromagnetic 
model of the induction motor is intended. A generic electrical machine 
description applied in the toolbox is based on a detailed motor model given in 
3.1.1. Simultaneously, the voltage and current amplitude and rms values are 
counted using this model. 

An induction motor fed from an inverter has harmonics in its voltage which 
give rise to harmonic current. As only the first harmonic of the supply voltage 
develops the motor torque, the phase voltages and currents of an inverter-fed 
motor must be expressed by the Fourier series. To find the THD data, the 
apparatus of the numerical spectral analysis was used. Using the fast Fourier 
transformation, the Fourier coefficients ak and bk of kth harmonics, their 
amplitudes Ak and phases φk are derived in respect to each ith pulse of the given 
N-pulsing converter output signals having the sampling frequency fc: 
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THD yields as follows: 
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These models are used in multiple simulation procedures conducted by a 
designer through the user interface. 
 

4.2.3 User Interface of the Toolbox 

The main windows of the toolbox are shown in Fig. 4.7. Full information about 
the selected control method, load, and supply is accessible from the particular 
panes of the window. A researcher may try different variants of parameters, 
frequencies, loads, and tunings on these pages. The main window includes: 

• diagram panel to display the gate, neutral, load phase (line-to-neutral) 
and line-to-line voltages and currents; 

• panel Inputs to set such values as output and sampling frequencies, dc 
voltage, and modulation index; 

• panel Controls for setting the following switching patterns: six-step, 
PWM, continuous and discontinuous SVM including the special SVM 
modes as well as an electromagnetic time constant, and the drive 
control mode; 

• panel Outputs to display rms and THD values of voltages and currents 
as well as the switching frequency; 

• selector of the displaying time intervals - the full-period or the 
particular sector; 

• selector of the displaying traces and instruments for their scaling; 

• report generator. 
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a. 

 

 
b. 

Fig. 4.7 Main windows of the toolbox: (a) control signals and line-to-line voltages;    
(b) load and inverter leg phase voltages 

 

Resume of 4.2 
The toolbox eModule opens broad possibilities for the analysis and study of the 
multiple switching patterns of three-phase inverter-fed induction motor drives. 
It is suitable in the illustration of advantages and disadvantages of different 
steady-state and dynamic modes of the power converter performance in a 
number of applications. The proposed category of the simulation techniques can 
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be effectively applied in drives working in open loop voltage-frequency control 
modes. At the same time, it is proper for the vector and direct torque controlled 
drives. Using this software, new kinds of modulation algorithms and systems of 
motor drive inverters were developed. 

4.3 Design Example of Inverter-Fed Motor Drive for a 
Vehicle Application 

4.3.1 Aim and Load Object 

The aim of this section is to illustrate the motor drive design procedure for a 
vehicle supplied from the on-board battery source Ud = 400 VDC. The types of 
the gear, motor, and power converter should meet the following drive 
composition: 

• induction motor is supplied by an IGBT inverter with voltage/frequency 
control; 

• warm-geared maximum total moved mass m is 3000 kg with axle radius 
r = 0.03 m and wheel radius rL = 0.25 m; 

• maximum traveling velocity v is equal 0.5 m/s; 

• rolling friction of wheels μr is 0.5 mm, sliding friction μ = 0.02, inertia 
ratio λJ = 100, and efficiency of the mechanical system 85.0 η =L . 

The friction factor is determined as  
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The angular frequency of the wheel  
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The static load torque 
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Moment of inertia of the driven wheels  
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4.3.2 Gear and Motor Selection 

The three-phase bridge inverter is used in the drive. The phase supply voltage of 
an induction motor is limited by the inverter output value: 

, 194
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where qmax is the maximum duty ratio of the transistor switches, k is the number 
of current-conducted transistors, UF  is the mean IGBT voltage drop. A 
common-mode induction machine should operate at the frequency fc 
proportional to the voltage level Uc 
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where fM = 50 Hz - rated motor frequency and UM = 220 V - rated motor phase 
voltage. The gears required should meet the restrictions: 
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Using eDrive, an SQL query is generated for searching the optimal motor-gear 
kit: 

SELECT * FROM maABB, gp 
 WHERE Pg_W >= 38 * 2 
 AND ng_rpm / 10 / ig >= 2 
 AND Mg_Nm >= 38 
 AND P_W >= 38 * 2 * 100 / [%g] 
 AND P_W / n_rpm >= 38 * 10 / [%g] / ig 
 AND n_rpm / 10 >= 2 * ig 
 AND J_kgcm2 >= 187.5 / ig^2 / 100 
 ORDER BY Pg_W + P_W 

This query provides the search from ABB induction motors database and warm 
gears to meet the calculated ω’, M’, and J’ values and criteria of minimal total 
motor-gear power. The result obtained includes the following motor-gear set: 

• induction motor M3AA 90L, PM = 550 W, ωM = 72 rad/s, MM = 7.5 Nm, 
Mmax = 15.75 Nm, Ms = 12.75 Nm, JM = 43 kgcm2, IM = 2.35 A, Is = 
7.05 A; 

• warm gear 3P-25-1, i = 10, MG = 64 Nm, PG = 750 W, ωG = 126 rad/s, 
ηG = 70 %; 

• supply 194 V, 44 Hz. 

Start-up open-loop current-speed and torque-speed timing diagrams from 
eDrive are shown in Fig. 4.8. 
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Fig. 4.8 Start-up current-speed and torque-speed diagrams of the open-ended desired 
systems 

4.3.3 Inverter Design 

Using eModule toolbox, inverter timing diagrams for possible modulation 
patterns and switching frequencies were obtained (Fig. 4.9 and 4.10). 
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b. 

Fig. 4.9 Screen dumps of PWM operation: (a) control signals and line-to-line voltages; 
(b) load and inverter leg phase voltages 

 

 
a. 
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b. 

Fig. 4.10 Screen dumps of continuous SVM operation: (a) control signals and line-to-
line voltages; (b) load and inverter leg phase voltages 

To evaluate and select power equipment, a Semisel toolbox was used. Three-
phase bridge IGBT modules SKM 600GB066D of SEMITRANS line were 
selected with the following data: 
Ud = 400 V, Uc = 312 V, Ic = 1.742 A, Pc = 0.8 kW, fc = 44 Hz, cos φ = 0.85,  
fsw = 6 kHz, Icmax = 17 A, toverload = 1 s.  

Results of heat calculation are presented in Tables 4.2 -4.4. 

Table 4.2 Heating data from Semisel 
Transistor Diode 

Etr = 37 mJ (@300 V) Ed = 25 mJ 
UCE.150 = 0.9 V UTO.150 = 0.9 V 
rc.150 = 2.025 mOhm rT.150 = 1.25 mOhm 
UCE.sat = 2.12 V Uf = 1.65 V 
IC = 600.00 A If = 600.00 A 
Rth(j-c) = 0.08 K/W Rth(j-c) = 0.125 K/W 
Rth(c-s) = 0.038 K/W  

* - soft turn-off in case of short circuit necessary 
Data set from 2008/01/22 

Table 4.3 Cooling data from Semisel 
Ambient temperature                                                                      40°C 
Number of switches per heat sink                                                   6 
Number of parallel devices on the same heat sink                          1 
Additional power source at this heat sink                                       0 W 
Predefined SK-Heat Sink                                                                P14_120 
Correction factor                                                                             1 
Natural air cooling, flow rate:                                                         5m3/h 
Rth(s-a)                                                                                               0.727 K/W 
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Table 4.4 Calculated losses and temperatures with rated current, at overload and        
at fminout 

 Rated current Overload  fmin and Overload 
Pcond tr 0.71 W 7.35 W 4.44 W 
Psw tr 0.30 W 3.03 W 3.03 W 
Ptr 1.02 W 10 W 7.47 W 
Pcond d 0.06 W 0.58 W 3.45 W 
Psw d 0.82 W 3.32 W 3.34 W 
Pd 0.88 W 3.90 W 6.79 W 
Ptot 11 W 86 W 86 W 
 Average Values Average Values Maximum Values 
Th 48 °C 48 °C 48 °C 
Tc 48 °C 49 °C 49 °C 
Ttr 48 °C 50 °C 51 °C 
Td 49 °C 49 °C 51 °C 

Analysis confirms that for given operating conditions, the minimum 
temperature overheating of crystal is provided by SKM 600GB066D. 

 

The wiring diagram of the ac drive built on the SKM 600GB066D is shown in 
Fig. 4.11. Here, the storage battery voltage from the power inputs V+, LeU, 
LeV, and LeW supplies the power inverter built on the IGBT switches VT1 - 
VT6 with freewheeling diodes. The associated triggering driver circuit supplied 
from 15 VDC switches the inverter’s power transistors using high and low gate 
signals HinU…HinW, LinU…LinW so that a modulated voltage feeds the 
motor. The controller compares the set-points with actual values obtained from 
the phase current sensors VbU - VbW and generates the control signals that are 
routed to the gating circuits of the individual power transistors of the inverter 
through the gate current limiters Rg1 - Rg6. The desired waveform on the 
power outputs U, V, W is built up by switching the output transistors on and off 
at a fixed frequency. The modulated voltage produces a current in the motor. 
Heat and overload protection signals T/Itrip are also generated by the driver. 
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Fig. 4.11 Wiring diagram of designed system 

Resume of 4.3 
The design example results in the energy effective motor drive built on the basis 
of the minimum power motor-gear kit and low-switching power inverter. The 
software tools used in the design procedure provide overall computation and 
simulation of electronic, electrical, and mechanical processes in the desired 
system. 

4.4 Future Research Scenario 

4.4.1 Involvement of a PWM Rectifier to Decrease Power Losses 

One of the known drawbacks of IGBT inverters relates to the increase of THD 
along with the drop of the modulation index. Particularly, in Fig. 3.1 shown 
above, the current THD increases twofold since the modulation index decreases 
from 0.9 to 0.6. Fig. 4.12 illustrates a relationship between the voltage and 
current THD and the modulation index (dc bus voltage) keeping the stable line-
to-line output voltage 100 V of an inverter. 
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Fig. 4.12 Relationship between the voltage and current THD and the modulation index 

These diagrams open the way to decrease the THD level by the control of the dc 
link voltage instead of the modulation index. In this way, the modulation index 
may be kept as high as 0.9 to 1.0 upon the low THD levels. 

For this purpose, a PWM rectifier can be applied [30]. Today, energy 
consumers pay increasing attention to the energy quality since standard inverter 
applications create strong “polluting” phenomena for the energy distribution 
networks. As shown in 1.1.5, the majority of marketable inverters are produced 
with an input rectification stage that usually represents the simple diode bridge. 
However, this solution distorts the current and voltage of the power line with 
consequent line losses and interference due to the high harmonic content. 
Taking care of these problems, some manufacturers supply an inverter from a 
PWM rectifier, known also as an active front end, which exploits the 
peculiarities of an IGBT rectifier bridge rather than the diode classic bridge. 

The operation principle of a PWM rectifier is described in [78] [79] [80]. An 
important benefit of the active front end circuits is the possibility to control the 
output dc voltage level. 

The aim of the proposed operation consists in keeping the dc-link voltage at a 
desired reference value, using a feedback control loop as shown in Fig. 4.13. 
This reference value has to be high enough to keep the diodes of the rectifier 
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blocked. Once this condition is satisfied, the dc-link voltage is measured and 
compared with the reference. The error signal of this comparison is used to 
switch on and off the valves of the rectifier. In this way, power can come or 
return to the ac source according to the dc-link voltage value. When the dc load 
current is positive (rectifier operation), the capacitor is being discharged, and 
the error signal becomes positive. Under this condition, the control block takes 
power from the supply by generating the appropriate PWM signals for the six 
power transistor switches. In this way, current flows from the ac to the dc side, 
and the capacitor voltage is recovered. Inversely, when the inverter operation 
becomes negative, the capacitor is overcharged, and the error signal requests the 
control to discharge the capacitor returning power to the ac mains. 

Evidently, using the regenerative active front-end instead of the typical drive 
configuration represents an expensive solution that can only be justified today 
in applications that truly need bidirectional power flow. However, thanks to 
well-known capabilities such as power regeneration, low harmonic input 
current, sinusoidal input current wave form, high total power factor, small filter, 
four-quadrant operation (bidirectional power transmission), the PWM rectifier 
with controlled dc-link voltage will become more popular in industry 
applications. Additional advantages can be summarized as follows: 

• process energy is recovered from the power mains, eliminating the costs 
of resistive braking circuits; 

• inverter absorbs a practically sinusoidal current from the power main at 
the unit power factor with low harmonic distortion; 

• harmonic values generated by the inverter fall within the 
recommendations of IEEE 519; 

• reactive energy is not derived from the power mains. 

 
Fig. 4.13 Operation principle of a PWM rectifier with voltage control 
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4.4.2 Adaptive SVM as a Universal Tool to Decrease Power Losses 

An adaptive approach to modulation was initially proposed in [41] and [24]. 
The concept of adaptive SVM provides the use of the overall modulation range 
for maximal reduction of power losses by the selection of the optimal switching 
frequencies, currents and voltages in conjunction with the required motor drive 
operation. 

To find the preferable modes of operation, the dependence was studied between 
the modulation index and the switching frequency for different modulation 
methods of the voltage-frequency controlled motor drive with 512 VDC 
inverter. The aim was to find the minimum sampling frequency sufficient for 
keeping the current THD in the 3 % range. Results of the study are shown        
in Fig. 4.14. 

Using Fig. 4.14, two optimal modes of SVM can be recommended to achieve 
adaptation. These modes are distributed in the range of the modulation index as 
follows: 

• 0 < kmod ≤ 0.5 - continuous SVM with elimination of narrow pulses; 

• 0.5 < kmod ≤ 1 - discontinuous SVM with current-dependent clamping. 
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Fig. 4.14 Sampling and switching frequencies vs. output frequency for the 
voltage-frequency controlled motor drive 
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As distinct from [41] where four adaptive regions were suggested, and [24] 
where six and more regions were proposed, this study indicates that the two 
above methods can fully meet the demands of an adjustable motor drive with 
the voltage-frequency mode of operation. In the first region of low speeds (less 
than 30 Hz) and voltages (less than 300 V) the sampling frequency and 
switching frequencies may be reduced below 2.5 kHz of 4.5 kHz for the 
continuous SVM. In the second region of high speeds (30 to 55 Hz) and 
voltages (300 to 415 V) the peak of the load current should be located in the 
center of the clamped sectors for maximum reduction of switching losses. In 
this band, either online observation of the load current or application of the 
precomputed motor model is required. 

Resume of 4.4 
Two directions of the future research have been proposed and explored in this 
section. Replacing the traditional diode front-end by a PWM rectifier opens up 
new possibilities in power loss reduction. Simulation has shown the way to 
obtain the stable THD level by the control of the dc link voltage instead of the 
modulation index regulation. In this way, the modulation index may be kept as 
high as 0.8 to 1.0. An important drawback concerns the high cost of this 
approach in respect to the simple adjustable motor drives. Therefore, its 
application is restricted by high-effective closed-loop systems. In turn, an 
adaptive method of the power loss reduction proposed further in this section 
seems universal and therefore can be used in all drive applications. 

4.5 Conclusions 
1. The advanced motor drive design technology involves five steps: preliminary 
calculation, search of a motor drive vendor using eDrive toolkit, selection of 
IGBT switching patterns and frequency using eModule toolkit, choice of IGBT 
and converter topology using IGBT marketable toolboxes, and a final drive 
selection, tuning, and exploring by help of drive marketable toolboxes. All the 
procedures are multi-looped, being currently supervised by a designer. 

2. The toolbox eModule is suitable for the analysis and study of multiple 
switching patterns of three-phase inverter-fed induction motor drives. It 
illustrates power converter performance taking into account the electromagnetic 
properties of the load. This software enables new kinds of modulation 
algorithms and systems of motor drive inverters to be developed. 

3. The presented example illustrates the procedure of an energy economical 
motor drive design. The software tools used in the design procedure provide 
overall computation and simulation of electronic, electrical, and mechanical 
processes in the desired system. 
4. Two directions of the future research have been proposed and explored. 
Replacing the traditional diode front-end by a PWM rectifier opens up new 
possibilities in power loss reduction. An important drawback concerns the high 
cost of this approach in respect to the simple adjustable motor drives. In turn, an 
adaptive method of the power loss reduction seems universal and therefore can 
be used in all drive applications. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
In this thesis new control methods for inverters that supply variable-speed 
induction motors of asynchronous drives were developed and studied. The 
proposed switching patterns govern the voltage and current harmonics, torque 
ripple, acoustic noise emitted from the motor as well as electromagnetic 
interference. A significant feature of the new technique is its focus on the load 
parameter variation and disturbance. As a final result, an enhanced computer 
aided design methodology for variable-speed induction motor drives suitable 
from the viewpoint of power economical inverter and motor combined 
performance was developed. Other results that provide valuable information, 
particularly for practical engineers, are listed below.  

1. As power economic requirements grow along with increasing consumption 
and diminishing resources of power energy, the new prospective ways were 
suggested in the development of economic power converters. 

2. To evaluate the influence of power losses on the efficiency, size, cost, power 
consumption, and other motor drive characteristics, an output power density 
was proposed as an effective figure of merit, instead of efficiency. 

3. As a result of regimentation of the control systems, new possibilities for 
effective load-dependent power control were exposed. Among them, the real-
time load tracking, the preliminary calculated modulation schemes, and the 
ahead counted evolution of the current were selected as the prospective research 
directions. In the basic partition of the control system, switching control layer 
that enables power electronics to behave as an adaptive system was found of 
primary importance from the viewpoint of power economical performance.  

4. Careful analysis of switching patterns for IGBT inverters revealed the role of 
different modulation schemes in motor drive applications. Therefore, the 
problem of the synthesis of the new switching patterns, which can provide 
power economical performance for IGBT inverters of induction motor drives, 
was formulated. 

5. A set of recommendations was drawn, including the peculiarities of different 
toolkits for the power converter design and exploration, which are to be taken 
into account in modelling and simulation. 

6. Benefits and drawbacks of different control methods, such as six-step 
modulation, PWM, and SVM were illustrated in the steady-state and dynamic 
modes of the converter performance in ac drive applications. 

7. Computer description of an induction motor has been elaborated to 
implement the concept of the load-dependent control. 

8. New models and experimental methodology of the current-dependent 
clamping of inverter legs demonstrate their benefits for induction motor drives 
fed by both the continuous and discontinuous SVM inverters. 
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9. The developed algorithm and implementation technique of the elimination of 
short pulses from the switching patterns and the methodology of choosing the 
optimal switching frequency were confirmed by simulation and experimentation 
in the scope of an inverter-fed motor drive. 

10. All the procedures of the new motor drive design methodology are 
explained in detail - preliminary calculation, selection of a motor drive vendor, 
topology, and components using eDrive toolkit, selection of IGBT switching 
patterns and frequency of using eModule toolkit, selection of IGBT and 
converter topology using IGBT marketable toolboxes, and a final drive 
selection, tuning, and exploration using the drive marketable toolboxes. 

11. The toolbox eModule illustrates power converter performance taking in 
account the electromagnetic properties of the load. Using this software, new 
kinds of modulation algorithms and systems of motor drive inverters may be 
developed. 

12. Two directions of the future research have been proposed and explored 
using eModule. Replacing the traditional diode front-end by a PWM rectifier 
opens up new possibilities in power loss reduction. A universal adaptive method 
of power loss reduction may be recommended for all adjustable drive 
applications. 
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ABSTRACT 
This thesis is devoted to the development of control methods for low-loss IGBT 
inverter-fed induction motor drives. The area of research covers the variable-
speed induction motor drive supplied from an IGBT inverter with dc link. Major 
attention is paid to the control methods, mainly to the switching layer of the 
control system with voltage-frequency operation. To evaluate the proposed 
technical solutions, mathematical models, simulations and experimental devices 
were used. Two effective IGBT control principles are proposed for use: current-
dependent clamping of inverter legs which decreases the losses and temperature 
of inverter-fed drive components and the principle of the elimination of short 
pulses from the switching patterns which opens a way to choose the optimal 
switching frequency in respect to the particular application performance. 
 
Development and study of control methods are analyzed in the first part of the 
thesis. The problem is significant because IGBT control governs the voltage and 
current harmonics, torque ripple, acoustic noise, and electromagnetic 
interference. An essential feature of the proposed technique is the adaptation of 
the inverter control to the load parameters. 
Improvements in the methodology of computer aided motor drive design based 
on the new IGBT switching patterns are introduced in the second part of the 
thesis. The proposed approach focuses on the converter composition that 
provides minimization of the drive power losses. The main research tasks were 
solved: 

• Development of simulation and experimental tools to study the 
major techniques of inverter control in induction drive applications 

• Exploring the IGBT modulation methods from the viewpoint of loss 
reduction 

• Proposition, examination, and implementation of the new switching 
patterns for the modulation systems of motor drive inverters 

• Improvement in the methodology of computer aided motor drive 
design based on the new IGBT switching patterns 

 
The thesis consists of four chapters. Chapter 1 is devoted to the state of the art 
of the research and recent advances in power electronics technology for 
induction motor drives. Chapter 2 introduces the simulation study of IGBT 
inverters for induction motor drives. For this purpose different modulation 
methods were implemented in the Matlab/Simulink environment. Chapter 3 
covers the implementation and evaluation of new load-dependent IGBT 
switching patterns. The last chapter opens the new possibilities in computer 
aided design of inverter-fed induction motor drives. 
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KOKKUVÕTE 
Doktoritöö arendatakse välja kõrge efektiivsusega IGBT-põhiste pingetoiteliste 
vaheldite juhtimismeetodid. Antud vaheldid on mõeldud asünkroonajamite 
kiiruse ja momendi reguleerimiseks. Väitekirja põhitähelepanu on suunatud 
vaheldi lülitusmeetoditele. Doktoritöö käigus väljaarendatud juhtimispõhiõtete 
paikapidavust kontrolliti nii matemaatiliste mudelite, raalsimulatsioonide kui ka 
ehitatud katsemaketi abil. IGBT-de juhtimiseks pakutakse välja kaks 
lülitusmeetodit: voolust sõltuvat vaheldi õlgade šuntimist ja liiglühikeste 
impulsside elimineerimist lülitustabelist. Esimene meetod vähendab kadusid ja 
komponentide töötemperatuuri, teine meetod võimaldab valida optimaalset 
lülitussagedust vastavalt konkreetsele rakendusele. 

Väitekirja esimeses osas uuritakse ja töötatakse analüütiliselt välja 
juhtimismeetodid. Teema tähtsust rõhutab fakt, et IGBTde juhtimisviisisist 
sõltuvad mitmed faktorid: voolu ja pinge harmoonilised, momendi pulsatioon, 
müratase ja elektromagnetilised häired. Väljapakutud meetodi üheks oluliseks 
omaduseks on vaheldi juhtimisviisi kohandamine koormuse iseloomuga. 
Esimeses osas väljatöötatud meetodeid täiustati töö teises osas. Täideti 
järgnevad eesmärgid: 

• arvutimudelite koostamine ja katsestendi ehitamine vaheldi 
juhtimismeetodite eksperimentaalseks uurimiseks asünkroonajamites; 

• IGBT modulatsioonimeetodite uurimine eesmärgiga vähendada 
kadusid; 

• uue elektriajami vaheldile mõeldud modulatsiooniviisi väljatöötamine, 
uurimine ja rakendamine; 

• IGBT lülitusviisidele baseeruva elektriajami raalprojekteerimismeetodi 
täiustamine. 

Doktoritöö koosneb neljast peatükist. Esimeses peatükis tuuakse ära 
elektriajamite muundurite tehnika tase. Teises peatükis uuritakse IGBT 
vaheldeid Matlab/Simulink keskkonnas loodud arvutisimulatsioonide abil. 
Väljatöötatud, koormuse iseloomu arvestavate modulatsioonimeetodite 
rakendamist käsitleb kolmas peatükk. Viimases ehk neljandas peatükis on ära 
toodud uued võimalused vahelditoiteliste asünkroonajamite 
raalprojekteerimiseks. 
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